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CHAPTER I. 

Introductory-De-Oceen-life-Accidents at Sea from falling over- 
board-Bid-Albab-A Gale--Tropical Sonsets--Seychelle Islands 
-Becalmed-Arrival at Bombay--Caves of Carlee--Advice to Indian 
Residents from a Sanitary point of view. 

DURING a sojourn in the East of nearly seven yam, with 
frequent change of place, I had many opportunities afforded 
me of making a lasting acquaintance with various objects of 
natural history, the local scenery of Northern India, and the 
Western Himalayan mountains. My leisure hours were also 
not unfrequent, and leave of absence was always most will- 
ingly granted me whenever my professional services-could be 
dispensed with ; for which I shall ever retain a grateful re- 
membrance to the highly-esteemed commanding and medical 
o5cers under whom I then sewed. 

I n  the following reminiscences I have aimed at pre- 
serving the objects in the order they appeared to me, and 
attempted to describe the scene8 and circumstances with 
which I was brought in contact as minutely as the inci- 
dents of travel would allow, and in a belief that my jottings 
by the way would add zest to the drier descriptions of 
animals. To a few such a proceeding may seen1 a work 
of supererogation, but it must be borne in mind that it 
is not to the professors of natural science that these pages 

$ 0  
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are devoted, but to the young and ardent, who may enjoy 
such opportunities for enlarging their ideas and improving 
their minds ; therefore, should I weary the reader, I must 
confess that my best endeavours have been directed to the 
opposite, for I have too lively a recollection of my own 
difficulties when I began inquiries into the natural history of 
India, and the perplexity and confusion occasioned by dry 
details, catalogues, and detached papers, devoid of lively in- 
cidents to excite my ardour or increase my interest in the 
study. I t  would be useless to dilate on the advantages India 
offers to the naturalist ; and with respect to the Himalayas, 
perhaps few regions afford like inducements for study. Their 
vast ranges are often clothed with verdure to the summits, 
and on the highest to the confines of perpetual snow. In  the 
rich and fertile valleys animated nature appears in all its 
loveliness and beauty. The mineralogist and geologist will 
find ample materials of the greatest interest on their moun- 
tains and the lesser ranges. In the latter especially-what is 
called the Sewalik range-are to be found remains made 
known to us by the labours of Falconer and Cautley. But 
although we are in possession of much interesting and valu- 
able data regarding the palseontology of the Himalayas, great 
mines are yet undiscovered. The zoologist may ramble over 
hill and dale, mountain and plain, and after a lifetime of 
constant observation find his delightful pursuit more attrac- 
tive than ever. It is on these noble mountains that the 
sportsman can enjoy his favourite pastime unscathed by the 
burning Indian sun ; in their lovely glens bears stalk un- 
disturbed, whilst various species of deer, wild sheep, goata 
and the ibex, feed unmolested on the craggy steeps. In  the 
forests and valleys along the sub-Himalayan range tigers and 
leopards prowl, and the wild dog and various foxes seek snb- 
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sistence wherever their peculiar prey is plentiful. Add to 
these the numerous pheasants and partridges, whose elegance 
and beauty are unsurpassed by the allied birds of any other 
country. The endless variety of plants, from the lichen on the 
mountain-top to the deodar and Himalayan oaks in their 
native forests, present one of the choicest fielda to the 
botanist. 

There can be no doubt that he who constantly keeps his mind 
and body in healthy exercise is accumulating stores which, if 
they do not produce intense happiness at the time, will be the 
source of many pleasant after-reflections. If a journal registers 
only the leading events of everyday life, and describes the 
most prominent occupations of its author, i t  does a great deal ; 
for if these occupations had not been recorded, where is the 
intellect however clear-the memory however good-that 
could have retained them with any degree of accuracy ? I 
therefore present them as they were registered years ago 
among the busy and changing scenes of an active life. If I 
fail in benefiting others with the information obtained, I have 
at least the consolation of knowing that my exertions, as re- 
gards myself, have borne good fruits ; insamuch as they have 
kept mind and body in pleasant and improving occupa- 
tion ; or rather, as the author of the Rambler has exquisitely 
expressed it, " He that enlarges his curiosity after the works 
of nature, demonstrably multiplies the inlets to happiness ; and 
therefore the younger part of my readers, to whom I dedicate 
this vernal speculation, must excuse me for calling upon them 
to xnake use at once of the spring of the year, and the spring 
of life ; to acquire, while their minda may be yet impressed 
with new images, a love of innocent pleasures and an ardour 
for useful knowledge ; and to remember that a blighted 
spring makes a barren year, and that the vernal flowers, how- 
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ever beautiful and gay, are only intended by nature as pre- 
paratives to autumnal fruits." * 

However invaluable trre the labours of him whose field of I 
observation is entirely conihed to the naming and arranging 
of objects in the cabinet or in the museum, it will, I think, . 
be conceded, that a proper acquaintance with the subject 
means something more than a mere knowledge of the appear- 
ances and class3cation of species ; in fact, that nature is best 
studied in her own wide chamber. This i t  is that gives the 
intense zest to the writings of such original observers as 
Humboldt, Darwin, Audubon, and a host of distinguished 
names, whose labours are not only valued for their depth of 
learning and acumen, but also for the homely lessons they con- 
vey to the youthful mind. Were the lives of the most eminent 
students of science carefully inquired into, i t  would no doubt 
be found that their tastes for the study of natural phenomena 
were first aroused and developed by having their attention 
early directed to the subject. 

I t  is not often that a member of the medical profession 
in active employment can devote the necessary time and 
attention to enable him to form a close acquaintance with 
the collateral sciences ; at the same time, by husbanding one's 
leisure hours, it i. wonderful how much may be done in in- 
tervals of rest even in the most engrossing avocations of life. 
I n  the army especially, where the calls of duty are not always 
onerous or frequent, together with the advantages offered by I 
constant change of scene, opportunities present themselves to 1 

military officers very rarely enjoyed in civil life. It has been 
my good fortune to participate largely in these respects, and 
whilst I am sensible of having made a fair use of my hours 
of freedom, a t  the same time I cannot conscientiously re- 

I 

R u d k  for April 1760. 
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pmach myself with having done so at the expense of the re- 
quirements of my profession, or the service to which I 
belong. 

As a mental and bodily gymnastic during the long tedious 
hours of idleness that frequently fall to the lot of officen in 
the army and navy, more particularly on foreign stations, 

. there is perhaps nothing equal to the outdoor pursuit of natu- 
ral science,-whether in setting to work with head and hands 
to study the natural objects which everywhere surround them, 
or even simply collecting specimens without evincing any 
particular desire to become better acquainted with their cha- 
racters-which, however, I must allow, is a faint-hearted 
essay at gaining information. 

In thus attempting to suggest a remedy for idleness, I 
trust my readers will not accuse me of the narrow-mindedness 
that excludes all rational and manly pastimes, inasmuch as, if 
he will take the trouble to peruse the contents of this volume, 
he will find that both admit of wholesome combination. 

Voyages by the Cape of Good Hope to India have been 
so frequently narrated, and present in general the same mono- 
tonous uniformity, that I shall content myself with transcrib 
ing only a few of the chief and most interesting incidents in 
that portion of my journaL 

I left Queenstown (then better known aa the Cove of 
Cork) on the 29th of January 1849, with a detachment of the 
64th Rebaiment bound for India 

The fint few days were marked by very rough weather, 
and the never-failing accompaniment, sea-sickness, until about 
the latitude of Madeira, when a change for the better took 
place, and we began to get our sea-legs, and observe the 
novelties of the deep, such as flying-fish and shoals of por- 
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poises, whilst an occasional shark would uhow its great fin 
and tail above water. 

As we neared the Line, sudden squalls and heavy rains 
were of frequent occurrence, and now and then vast numbers 
of that beautiful tunny-fish, the bonito, were seen charging 
past us at great speed. 

Thus sped the even tenor of our waya No troop-ship at 
sea should be without a netting around the forecastle. It is 
notorious that more soldiers are drowned by falling from the 
fore-chains than any other part of the vessd A sudden lurch 
will suffice to throw a landsman off his balance ; and if 
the forecastle is on a level with the bulwarks, there is 
every chance of his falling overboard. I n  this way we lost a 
soldier, who was washing his clothes, when a wave struck the 
vessel, and he missed his footing and fell into the sea I 
have moreover records of several cases of a similar nature, 
all showing that many lives might be saved if more attention 
were paid to prevent that and such-like accidents. Lifeboats 
ought to be always in immediate readiness, and supplied with 
buoys, and all the requisite contrivances to secure the quickest 
and most efficient assistance. 

On the 5th of March we sighted the island of Trinidad, 
and having gained a strong westerly breeze, our good bark 
scudded along, our almost constant companion being the little 
petrel ; a few of a squaretailed species were also observed, 
and now and then a solitary individual of the great black 
petrel 

In  lat. 30" 52' S., and long. 2'7" 12' W., an albatross made 
its appearance for the first time, and as we approached the 
Cape, they became more numerous. 

The brown booby and Cape pigeons were plentiful off 
the African coast, where we encountered a heavy gale of 
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three days' duration. At length the hurricane abated, and 
was succeeded by a dead calm, during which several land 
birds were seen hovering around the rigging. 

In  lat  36" 3'7' S., long. 33" 9' E, a little gray flyatcher 
flew on board exhausted. Flocks of greedy albatrosses, peb 
rels and Cape pigeons crowded around the ship's stern. A 
hook was baited with fat, when upwards of a dozen albatrosses 
instantly rushed at it, and as one after another was being 
hauled on deck, the remainder, regardless of the struggles of 
the captured, and the vociferations of the crew, kept swim- 
ming about the stern. Not even did those birds which were 
indifferently hooked, and made their escape, desist from 
seizing the bait a second time ! The poor animals seemed 
half-starved. The wing-bones of the albatross are much in 
request for pipesta,lks, and purses are made of the skin of 
the feet. 

Our sailors prognosticated that the unusual familiarity 
and tameness of the albatross were certain harbingers of another 
storm ; and assuredly, towards evening, a mass of dark clouds 
was seen lowering in the east, and by sunset we had again 
" hove-to," under closereefed sail, and were weathering one 
of the most fearful tropical hurricanes our gray-headed cap  
tain had ever witnessed. 

We saw no more albatroesea or petrels after passing la t  
25" S. Flying-fish began to reappear in great numbers, and 
seldom a day passed without a tropic bird (Phakton) to keep 
us company. The weather, as we again drew near the Line, 
became more settled ; and we had frequent opportunities of 
beholding the splendid sunsets of these latitudes-such pic- 
tures as a Turner never could have painted, or, had he done 
so, none but those who had witnessed then1 in nature would 
credit. 
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At daybreak on the 19th of April we sighted the Seychelle 
Islands, and were soon at anchor in the little harbour of 
Mahe. 

After a long imprisonment on board ship, one feels a 
schoolboy's longing to take a run on shore, and when the foot 
touches terra jimna for the first time, especially in a new 
country, how eager are we to be off and see the lions of the 
place ! 

The desolate and barren appearance of the Seychelles, 
when viewed from a distance, dies away as you approach. 

Their mountains rise as high as 2000 feet above the level 
of the sea, and are clothed with verdure to their summits. 
For the first time we observed the bamboo, cocoa-nut, tamarind, 
plantain, orange, coffee-plant, mangq date, and sugar-cane, 
growing in all their tropical luxuriance. A coral reef sur- 
rounds the island of Mahe, which is said to be composed of 
granite, and consequently forms an interesting geological 
feature compared with other oceanic islands. 

The Seychelles are likewise famous from being the only 
locality where the celebrated cocode-mer (LixZoicea Sechl- 
larum) is found. This graceful palm attracts the stranger's 
attention on landing at Mahe, where several may be seen in 
the centre of the town. It has been introduced into the 
island of Mauritius, but is said not to produce fruit anywhere 
except in its native islands. 

During our short stay we were much indebted to our 
excellent friend M. G., whose delightful retreat on the sea- 
coast we had the pleasure of visiting. 

On the following morning, after a refreshing bathe in a 
mountain-stream, and a ramble through our friends plantain- 
groves, among the clusterhg fruit of which I found a turtle- 
dove (Turtur rostmtus) sitting on its nest and eggs, we 
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bade farewell to our kind host, and left in his canoe, loaded 
with fruit and sugar-cane. 

Turtles are plentiful but the particular species I could not 
determine. The frigate, or man-of-war bird (Tachypetes), was 
often seen soaring at great heights. Its deeply-forked tail 
and aquiline flight are distinctive. 

After passing the Line we were becalmed for several days, 
during which there was not a d e  on the wide expanse, and 
our vessel lay like unto "a  painted ship upon a painted 
ocean." 

Every one was tired ont by the monotony of a long voyage ; 
and irrespective of that, and the failure of the winds, the heat 
was great, and seldom under 86" and 90" in our cabins. At 
length uncertain breezes came and went, and after days of 
suffocating heat aud much discomfort we cast anchor in 
Bombay harbour on the 18th May, when the troops were 
disembarked into small boats, and sailed for Panwell, on 
the coast. 

The weather was intensely hot at the time : in conse- 
quence we were obliged always to march at night, so as to 
arrive in camp before the burning sun of the Deccan made its 
appearance. 

A hurried visit was paid to the celebrated Caves of Carlee, 
and we admired their wonderful galleries aud colossal ele- 
phants, dug out of solid trap ; but there was no time to exa- 
mine anything minutely, for the short-lived evenings of these 
latitudes afford but scanty opportunities for a passing traveller 
to feast his fancy. 

Soon after our arrival at Poonah we were joined by the 
other detachments of the regiment, which had arrived at 
Bombay after us ; and then, once fairly settled down to habits 

\ of Eastern life, I found that even active or onerous profes- 
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sional toil and study may h d  an occasional leisure hour, 
which will be best employed in whatever tends to improve 
the mind and keep the body healthy. Accordingly, by rising 
early and going soon to bed, I had always a few hours at my 
disposal for outdoor amusements and recreations ; and when 
the heat of the day kept me within the shade of my bungalow, 
I could still find occupation and study among the collection 
of natural objects I had gathered during my morning and 
evening rambles. 

A physician of great Indian experience says : " Nothing 
is so destructive of energy of mind and body as habitual in- 
dolence and inactivity in a tropical climate. Those persons 
are undoubtedly the most happy who have s ~ c i e n t  oppor- 
tunities and inducements to keep themselves always employed 
in useful occupations, and they alone preserve their vigour 
of body and mind unimpaired during a long residence in 
India" * 

Such, I will confess, has been l l~y  experience, and I appeal 
to those who have made themselves conversant with the habits 
and mode of life of Englishmen in India whether or not the 
most part of the so-called insalubrity of the climate is not 
attributable to the neglect of the simplest of hygienic rules ? 

It might be no unprofitable study for the political historian 
to trace how far the habits and modes of life of Englishmen 
in India may have influenced their characters as rulers, and 
whether the great mutiny was in any way the result of our 
selfish regard for personal comfort, to the neglect of the in- 
terests and welfare of the people we attempt to govern. 

* Twining on Discascs of Bcngal. 
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CHAPTER 11. 

Familiar Birde about Poonah-Hindw Temple of Parbnttah-Scenery-Vul- 
tures-Large BsteHabita of Parrakeet-Frogs-8nnbird and Frog- 
Flycatcher- Insecta-Snakes-Cobm-Hog RaGTiger and Bullock - 
Kingfishers-Indian Roller-Pigeona-HTarblegTdor-Bud-Govind- 
Kite a Public Scavenger-Hwpoe-Did-Bird-Weaver-Bird'e Nest- 
Egyptian Vulture-Common !heea-The Mango-Paradise Flycatcher- 
Ante-Coming of the Monsoon. 

AMONG the chief ornithological denizens of the highlands of 
the Deccan, the following may be easily distinguished :- 

The wire-tailed swallow (Hirundo ~ z ~ w a )  kii plentiful 
at Poonah during the summer months. I t  is on wing soon 
after daybreak, and may be observed skimming over the 
Great Parade, or around our bungalows, all day long, hunting 
its winged prey. In  the calm and delightful evenings pecu- 
liar to Poonah they may be seen in hundreds, perched on 
stones and tufts of grass upon the plains and the river-banks, 
and just as night is closing in they rise and seek a roost on 
the tallest spires and mosques. It is seldom that the nlales 
have their delicate tail appendages perfect, and often, they 
are entirely wanting. 

The allied swift (Cjlpselw a$inis) is common, and builds 
in societies among the ruined palaces and domes : itR nest 
is made of clay, intermingled with feathers and grass. In  
haunts and habits it much resembles the European black 
swift, which, it would appear, has not hitherto been found in 
Hindostan. 



Of the Corvidse we have only the Indian crow (Comw 
culminatus) and Indian jackdaw (C. glendens) about Poonah. 
Both are plentifully distributed. The latter is a bold marauder, 
and fearlessly disputes his rights with the govind-kite (Milvw 
migram, Bodd.) and the Egyptian vulture (Neqphron percrwp- 
t e r m )  ; like the rook, the Indian crow breeds in societies. In 
plumage and habits the Indian spaimw is very similar to the 
British species ; the manner in which his nest is formed, and the 
materials of which i t  is composed, bear likewise a close resem- 
blance to that of its brot,her in England. In  the walls of the 
natives' huts, among the thatch of our bungalows, in every tree, 
it builds its nest. I t  is the same du t y  little fellow amidst the 
mud and mire of an Indian city as on the house-tops of St. 
Gi1es.-Among the most common birds, I noted the Indian 
robin (Thamnobia fulicata). In  manner and habits it is 
the Oriental representative of redbreast, just as the migra- 
tory thrush takes the place of the former with the Canadian 
emigrants.-The gray titmouse ( P a w  cimew) represents 
the great ox-eye of Europe ; i t  is, however, a poor rival in 
point of brilliancy of feather, nor is his call-note so clear and 
joyous ; it is, however, more familiar, and may be constantly 
seen in our gardens.-The intensity of the red on the sides 
of the bay-backed shrike (Lanius hardwiekiz] is peculiar to 
the breeding-season. I t  is the most common butcher-bird, 
and may be seen perched on the lower branch of a mimosa, 
watching an opportunity to dart on some luckless beetle : 
down it pounces on its prey, which it bears away to a neigh- 
bouring thorn, impales and devours ; then flits within a few 
feet of the ground to a new perch, from whence, with head 
awry, it examines intently the ground beneath, now and 
then answering the harsh scream of its companion on some 
neighbouring tree. 
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The bulbul (Pycrumotw 7umnomhous) is very common- 
There is considerable variety in the plumage of the green 
beeeater (Mefops vidis), sufficient to puzzle one at first- 
The black Indian redstart frequents gardens.-The pied wag- 
tail (Motacilla dukhulzensis) is very plentiful-After some 
trouble, I had the good fortune to obtain a specimen of the 
great pied wagtail (Notacilla &aspatam) ; it is rare in 
this district, seen only by the sides of streams, and generally 
alone.-Here also is often found the yellow wagotail-lark 
(Budytes viridis) : the feathers on the head are blue-gray in 
spring and summer. 

One of the finest views of the city of Poonah and the 
surrounding country is to be obtained from the fort of Par- 
buttah, once a Mahratta stronghold, now a Hindoo temple. 
I t  is said that, in 1802, the Rajah of Poonah witnessed f i ~ m  
this place the defeat of his army at the battle of Kirkee. The 
approach leads through a shady avenue of tamarind, mango, 
and cocoa-nut trees, to a small lake with an island, clothed 
with fruit-trees to the very margin of the calm and glassy water, 
in which are reflected the broad leaves of the plantain and 
palm, festooned with a woodbine-like creeper. The scene is 
perfectly Oriental, and seldom will the beholder gaze on a 
prettier little spot. A broad flight of steps leads to the fort, 
on entering which the ears of the traveller are assailed by 
the deafening clamour of " tonz-tmns" and the discordant 
screeches of uncouth instruments. b o n g  the dilapidated 
and ruined walls are dark and dismal dens, filled with grim 
idols, to which numbers of adoring natives bend the knee. 
From the parapet there is a h e  view of the surrounding 
country. A range of high conical mountains stretches from 
north to west, while eastward lesser hills bound the view, and 
southward the eye roams over a vast level covered with fields 
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of grain, orchards, and groves, wherein grow the lime, the 
orange, the vine, pomegranate, mango, plantain, and guava 
Truly may the traveller say, " This land is fair to look 
upon ! " 

The remains of one of Holkar's palaces may be seen at 
the back of the artillery linea. At the time of our visit 
(5 ax) the carcase of a horse was lying close by ; round it 
were congregated tawny eagles, Indian and Egyptian vul- 
tures, crows, pariah dogs and jackals. As we approached 
they quickly dispersed. One after another the great eagles 
disappeared, but the vultures gorged with their repast, sat 
perched on the ruined walls of the palace, while the jackals 
skulked away to their hiding-places, and the dogs, scarcely 
able to rise from the place where they had fed, lay listlessly 
around the skeleton, or, seated on their haunches, licked their 
lips, as though gloating over the remembrance of their recent 
meaL I believe, when an artillery horse dies, the carcase is 
never buried, but laid upon the plain, where it is quickly 
devoured by these useful scavengers. 

The climate of the high northern m g e s  is delicious ; 
several old forts remain upon their ridges, the chief of which 
is Poonadur, a favourite resort during the hot months. 

There are few good shooting-grounds in the neighbour- 
hood. Quail and partridge are found in snlall numbers, and 
after the rnins snipe-common and jack-snipe-also the 
painted species (Rhynchcea bengalcnsis). 

The antelope black-buck (Cemkapra bcmrtica) is rare, 
and from having been so much hunted is very shy and diffi- 
cult of approach 

The wokhab or tawny eagle (Apila fuIvescens) is com- 
mon around Poonah, and is often seen on housetops or feed- 
ing with govind-kites on the refuse of the kitchen I t  is by 
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no means dainty in its choice of food, and has little of the 
majestic and noble mien of the golden eagle ; it roosts on the 
tops of tall trees in the immediate vicinity of cantonments. 
-The Indian vulture (Pdtur indicus) I have seldom seen 
except in the circumstances described above, when almost in- 
credible numbera congregate. 

My attention was one morning directed to a colony of 
flying foxes (Phqnu  edwardsiz] which had taken up 
their abode on a banyan-tree situate in one of the most 
central m d  populous quarters of the city of Poonah. Each 
bat was suspended by the hind-feet, in which position i t  re- 
mained even when shot. Some were perfectly motionless, 
others swaying to and fro with noisy clamour, indifferent to 
the busy crowd moving onwards in the street below. The 
natives call this bat the " wurbagool" The species is very 
plentiful, and numbers are usually to be seen in the still 
evenings at high elevations, flying with an easy floating 
motion, now and then varied by the regular flap of their large 
wings as they steer their course towards the fruit-groves. 
They do not always rest during the day, for flocks of several 
hundreds may be observed at midday in the mango-topes- 
some attached to the branches, others flitting round the trees, 
and uttering an occasional harsh discordant cry. The half- 
caste Portuguese eat them, and look upon their flesh as deli- 
cious. Individuals of this species appear to differ consider- 
ably in size, which may, however, be owing to age. One I 
killed measured from tip to tip about five feet Figs, mangoes, 
etc., constitute their favourite food. 

The rose-ringed parrakeet (Palceornis torpualus) is abundant 
in every grove, where great flocks often assemble. Their harsh 
screams are deafening at  times. I n  the evenings i t  was amus- 
ing to watch these birds. Minw and sparrows used to collect 
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in a mango-tope close to my bungalow ; several hundreds fre- 
quently congregated in the same tree, screaming and vocifer 
ating as loud as they could If a shot was fired among them, 
the parrakeets, with a shrill scream, dived downwards in a 
dense mass, and swept circling round the grove. The minas 
rapidly returned to their roost, when the noise and clamour 
became louder and louder as fresh arrivals poured in, until 
night began to lower. Then the cries died gradually away, 
and except an occasional scream, no si,m were heard of the 
vast assemblage crowding every branch and twig. 

The streams about Poonah are subject to sudden inunda- 
tions, owing to the proximity of the mountains. During the 
hot summer months, when there is no rain, they become dried 
pu, and, excepting small pools here and there, nothing is to be 
seen but the debris of the last s t o m  Frogs spawn in these 
situations. One species, a few inches in length, with the belly 
and throat pure white, is very plentiful ; i t  basks on the 
sides of the pools, and takes to the water when one approaches, 
skipping over the pool something in  the way a boy sLiims a 
flat stone. My attention was directed to the surface of the 
water, which appeared as though large drops of rain were 
falling on it. Having satisfied nlyself that this could not be 
the case, my next supposition was that bubbles of p were 
amending from decomposing matter at  the bottom of the pool, 
which opinion was apparently codrmed by the bubble rising 
at the time the drop appeared on the surface. I discovered, 
however, that the water waa alive with minute tadpoles. 
Vast numbers of these little creatures were darting to and 
from its surface with great rapidity. The frogs I had alarmed 
were poised upon the water, staring at  me intently, and at  
the margin of the pool were hundreds of tadpoles with the 
caudal extremity still perfect ; others, a,aain, at a distance of 
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some eight or ten feet, had the tail almost separated ; whilst 
a few here and there had lost the appendage altogether, 
being complete froga 

About half-a-mile from my bungalow there were two 
large hedges of prickly pear, and between them a stagnant 
pooL I often took up a position under the cool shade of a 
peepul-tree close by, and watched the habits of the feathered 
tribe at mid-day. On one occasion, having shot a sun-bird, 
i t  fell on the margin of the pool, when some animal jumped 
from the muddy water, seized it, and instantly disappeared 
with its prey. A short time afterwards a large green frog 
appeared on the surface. I shot it, and discovered the bird 
in ita mouth. 

The purple honey-sucker of Jerdon, the beautiful blue 
winged sun-bird (Araehwhthra asiatica, Lath.), is common, 
and nothing can exceed the grace and elegance of its con- 
gener, the Ceylon sun-bird (Leptoemna zeykmiea). This ex- 
quisite little creature sports round the top of the prickly 
pear, sucking the nectar from its flowers like a humming- 
bird. Neither species, however, subsists altogether on honey, 
for flies and minute insects are frequently found in their 
gizzards. The brilliant green spot on the wing of the male is 
wanting in the female. 

The gaudy lesser crimson-breasted flycatcher (P&o- 
wtus pr@nus) is a tenant of the woods and hedges. Some- 
times flocks of males, at other times females only, are ob- 
served ; the rich and beautiful plumage of the former is very 
~triking ; insects and larvae constitute its favourite food. The 
shrill, clamorous cry of the koel, or black cuckoo (Eudynamys 
orientalis) was constantly heard in woods and groves ; it feeds 
on fruit. I shot a specimen of a young male E u r o p n  
cuckoo (Cuculw c a m )  on the 16th of October. 

C 
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At their residence near Poonah the ex-Amirs of Scinde 
had several fine goshawks, trained for falconry ; the species 
has been shot on the Nepal nlountains and Neilgherriea. 
Trained Bhyri falcons (Palw jugger) are sold at  Poonah by the 
natives, and fetch high prices. They say these birds inhabit 
the mountains and woody parts of the district ; but there is 
no more handsome falcon than the teesa (Poliornis teesa) ; its 
fine, clear, light-coloured eye, and in fact the whole appear- 
ance of the bird, indicates grace and strength of wing. In  
the stomach of a female I found a lizard 4 inches in 
length. 

Among the many discomforts Europeans have to endure in 
the East are myriads of fleas, mosquitoes, snakes, centipedes, 
scorpions, etc. etc., which not only infest gardens, but pene- 
trate into the interior of houses, especially at night. No 
sooner is the cloth spread than hundreds of beetles, attracted 
by the light of the candles, dash recklessly into the flame, 
and fall disabled on the table, intruding themselves into every 
dish ; crickets chirp among the beams overhead, and the 
whole apartment resounds with the noise and buzz of insect- 
life. Nor is the scene without very different, though occasion- 
ally more attractive ; for swarms of fire-flies assemble round 
the bushes, and with the lucid beam of their tiny lamps 
illumine the gloom of the tropical night. 

On one occasion I was awoke by my servant pursuing a 
snake across my bedroom-floor : he killed it at my bed-side. 
It was a species very common about Poonah, of a greenish- 
black colour, and about 2 feet in length, with numerous 
white spots on its upper surface. 

Snake-skins (so entire that even the covering of the eye 
is retained) were often found under the floor-matting ; and 
a species, white-spotted on the back and sides of the body 
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and about 5 feet in length, abounds in gardens ; on that ac- 
count one is often obliged to ride on horseback after nightfall, 
when numbers may be seen crawling about in the roads and 
gardens, semhing for frogs, on which they principally feed 
There is a green species, 2: feet in length, said by the natives 
to be very venomous. My attention was directed to a cir- 
cumscribed swelling in the centre of the body of one of these 
serpents, which on dissection proved to be a frog, fully three 
times as broad as any other part of the snake's body. Two 
minute wounds on the frogs back were the only marks of 
violence discernible. 

The cobra di capella is tamed, and taught to dance to 
the pan-pipe-like sounds of a sort of flageolet. I t  is said to be 
plentiful in the cactus hedges, which seem to be a " rendez- 
vous' for all kinds of snakes and vermin. One sultry day, 
while seated under an acacia tree, I heard a hissing sound be- 
hind me, and turning, saw a cobra close by, with raised head 
and inflated hood, knocking its nose against the stem of a 
cactus. One of the first injunctions a native servant gives his 
newly-arrived master is, " always to shake his boots well befn-e 
putling them on," scorpions being apt to take up their abode 
in the toe ! 

A green lizard is common in gardens, and on the thatch of 
bungalows : i t  preys on scorpions, especially a small black 
species, abundant beneath stones and the matting of rooms. 
Centipedes of large size are very plentiful. 

The moongus, or gray ichneumon (Herpestes Mew), is 
found in this district, and frequently domesticated. I t  is 
exceedingly useful in destroying centipedes and scorpions, but 
I have never seen i t  attack serpents ; and the story regarding 
the antidote it obtains for snake-bites in the root of a certain 
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plant called moonguswail, like most Indian tales of that de- 
scription,* is perfectly mythical. 

The bandy-coot or hog-rat (Mus gigantem) was frequently 
seen in our houses. This animal is very destructive, and 
creates much disturbance at  night. Sometimes it coursed 
across the canvas covering of our ceiling-a signal always 
for "drawn swords," and a prod through the " dungaree,"+ to- 
gether with the pleasing uncertainty as to whether you are 
transfixing a ghous (as the Mahrattas call it) or a manew 
(Felis bengalensis), a species of wild-cat which prowls about 
at  night, and hides during the day in hedges, or under the 
thatch of bungalows. 

Several species of chameleon are abundant : they frequent 
bushy places, and are seen basking on the stems of trees ; 
while geckoes are common on the walls of houses. Tigers 
are found on the mountains and in the jungles. Not far from 
Kirkee is the village of Maun, where, during midsummer, both 
the common and jack-snipe are abundant in the rice-fields. 
They arrive about the beginning of November, when also a few 
painted snipe may be obtained. 

Maun is situate close to a range of &ount&s covered 
with low dense jungle, extending some distance into the plain, 
which is studded with villages, rice-fields and gardens, sepa- 
rated by ravines and large tracts of waste and barren country. 
A dense jungle to the north of the village was said to have 
been the haunt of a man-eating tiger for some time previous 
to our viait, and we found the carcase of a bullock lying in a 
chilli field, not a stone's throw h m  the village. On both 

See an intereeting account of a fight between a cobra and mwngus in 
the Times of India for the 9th of August 1863, signed by three officers who 
witnessed the encounter. 

+ A coarse white linen used for lining the interior of rooms. 
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sides of the animal's neck were deep wounds caused by the 
tiger's teeth, and on the shoulder a long gash, where the claw 
had ploughed through the skin ; the whole of the flesh on the 
belly and flanks was torn away, the Btomach and entrails lying 
on the p u n d ,  where we could see distinct traces of a scuffle, 
and the footprints of a very large tiger. Pitching our tent 
within range, we sat up that night, expecting to get a shot at 
the marauder, as the moon was shining brightly ; but after a 
f i t l e s s  v i d ,  and growing drowsy, I went to bed, and had 
scarcely been asleep an hour when my servant called me to 
say the tiger had arrived, and was carrying off the carcase. 
It was too late, however, as we were just in time to see him 
disappear in the cover with his prey. The following morning 
all that remained of the bullock was the skull, and a few 
pieces of the larger bones. A week afterwards I heard that 
the same tiger had killed another bullock near a village some 
ten miles distant. 

The kestrel (Tinnuneulus alaudam'us), and also the 
sparrow-hawk (Aceipiter virgatus), are common. The former 
may be observed hovering over the plains, and at dusk, not 
unfrequently in numbers, perched on stones and tufta of 
gmas. Both prey extensively on mice, lizards, and beetles. 
The latter hawk is trained for quail-hunting. The broad- 
tailed flycatcher (Rhipidura fusecyoent-ris) ia plentiful in gar 
dens and wooded localities. It is not shy, and for its size 
bold and fearless, and will attack birds much larger than 
itself. The song of the male consists of a few loud and 

, pleasing notes, uttered while t,he little creature is dancing 
along the branch with tail and wings expanded like a fan. 

The common kingfisher (A,?& b e n g W ,  GmeL), the 
black and white species (Ceyle dis ) ,  and the Indian king- 
fisher (Halcyon f fuc~is ,  Bodct), are often observed. The 
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first is common in rice-fields, streams, and r ive~banks ; the 
two latter are not so plentiful ; the Indian kingfisher is a 
tenant of gardens and pools. On the broad tops of peepul, 
acacia, and mango trees, the lark-heeled cuckoo or Malabar 
crow (Centrcvpus m$pennis, Illig.) perches ; grasshoppers and 
coleopterous insects constitute its favourite food. These 
birds startle one, while passing under a tree, by the flapping 
of their large fan-shaped wings; their Bight is a sort of 
sailing motion, which, with the expansive tail, makes them 
appear much larger than they are in reality. Frequenting 
like situations may often be seen the beautiful Indian 
roller (Coracicu indica), it sports from one tree-top to another 
with a peculiar zig-zag flight ; butterflies and large insects 
are its favonrite food, and are caught on wing. Flocks of the 
black-headed finch (Emberiza melanocephala, Sykes) are corn- 
mon ; i t  is dispersed over the fields during harvest, but dis- 
appears soon afterwards. Rock-pigeons (Columba liwia) con- 
gregate in the deep wells, in the sides of which they breed 
The natives capture them by suddenly throwing a net over 
the mouth of the well. There is no variety in the wild bird, 
and although the tame pigeons feed in the fields, the two do 
not appear to associate. By the sides of hedges, in gardens 
and way-sides, the Senegal dove (Columba senegalensis) is fre- 
quently observed. I t  passes the greater part of the day on 
the ground, but is often seen likewise on trees. In  dissecting 
and preparing the skins of this species (in fact Columbida in 
general), great care should be taken to remove the fat from 
the skin of the back and sides, else the feathers will be sure 
to drop out. 

The tailor-bird (Orthotomwr lmqicauda), with its curiously- 
fashioned nest, displaying most marvellous skill and m, 
is plentiful in groves and gardens, where it may be seen 
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flitting among the dense foliage, emitting its loud cry, re- 
sembling that of the mina. The tailor-bird is by no means 
shy or easily frightened ; on the contrary, i t  is an inquisitive 
little fellow. I recollect once, when seated under a tree, em- 
ployed in skinning a bird, one came within a yard of me, and 
attentively watched the proceeding. I t  has a droll way of 
inspecting objects sideways, jerking its tail unceasingly when 
moving. To those familiar with its habits i t  will not appear 
surprising that this strange little creature should be the archi- 
tect of that wonderful nest, formed of cotton, wool, hair, etc., 
enclosed between leaves, beautifully sewn together with vege 
table fibre. The young resemble their parents, except in 
length of tail ; also the rufous on the head is not so clear. 

Of all rapacious birds the govind-kite is the nost  useful 
and abundant ; wherever offal exists there this bird is to be 
found, hovering over the butcher's shop, the kitchen, or the 
barrack-now leisurely sailing in circles-now darting like 
an arrow upon its prey, which it devours while on the wing, 
uttering a clear slirill cry whenever a companion disputes 
its possession Its boldness is almost ludicrous. Once, when 
a servant was bringing mutton-chops from the cook-house to 
our mess, one of these birds darted upon the dish, and tore 
away the contents in its talons. The plumage of this species 
is subject to considerable variety : some are very dark (these 
I take to be the old birds), others have the under parts light 
rufous, darkly lined. 

The govind-kite, Egyptian vulture, crow, Indian jackdaw, 
and mina, may justly be termed "the pat scavengers of 
India." What would its large cities be without these useful 
birds ? and lean and degraded as the pariah dog is, abused 
and cowed by the natives, still he clings to man, and picks 
up a scanty mecrl on the dunghill, or feasts with the jackal 
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From constant ill-treatment he has become the very picture of 
abject misery, crouching at  the sound of the human voice; 
yet, from some s b g e  instinct, unsolicited he protects the 
dwelling of the native, and the midnight robber would find it 
hard indeed to pass his post unchallenged. 

The hoopoe (Upupa p p s )  is very common on lawns and 
in fields. I have been informed that the black-headed bus- 
tard (0tis.nigriceps) was at  one tbhe common in this district. 
It is now seldom met with, having been so much sought 
after by sportsmen ; one specimen was brought to me from 
the mountains near Poonah with its eyelids sewn together to 
prevent it running away !-The naturalist is likely to be 
led into error in studying the appearance and habits of the 
dial-bird (Cqsychw saularw.) The more sombre plumage of 
the female (which is seldom seen with the male, except 
during the breeding season) has deceived many. The song 
of this species is rich and' sweet, and frequently imitates the 
notes of other birds. I n  habits familiar, i t  is a common 
tenant of the gardens, where i t  pours forth its welcome notes 
in the afternoon or early morning, and like its rival redbreast, 
sings a bar, and then waits a sho1-t time for another indivi- 
dual to reply. This species is the " nyhtingde" of English 
residents.-Among flocks of mina birds (Acridotha tristis) 
may often be seen numbers of the roseate pastor (Pastor 
roeem). The smaller size, peculiar sailing flight, and more 
pointed wings, will distinguish the latter at a distance. 

The rainquail (Coturnk mmndelica) is plentiful during 
the monsoon. I have shot i t  in lucerne fields close to my 
house, and the bush-quail in low jungle near the mountains. 
We have the Indian golden oriole in woods and groves. It 
is shy and difficult of approach. The nest, which ie placed 
in the fork of a tree, is formed of dry grass, with a finer 
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description in the interior. The large purse-shaped nest of 
the weaver-bird (Ploeewr baya) would fall an easy prey to its 
enemies, did not the little architect, with surprising intelli- 
gence, place it in situations not easily acoessible ; hence 
several may be seen suspended from the tips of branches 
overhanging deep wells, or on the topmost boughs of acacia 
and thorny trees. The weaver-bird builds in societies, and 
is docile and familiar in its habits.-The common -king-crow 
(%mu nu;ccrocercus) is often seen on the backs of cattle. 

The Egyptian vulture is a native of Eastern Europe, h i a ,  
and Africa On the temperate regions of the Himalayas it 
follows man wherever he congregates ; and on the plains of 
India its gaunt forbidding fi,oure is seen stalking among all 

animal refuse. I t  is the smallest of the tribe found in the 
East ; its total length seldo~ll exceeding 26 inches. In  the 
adult the skin of the head and front of the neck is bare, 
yellow and shrivelled, giving the animal a melancholy, 
poverty-stricken appearance. The general colour of the 
plumage is white, except the quills and their coverts, which 
are black; the iris is red in the old bird, but brown in the 
young, which also have the naked part about the head of a 
leaden colour until the second year. There is great diversity 
of plumage, h m  the brownish-black of the young bird to 
the white of the adult ; this latter is attained at the third 
moult. The habits of this species are strictly domestic. I t  is 
usually met with in the filthiest parts of towns and military 
cantonments. As soon 88 dinner is announced by the bugle- 
sound in barracks, Egyptian vultures and kites may be seen 
hastening towards the scene, which soon assumes a lively 
aspect from the numbers and activity of the kites, as they 
dart like arrows on the bones and refuse ; while others, with 
head erect, lifting their legs (much after the manner of rooks), 
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are silently devouring whatever comes in their way. Now 
and then a vulture in the act of bolting a piece of flesh has 
to relinquish the morsel to his more nimble companion, 
whose sharp talons soon tear i t  off, and he is seen devouring 
the prize as he sails away. The two species often roost 
together, and seem to agree very well except at feeding- 
time. Flocks of both accompany troops for hundreds of miles, 
and regularly at daybreak, as the new camp is forming, 
they may be seen approaching from the direction of the pre- 
vious day's halt.' 

The mango is the most common fruit-tree in this district, 
but the fruit is not equal to that of Mazagon mango of 
Bombay. The turpentine flavour of the mango is less per- 
ceptible the oftener the fruit is eaten. There are many 
persons, however, never become reconciled to it-a peculiarity 
which unfortunately has deprived me of enjoying what many 
consider the most highly-flavoured and luscious of Eastern 
fruits. The tree grows to a considerable size, and is tall and 
spreading, with dense foliage of a dark green ; i t  studs the 
country over, forming little groves (called topes), which break 
the sameness of the scenery, and offer a grateful shade from 
the s u n  I have spent many happy hours in these mango- 
topes, during the fiercest heat of summer, searching for birds, 
especially warblers. Here may frequently be seen the para- 
dise flycatcher (Tchitrea paradisi, Linn.), and though not 
common, its singularly attractive plumage can scarcely 
escape observation. The adult male has a blue head, white 
body, with two of the tail-feathers prolonged for upwards of 

h i e s  in the field have been followed by flocks of vultures, kites, and 
crows. It has been stated to me, on good authority, that the crows of New 
Rmnswick and state of Maine decreased very mucli in number during the 
A~nerican war, and roturned afterwards. 
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8 inches beyond the tip ; these, in the female, scarcely 
extend beyond a quarter of an inch. The young birds are 
chestnut. The Paradise flycatcher does not possess great 
powers of flight, except when hunting for insects ; then its 
movements are quick, i t  suddenly appears on a branch beside 
you, and the next moment is seen shooting like an arrow 
through the grove, at times uttering a harsh chirp--now 
perched on the upper bough of a tamarind, now on the lower 
one of a neighbouring tree--spectre-like i t  suddenly appears 
and is as quickly gone. Before I knew the difference between 
the sexes and young birds, a friend remarked to me, in one of 
our rambles, " Did you see that red flycatcher with the w h i p  
tail ?" I insisted that he had mistaken the colour ; then im- 
mediately afterwards two birds were shot, one white, and one 
chestnut, both males. Towards the end of summer the species 
leaves this district for the warmer climate below the Ghauts. 

The sweet-lime produces abundance of delicious fruit, 
and with the graceful tamarind, the tall peepul, the 
palm, cocoanut, and acacia, forms a leading feature in the 
landscape. The fig is reared extensively in gardens, where 
the thick-peeled orange, guava, pomegranate, melon, and 
pumpkin flourish, as well as an endless assortment of vege- 
tables. Spreading over the land are fields of bageree and 
jowaree, the staple grain of the  count.^^. The former attains 
the height of a man on horseback. I n  India, as in most hot 
climates, ants are plentiful, the Termitinae or white-ants 
being the most destructive. Besides several smaller species, 
there is a great black ant, of the family. Attidse ; it has a 
large knobby head, is usually seen in columns stretching 
across t.he plain, occupied in carrying provender from one 
nest to another, and in storing up supplies for future con- 
sumption These black moving trains of insect life are 
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sometimes a foot in breadth, and from their strange appear- 
ance on the highway are very apt to frighten horses. 

Among the dried-up watercourses running from the moun- 
tains, good specimens of agate are met with, and I have occa 
sionally seen a small onyx from the same situations. 

In summer the temperature is very equable, the heat 
never so great as to necessitate the use of punkhas or therm- 
antidotes ; * and iu winter the cold is never so severe as to 
require a fire. The monsoon terminates in October, when 
the cold weather sets in, lasting until March or Apia  Then 
the heat begins to be felt, and nature pants for rain : the 
plains and mountains present a sunburnt and desolate a p  
pearance ; at length clouds collect in the east, and the mon- 
soon bursts with great violence. For some time previous 
there is lightning every night, and the atmosphere feels close 
and heavy,-a fierce wind then rises, tearing the thatch off 
the houses, and sending clouds of dust, dense and suffocating, 
into the rooms. Bang go doors and windows-distant 
thunder is heard, and the dark mass of cloud is lighted up by 
vivid flashes of lightning,-the air, at first hot and dry, be- 
comes cool and grateful-the dust suddenly subsides, and 
the peculiar smell from the plains tells that the longed-for 
rain is coming. At last big drops fall, louder and nearer 
sounds the " artillery of Heaven," as if all the ordnance of 
British India were roaring around ! Gradually the storm- 
cloud sweeps away-the thunder dies in the distance, and a . 
steady down-pour of rain sets in for days. 

During the monsoon the temperature in the shade ranges 
from '75" to 85" Fahrenheit ; vegetation progresses rapidly- 
the mountains becoming clothed with verdure in a few days. 

A machine, xwembling that used in winnowing corn, by which a current 
of air is forced on a damp matting suspended in front of the door. 
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Now and then the sun breaks out strong and fierce, the 
atmosphere becoming laden with vapour from the dank soil. 
Then it is that sickness appears, and cholera sweeps over the 
land. I t  has, however, seldom time to seize many victims 
before the cold weather begins, and the climate becomes cool 
and healthy. 

Dr. Maury, in his Physical Geography of th Sea, says, 
with reference to the formation of monsoons-'' They evapo- 
rate, from the Bay of Ben& water enough to feed with rains, 
during this season, the western shores of this bay, and the 
Ghauts range of mountains. This range holds the relation to 
these winds that the Andes of Peril hold to the south-east 
trade-winds-it f h t  cools, and then relieves them of mois- 
ture, which they tumble down on the weatern slopes of the 
Ghauts." 
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CHAPTER 111. 

Departure for Scindc, Western Ghauts again-Kandala-A Man drowned- 
Discomforts of the Sea Voyage-Cholera-Kurrachee-Scenery-Familiar 
Bird+Climste-Flora-Pearl-opter-Caucasian Ibex-Pelicans-Gme 
Birds-Woodpecker-Bush-thmahes- Bulbul- Serpent-eagle-Insecb 
--Crocodile Pond-Indua-Scenery-Alligators- Audacity of the Go- 
vind-Kiuutluj-Ferozepoor to the Himalayas. 

ON the road between Poonah and Bombay there is much to 
interest and delight ; at Kandala the traveller is surrounded 
by a varied fauna and flora. What finer sight than that 
which greets him at day-dawn on some cool November 
morning, as he wends his way through the defiles, or by the 
sides of the little rice-fields ?- 

" See how at  once the bright refulgent sun, 
Rising direct, swift chases from the sky 
The short-lived twilight ; and with ardent blnze 
Looks gaily fierce through sll the dazzling air." 

The roads are covered with heavy-laden waggons, toiling up 
the steep ascent, while groups of natives are enjoying their 
hookahs by the road-side, under the grateful shade of the 
mango and banyan? The mountain-breeze is cool, even in 
the heat of summer. The European houses are situated on 
the sides ~f the great ravines, with shady avenues and yath- 
ways winding through the groves and around the rocky 
ridges. Kandala is a little highland paradise, and a fitting 

The author refers to some sixteen years since, before any railways existed 

i n  India 
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place for the climate-worn European, who may seek to restore 
his health by its pure and invigorating air. I spent a delight- 
ful day toiling over these rugged ravines, and after a hard 
scramble at length gained the camp, and was reclining on my 
couch, when a soldier rushed into the tent, to inform me that 
one of his comrades was drowning in a pond close by, and no 
one could attempt to save him, in consequence of the dense 
weeds which covered the surface. On repairing to the spot 
we found the poor fellow in his last struggle, manfully 
attempting to extricate himself from the meshes of rope-like 
grass that encircled his body; but, to all appearance, the 
more he laboured to escape, the more firmly they became 
coiled round his limbs. At last he sank, and the floating 
plants closed in, and left not a trace of the disaster. After 
some delay, a raft was made, and we put off to the spot, and 
sinking a pole some 12 feet, a native dived, holding on by the 
stake, and brought the body to the surface. I shdl  never 
forget the expression of the dead man's face-the clenched 
teeth, and fearful distortion of the countenance, while coils 
of long trailing weeds clung round his body and limbs, the 
muscles of which stood out, stiff and rigid, whilst his hands 
grasped thick masses, showing how bravely he had struggled 
for life. Such was the end of Private John Malony. He had 
been the life and soul of the detachment with which I sailed 
from England ; and used to keep his companions in roam of 
laughter, on many a dull evening on shipboard, with his 
merry Irish songs. 

The descent from the Deccan plateaus into the plains 
brought a s  into a very different climate. The thermometer 
rose from 65" to 92" in tents ; this, however, was little, com- 
pared with the miseries of an over-crowded vessel. The 
fatigue and discomforts of the officers and men were p a t ,  
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but not to compare with those of 100 women and 150 children, 
during the four days we spent on board the E.LC.'s steamer 
Mozwfur during the voyage to Kurrachee. To call i t  discom- 
fort is a mild term, when i t  is considered that 1100 human 
beings were huddled together like sheep iri a fold, lying down 
at night anywhere, as best they could, unprovided with 
covering beyond the clothes they wore, exposed to the biting 
cold of a December night and the scorching heat of mid-day. 
The regiment had suffered from cholera before leaving Poonah, 
and a few cases continued on the line of march ; twenty-five 
persons died immediately after we arrived at Kurrachee. We 
imported the disease to Scinde, and had i t  not been that the 
sick were isolated from the inhabitants and other corps in 
garrison, by being placed in barracks at a distance, there is 
no saying what might have been the result ; yet, in those 
days, no one seemed inclined to admit that the disease was 
communicable in any way. The doctrine of the non-infectious 
and non-contagious character of cholera no doubt recei-i-ed 
considerable support from the desire on the part of communi- 
ties to prevent panic ; but we h d  now that the contrary 
principle is the best, by arousing public attention to the 
threatened danger, and the adoption of sanitary measurea to 
prevent the spread of this formidable and fatal malady. 

Pfter Poonah the scenery of K u m h e e ,  in 1849, wore no 
very invit,ing aspect-long tracts of sandy waste and level 
shore ; everything, animate and inanimate, appeared as though 
just emerged from a dustrstorm. Hedges, trees, and dwell- 
ings looked hoary, as if covered with the frost of an English 
winter, not a blade of grass visible ; and except the palm, 
cactus, and a few stunted shrubs, the surrounding country was 
one desolate and dresry wilderness. 

During the cold months the sun is powerful at mid-day, 
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but the nights are cold and frosty. We wded along, ankle- 
deep in the heavy sand, towards the station, about 14 mile, 
with a companion who (by way of cheering our drooping 
spirits) informed us, that four years previously he had lived 
at Kurrrrchee, in a tent, where the thermometer was often 130°! 
This, however, we found was not a common occurrence, for 
during the forepart of the day the sea-breeze sets in and lasts 
for several hours, so that, take it all in all, the heat of Kur- 
rachee is not so severe ss that of many inland stations. The 
native city is built on an eminence near the sea Like many 
Oriental towns, its streets and bazaars are abominably filthy ; 
and, besides the usual hubbub of crowds of natives, goats, 
and sheep, there is a sickening atmosphere, redolent of rancid 
butter, assafaetida, and divers other powerful, and not particu- 
larly pleasant, odours. Although the Turkish cemeteries at 
Scutari and Constantinople greatly exceed, in extent of area, 
anything of the sort I have seen in Hindoostan, the size of 
that outside the city of Kurrachee is very striking. Nothing 
shows the antiquity of Eastern towns more than their grave- 
yards; and, even without the testimony of history, those 
around Kurrschea give evidence of its existence for many cen- 
turies. The gravestones are painted white, and covered with 
various devices in red, becoming thus prominent objects in 
an otherwise desert plain. Here and there are tall poles, 
from which float triangular fiags of divers coloura We may 
wander through miles of sepulchres without meeting a symptom 
of animated nature. Now and then a solitary pied stone-chat 
(S&la pieata) may be seen hopping about. This familiar 
little creature I observed at Poonah. I t  is plentiful in and 
around Kurrachee, and is, in fact, the "robin" of Scinde. 

To one just arrived from the Deccan, the chimney-tops at 
Kurrachee are suggestive of the comfort of "my 8in fireside "- 

D 
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a pleasure that none appreciate but those who have long been 
strangers to ita genial influence. I n  consequence of the con- 
stant shifting of the sand, there are no regular highways in 
Lower Scinde. About noon, when the west wind sets in, clouds 
of sand sweep across the country, penetrating through the 
minutest chinks and crevices. Whirlwinds (or &mils, as they 
are commonly called by Europeans) are of frequent occurrence. ' 
At a distance they look like revolving clouds of smoke, shoot- 
ing upwards fully 200 feet. These cycloidal movements often 
last for upwards of half-an-hour, and carry with them what- 
ever light substances they may encounter. After gliding 
along for some distance they finally disappear. The meeting 
of two opposite currents of air is no dolrbt the cause, inasmuch 
as a whirlwind was always seen to commence at the corners of 
two ranges of buildings placed at right angles to each other. 

There is a remarkable difference in the temperature of the 
wind, after it has traversed two miles of the desert I made 
the experiment on horseback, in order to avoid as much as 
possible reflection from the sand, and found, during a hot 
forenoon in December, that the thermometer stood in the 
sun at '75" on the sea-shore, while two miles inland it was 90". 

There are few countries more devoid of natural beauty 
than Scinde. F'yramids seem only wanting to render ita 
scenery Egyptian, and viewed from any eminence, the neigh- 
bourhood of Kmachee is by no means prepossessing. North- 
wards, as far as the eye can reach, is one vast plain of sand, 
studded with smub, or heaps of shingle. Westward, in the 
distance, are seen the desolate and sun-burnt mountains of 
Beloochistan. Looking seaward, we have various lines of 
building, the European barracks and dwellings,* half-hid 

" I apnk of the year 1849 ; since then K u m h c r  hns risen to n god-sizctl 
town. 
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amoug cactus and euphorbia hedges, which surround gardens, 
where the usual tropical fruit-t,rees and vegetables struggle 
for existence. Among others may be observed the graceful, 
prickly Jerusalem thorn, a laburnum-like tree, with feathery 
foliage, and pretty yellow flowers in loose and pendulous 
racemes. Here and there, at long intervals, are little clusters 
of date or coco*nut, while on the hills and rocky eminences 

" Th' acacia waves her yellow hair, 
Lonely and sweet-nor lovd  the lees 
For flowering in a wilderness." 

As Scinde does not come under the influence of the south- 
west monsoon, its barren and sterile nature is to be attributed 
to this causa Beyond an occasional shower, during the cold 
months, rain seldom falls. Were it not for the dews, nothing 
would grow on its arid plains ; these are often so profuse 
that in the morning the sand appears ae though a heavy 
shower of rain had fallen. The sun, however, soon dissi- 
pates the coolness of the morning breeze, and the sand 
getting dried begins to blow about with the sea-breeze, and 
drives us to seek the shelter of our bungalows, where every 
door, window, and verandah, is closed to prevent its en- 
trance ; but in spite of all our endeavours it penetrates into 
drawers and boxes, and, what is still more uncomfortable, 
into tho bedding. 

During December, and the two succeeding months, the 
cold at night is often severe, being frequently 32" Fahrenheit 
at daybreak, while at noon it often mounts to '75" or 86" in 
the shade. Such sudden transitions cannot be otherwise than 
injurious to European constitutions, and though many have 
stood these shocks for years, there is no mistaking the effect8 
of the Scinde climate on those who long brave its influence- 
for tardy, and almost imperceptible as are its mlrnifestations to 
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the individual, or those around him, the new comer is struck 
with the absence of anything like colour or freshness in the faces 
of his co~mtry people,-especially the gentler sex, whose rosy 
cheeks soon lose their northern bloom. 

The natives of Scinde are a manly-looking race, but in 
point of physical powers the Beloochees greatly excel. Their 
well-knit frames, dark complexions, and flashing eyes distin- 
guish them from their more peaceable brethren of the plains. 
Accoutred with sword, shield, and matchlock, the Reloochee 
has proved himself a valiant warrior in many a hard fight, 
h m  the day he first met the British on the field of Meanee, 
to the last grand struggle in the Northern Provinces. 

The turban is the usual headdress of the natives. They 
likewise wear a cap very like a black hat turned brim upper 
most. 

The pearl-oyster abounds in eleven or twelve fathoms of 
water all along the coast of Scinde. There was a fishing in the 
harbour of Kurrachee, which had been of some importance in 
the days of the native rulers, but was gradually declining. 

The shore was covered with heaps of shelh-each having 
a little perforation in its centre, marking the place where the 
pearl is found. Workmen were employed clearing away the 
sand, and carefully winnowing the dust and detritus of the 
shells, in which, now and then, minute pearls are found. The 
largest shown us was scarcely bigger than a pin's-head, and 
evidently of very little value, for we could purchase for five 
shillings as many as would cover the surface of a sixpence. 

A " porpoiseb is very common in the harbour, and ascends 
the Indus and rivers of the Punjaub. 

The Caucasian ibex (Capa cazceasiea) frequents the moun- 
tains of Beloochistan. 

I was informed by my lamented friend, the late Dr. Gould, 
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that it is likewise a native of the Muree and other ranges 
on the north-western frontier of Scinda The Caucasus, Asia 
Minor, Syria, and Arabia, are also countries which it inhabits. 
I t  does not appear to travel any great distance eastward, &d is 
probably replaced on the higher ranges of Afghanistan and 
Persia by its noble congener the Himalayan ibex. 

The Caucasian ibex has the hair short and dark brown, 
with a black line down the back. The beard is also black. 
Like the European and Himalayan animals, the horns are also 
bent backwards, but they differ in being more slender and 
tapering. I n  the latter, moreover, the horns are three-sided, 
and the anterior and posterior surfaces sharp, and generally 
smooth, with the exception of a few irregular tuberosities on 
,the frontal aspect. 

Like the other species, it frequents dangerous and inaccea- 
sible places, such as bleak and barren mountain-tops. 

The chukore, or Cabool partridge, imported from Afghan- 
istan, is sold in the bazaars. Both the gray and black part- 
ridges are common in cultivated localities of this neighbour- 
hood. In the Government Gardens I killed a woodpecker, 
said to be peculiar to this country. 

The Scinde woodpecker (Picwr scindianus) b distin- 
guished from the other pied species by having the sides of 
the body dirty-white, and a broad streak of black down the 
side of the neck from the base of the lower mandible. 

The Mahratta woodpecker (P. drattensis)  is also not 
uncommob Sand-shrikes (hnizls arenarius) are plentiful in 
cactus-bushes in the open country ; and in the dense foliage 
of the gardens the white-fronted flycatcher (Rhipidura albo- 
frontata) is often seen. In  habits it resembles the broad-tailed 
species, but the clearness of the white on its body and fore- 
head will suffice to distinguish it from the other. 



The striated babbler (MdacoeirMcs candatua) is k n o w  by 
the light brown stria on its back-lower parts dirty-white. It 
is less in size than the pale-eared babbler (M malwlmz'), likewise 
found hem The habits of the two are similar, frequenting 
hedges and close cover, where they are usually seen in flocks. 

The w h i t w d  bulbul (&towmpm leueolis) is not, I 
believe, found in the Deccan, although plentiful in this 
country and the Punjaub. 

The short-toed or serpent-eagle (Cirmtus gall&) is often 
seen soaring over dwellings, but mom frequently perched on 
a tree-top in the centre of a field, watching for its favourite 
prey ; it lives principally on reptiles. I killed one whose 
stomach contained many small frogs. At a distance this 
bird might be mistaken for the common buzzard ( B u b  w3- 

garis). I t  is, however, easily distinguished by the rufous 
white of the lower parts, with brown streaks. The total 
length is about 2 feet. 

In  Scinde (as in all desert countries) ants abound. The 
white ant (Tem&.s), SO plentifully distributed over Hindoo- 
stan, does not seem to be common at Kurrachee ; at least 
I did not observe the sugar-loaf nests so characteristic of its 
presence. 

There are many other species which make their nests in 
the open plains-entering by numerous holes in the sl~rface 
of the sand. I n  some places the p u n d  is literally riddled with 
these apertures. The large black species seen at Poonah iR by 
far the most common One day, during a ramble in the neigh- 
bourhoocl of Kumrchee, I observed a string of these ants ex- 
tending from their nest across a plain for more than a quarter 
of a mile in the direction of an out-house or barn. Instead 
of carrying their eggs, these industrious little travellers were 
employed in stocking up supplies for future use. In the 
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usual steady double iile they were proceeding to and from 
their nest ; one party moving slowly on, heavily loaded, each 
individual carrying a vetch-seed about twice the size of its 
bearer; while the returning party hurried back for a fresh 
burden. I passed them again at dusk, and on the following 
day found them as busy as ever. What a vast granary they 
must have collected even in twenty-four hours ! 

After rain, or heavy dew, they bring forth their store, and 
spread the grain round the entrances of their nests to dry; and, 
from some unknown cause, they often change their dwelling- 
places, carrying their grain with them. 

Musquitoes are very abundant, and the common black fly, 
which seems to be indigenous to every clime, is here, aa in 
all tropical countries, a perfect peat. In  every stall of the 
bazaars i t  swarms in countless thousands, and, wonderful to 
relate, even in the centre of the desert, i t  continues to annoy 
and irritate the traveller. 

During very cold weather in December a living female of 
the allied swift (Cypselus afinis) was brought to me, in a 
numbed state from cold, and the only one I saw during my 
short stay at Kurrachee. Its body was plump, and well covered 
with fat, but not a trace of food was discernible throughout 
the whole course of the intestinal canal. Perhaps this in- 
dividual had been caught in the cold on itEl way to the more 
genial winter climates of Central or Southern India AE- 
sociating with minaa and Indian jackdaws, are flocks of the 
common starling (Slurnus vulgaris). It frequents dunghills 
and fields. 

The Indian wheatear ( S h l a  atrogula&) is generally 
distributed over the sandy wastes in this neighbourhood. In  
general appearance and habits it bears a resemblance to its 
European allies. We see in this species the peculiar t i ~ g e  of 
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plumage common to many birds of desert countries. The 
feathers appear as if they had been tipped with a sandy- 
white, or isabel-colour, obscuring more or lesa the darker 
shades beneath. 

They run with p a t  agdity along the level plains. I n  this 
respect there is no bird can beat the Coromandel courier 
(Cursori21~ isabellinus). Flocks of these ploverlike birds are 
often seen on the sandy wastes of Kurrachee and Lower 
Scinde. They are not easily observed, in consequence of the 
similarity of their plumage to surrounding objects. Locusts 
seem to be their principal food, and on these they feed 
sumptuously, for sometimes clouds of these insects scour 
across the country. The flesh of the courier is well-flavoured, 
pale, and delicate. They are easily shot, and as many as four 
or six may be killed at one time, in consequence of their 
crowding together when feeding on the plain. 

The whimbrel (Numeniua phaqnu) and curlew (N. 
arquutaJ are both found in the harbour ; and associated with 
these birds, may often be observed a large pied species of 
plover. The flamingo (PiLarn%tm roseus) is oilen seen in 
flocks upon the coast. 

The jackal (Canis aureus) is seldom visible during the 
day. At night packs of theae animals prowl about the 
station, and at early morning may be observed skulking 
across the plains in the direction of their caves in ravines. 
Their wailing cry is very discordant. Often, in a dark night, 
the traveller is suddenly startled by the bark of a jackal- 
another at a short distance replies, and soon he is surrounded 
by ten or twenty-whose howlings are sometimes mingled 
with the hoarse bark of the hyena ( H y m  stria,%). Like the 
other, the hyena hunts at night, and is equally partial to 
carrion and putridity. 
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The cry of the jackal is peculiar ; it is composed of a 
succession of half-barking, half-wailing cries, on different 
notes. When properly pronounced there is no better illus- 
tration of it than the following words, set to the music of the 
animal's voice- 

" Deed Hind-Dead Hind66 ! 
WhZ-whzre-whkre-whzre t 
Here--here--here-here I " 

Being suggestive of a straggler, suddenly discovering a dead 
body, and calling on the scattered pack to " come and feast I "  
They have evidently a predilection for human flesh, and some- 
times, especially during epidemics or on battle-fields, they 
have rare opportunities of indulging their appetite5 I t  hap- 
pened that during my stay at K m h e e  a pack of these 
Ilnimrrls found their way into a hospital dead-house and muti- 
lated two bodies of persons who died of cholera 

In all the desert parts of Scinde the created calandre 
lark ( W n i E a  d a t a )  is plentifuL It is not unlike the sky- 
lark, but does not " up to heaven gates ascencl" It is gene- 
rally met with in flocks during the cold months. 

Although I have not shot or seen the chimney-swallow 
in Scinde, I have observed specimens in collections made 
in Lower Scinde during the cold months ; also the beauti- 
ful fairy roller (Irenapudla), rare in the northern parta of 
India 

The Crocodile-pond, or Mugger-peer," as it is called, lies 
to the north-west of Kurrachee. The journey for the first 
few miles is of the usual uninteresting description--sandy 
plains, intersected with deep fissures and ravines, or studded 
here and there with " scrub," the oleander-leafed spurge 
(Euphorbia nem~din) plentiful in all waste and desert parts of 
Scinde. 
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Emerging from a defile which leads through n low range 
of hills, the traveller enters on a desert waste, stretching 
westward towards the mountains of Beloochistan. In  the far 
distance two oases are visible, whose date and cocoa-nut 
trees are refreshing to the sight after eight miles of the most 
monotonous scenery. In  the vicinity of the nearest grove is 
an ancient burial-ground, where may be observed several 
curiously-carved gravestones. 

I visited the crocodiles (C~ocodilus palzlstris) on two occa- 
sions at an interval of several years, and although during that 
time they had been seen by hundreds of Europeans, including 
a certain class of mischievous young Englishmen (whose chief 
amusement, we were told, had been to shy stones and sticks 
down the throats of the gaping monsters as they lay basking 
on the banks of the pond), yet there seemed no diminution in 
their numbers, and the wild and unearthly interest of the 
scene was to us as great as ever. From beneath a little 
banyan-tree on the verge of the pond, the spectacle, during 
the steaming heat of a mid-day sun, might call up to the 
mind of the geologist the eons of the world, when the " great 
monsters" wallowed in the seething waters of the Oolitic 
ages, when the mighty " Ichthyosaurus," and a host of " fear- 
fully great lizards," dragons, etc., reigned supreme over sea 
and land. And as the date-palm now waves its shady boughs 
over the crocodiles of Mugger-peer, so then did the magnificent 
tree-ferns, gigantic reeds, and club-mosses, shelter their ex- 
tinct predecessors 

The greater pond is about 300 yards in circumference, and 
contains many little grassy islands, on which the majority of 
the crocodiles were then basking ; some mere asleep on its slimy 
sides, others half-submerged in the muddy water, while now 
and then a huge monster would raise himself upon liis dirninu- 
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tive legs, and waddling for a few paces, fall flat on his belly. 
Young ones, from a foot in length and u p w d s ,  ran nimbly 
along the margin of the pond, disappearing suddenly in the 
turbid waters as soon as we approached. The largest croco- 
dile lives in a long narrow tank separate from the others. 
The Fakirs, and natives who worship in the neighbouring 
temples, have painted his forehead red,-they venerate the 
old monster, making a salaam to his majesty whenever he 
shows himself above water. A handsome young Beloochee, 
whose occupation it was to feed the animals, informed us that 
the said king was upwards of two hundred years old ! (?) and 
that, by way of a " tit-bit," he was in the habit of devouring 
the young crocodiles. During our visit t h  enormous brute 
was d e e p  on the bank of his dwelling-place, and seemed 
quite indifferent to our presence, although we 'came within a 
foot of him, and even attempted to arouse him by rubbing his 
nose with a leg of goat's-flesh, which, however, a young one 
greedily seized and dived under water. Our attendant tried 
in vain to excite their ferocity, but beyond a feeble attempt 
to snap their trenchant teeth, the animals showed no dispo- 
sition to attack ua 

A pony was wading about in the pond and feeding 
on the p y  hillocks, but the crocodiles took no notice of 
him. 

The water in the pool felt cold, although fed from two hot 
springs, one of which was of so high a temperature that I 
could not retain my hand in it ; yet animal life existed, for 
I found where the water bubbled up from its sandy bottom, 
and in the Little lade rnnning to the tank, abundance of a 
species of small black spiral shell, which Mr. Woodward in- 
formed me is " very like some in the British Museum, named 
Melania warnis, an allied species of which' frequents thc 
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river JordanP* The other sprin'g gushes from under a bed of 
limestone, containing numbers of fossils, chiefly coral, and 
other marine zoophites. We had a refreshing bathe in a re- 
servoir close by ; the temperature, though not so high as the 
last, was still warm and pleasant. I should be sorry, how- 
ever, to repeat the experiment, not from the chances of meet- 
ing with a crocodile (for, I believe, the Fakirs of the temple 
guard well against such accidents), but from the chumstance 
that (as is generally the case all over the East), lepers, and per- 
sons affected with loathsome diseases, repair to such localities. 

The crocodiles dig deep in the sand, under the neighbour- 
ing date-trees, and there deposit their eggs. Quantities of 
deciduous teeth, of various sizes, were strewn along the 
slimy sides of the pond. 

Strangers are expected to stand treat, not only by the 
Fakirs and natives, who gain a livelihood by hanging about 
the pond and showing the monsters, but even the crocodiles 
themselves seem to anticipate a feast, and on the arrival of a 
party come out in unusual numbers. Accordingly, we had 
a goat slaughtered, during which operation the brutes seemed 
to rouse themselves, as if preparing for a rush. Then our 
guide, taking piece after piece of the flesh, dashed it on the 
bank, uttering a low growling sound, at which the whole 
tank became in motion, and crocodiles, of whose existence we 
had been before ignorant, splashed through the shallow 
water, struggling which should seize the prize. The shore 
was literally covered with scaly monsters, snapping their 
jaws at one another. 

They seize their food with the sb% of the mouth, and toss 
the head backward, in order that it may fall into the throat. 

A few were observed to bolt their portion on shore after 

The tcmpemture of the water iu the lade was 127" Fahr. 
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very slight mastication, but 'the majority, anxious to escape 
from their greedy companions, made instantly for the water, 
and disappeared with the piece of flesh sticking between 
their jaws. 

Our young Belooch friend informed us that they generally 
swallow their food at once, and do not, as has been asserted, 
bury it until it becomes putrid ; also that other large indi- 
viduals besides the old king frequently devour the young mon 
after they are hatched. Crocodiles wallowing in the mud of 
the Nile, or gavials in the Indus, are sights which one is pre- 
pared to encounter ; but the traveller may wander far before 
he meets with a scene so strange and unexpected as that just 
described. How these animals found their way inland to this 
solitary oasis we could not discover. It can only be surmised 
that they had probably been introduced by the natives. 

We left Kurrachee in a small steamer "one fine sunny 
morning" towards the end of January, and reached the Delta 
of the Indus in ten h o r n  

The scenery along the Scinde coast was devoid of interest 
until, nearing the river, the dreary and aandy wastea gave 
place to a rich green carpet, on which sheep, goats, and cattle 
were pasturing. 

Tall reeds line the shore, out of which flocks of pelican 
and waterfowl, scared by the approach of our little vessel, 
rose and mught more secluded retreats among the numerous 
channels, creeks, and islands which abound at the mouths of 
the Indua The porcupine is not uncommon in the neigh- 
bourhood ; we came on a dead specimen. 

The govind-kite followed in the wake of our vessel, 
sweeping obliquely downwards, and seizing with its talons 
any substance thrown overboard ; and whenever we drew up 
to cook or take in fuel, numbers of Indian jackdaws hovered 
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at the stern, within a few feet of the water, picking up what- 
ever they could lay their bills on. 

This noisy bird assembles in numbers, and assails one 
on entering a grove with a deafening clamour of cawing and 
croaking. The only alternative is to show a gun, when they 
decamp with all possible speed. 

Its nest is built of twigs, and is lined with wool or any 
other soft substance. As many as twenty may frequently 
be seen in one tree. The Indian jackdaw has all the 
craft and more familiarity than any of its congeners, as 
it rivals them in the beauty of its glossy gray and black 

p1-e. 
We sometimes observed varieties with white markings 

on the wings and back, but these were dispersed throughout 
separate flocks, and did not seem to form any characteristic 
of what might be called a race. 

A voyage up the Induq after a lengthened sojourn at 
Kurrachee, is very exhilarating. To the lover of nature there 
are few better fields for research. Let him choose the cold 
months, when the river is well stocked with wild-fowl, and he 
will find ample occupation. 

How different is the scene in June, when the inundation 
has taken place, and nothing is to be seen but a vast sheet of 
water, tenanted only by a few indigenous animals, such as 
the Indian alligator and pelicans-the greater part of the 
migratory birds have fled to the far north, and are rearing 
their young on the banks of the lakes of Central Asia. Again, 
as the hot season declineqlong trains of cranes, storks, spoon- 
bills, etc. etc, make their appearance ; and in a few days 
every creek and shallow seems alive with myriads of these 
interesting wandem. The scenery is constantly varying. 
At times the river looks like an almost bou~ldless waste of 



water, stretching far away inland on both sides, intersected 
with numerous islands ; or, gliding tardily between high 
banks of alluvium, dense jungles of tamarisk and underwood 
alternate with open and highly-cultivated tracts of country, 
which are irrigated from the river by means of Persian 
wheels, worked by camels. At every turn of the river the 
traveller hears the dull creaking sound made by these 
machines. 

Fields of wheat., barley, grain,* and mustard gladden the 
eye. The last is cultivated for its oil, which the natives 
burn instead of that of the cocoa-nut, generally used in the 
Deccan. 

The mud villages are shaded by groves of mangoes, which 
may be seen stretching in lines across the country, while 
here and there dense shikargahst (formerly the hunting- 
grounds of the Amirs of Scinde) vary the landscape. These 
are now fast disappearing, their wood being used as fuel for 
the river-steamers. 

The channels of the Indus, and indeed all the great 
northern rivers of India, are continually shifting, in con- 
sequence of the constant and copious deposit of alluvium 
going on ; the mud banks are also wearing away at a greater 
rate than formerly, and since the introduction of steamers, for 
as the swell gradually undermines them, large masses fall in 
with a thundering noise. 

The water of the Indus is thick and muddy, but filtering, 
or the addition of a few grains of alum, renders it clear and 
drinkable. 

It is asserted that there is an undercurrent in the Indus, 
so powerful as to suck down whatever disappears beneath 
the surface of the water ; we h d ,  however, a pretty strong 
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proof of the contrary, in the case of a boy who fell over- 
board and passed under the steamer, reappearing on the 
other side, where he was picked up not much the worse for 
his ducking. 

The native boats are of the rudest description-flabbob 
tome4 raised at front and stern, something like the ancient 
British galley. The large square sail is all the canvas they 
carry. Numbers of these primitive crafts may be seen upon 
the river in every direction The Indus is seen to the best 
advantage when the sun is setting in all his fiery beauty, and 
long trains of pelicans sweep along close to the surface of the 
river, which, as far as the eye reaches, is studded with native 
boats, and here and there a sandbank lined by myriads of 
water-fowl ; shoreway there is little attractive save a clump 
of date, or a tope of acacia, etc., which add however to the 
true Oriental character of the scenery. The handsome little 
black-billed tern (Sterna javanica) is abundant I t  is to be 
seen searching for fish in the little shallows, or by the banks 
of the river, congregating in situations where its prey abounds 
-now hovering and flapping its long pointed wings-then, 
with a scream, darting downwards, with unerring accuracy, 
and bearing off its scaly prize in triumph. . 

Athwart the surface of the river, its little wings almost 
touching the water, shoot like an arrow the beautiful Bengal 
kingfisher (Ahdo bengakmis), now and then dipping ik green 
and azure plumage in the muddy stream. So closely allied 
is thia species to the European bird, that unless minutely 
examined there is no knowing the one from the other. 

The brahminy kite (Hdinstur indus) is a handsome bird 
of prey ; although wanting the grace and rapidity of flight of 
the govind-kite, it has the advantage as regards beauty and 
colouring of plumage. Individuals may be seen frequently 
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stooping on fish in the river, or hovering over the shallows. 
The head, neck, and irides are white-the rest of the body 
chestnut. The Luzopian (Motacilla ZuwnGs) and Dukhun 
wagtails (ill dulihwknsis), and common sandpiper (Actitis 
hypoleueus), are constantly seen on the river-bank 

Less frequently may be observed the greater and lesser 
white-rumped sandpipers (Totanus glottis and stagnut&). 
Sand-martins (Himndo riparia) build their nests in holes on 
the river-bank, which are sometimes riddled in this manner. 
Occasionally the rose-ringed parrakeet (Palmnmis tmquatz~s) 
takes possession of one of these nests for its own use, and is 
m u s e d  by the natives of robbing them and eating the eggs, 
which, however, seems doubtful. 

One of the most striking birds to be seen on the Indus is 
the white-headed eagle (Halini;tua mum] ; although closely 
allied to the bald eagle of America, the two species differ in 
many particulars. The Eastern eagle is usually seen perched 
on the stump of a tree, numbers of which are borne down by 
the annual inundations, and aa the river subsides appear 
above water like the snags of the Mississippi Fish are its 
chiek but not exclusive subsistence, as we many times saw 
them, during our journey, feasting with jackdaws and kites 
on the refuse of slaughtered sheep and oxen. The plumage 
of this eagle is subject to considerable variation-in reference 
to the young and adult bird. 

Pelicans (Pelieanua javanicus) in pairs and in flocks were 
observed daily on the river, sailing leisurely down some nar- 
row channel, their great bills resting on their crooked necks, 
or, scared at our approach, sought a safer retreat among the 
shallows and sandbanks far ahead. Their flight is in general 
heavy and laborious. I n  many the bill is bright orange-in 
some of a leaden-gray colour, varying with age. The two 

E 
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species are not easily recognised until observed closely ; t l ~ c  
roseate hue, however, of the white pelican distinguishes it from 
the Dalmatian, which is perhaps the more common. The 
barred-headed goose (Anser indicus) is very plentiful on the 
Indus and northern riven of Hindostan, but only during the 
cold months. I t  is not so large as the gray-goose, and has a 
triangular-shaped black bar on the nape, another on the back 
part of the head. Both this bird and the crane arrive in vast 
flocks, during October, and spread all over the cultivated dis- 
tricts, where they do much damage to the young wheat and 
barley; nowhere are they more abundant than on the 
Jhelum, between the city of that name and its junction with 
the Iridua I have seen specimens of the white-fronted goose 
(A. a tbz~~m)  that were shot near Suckur, and recognised i t  on 
wing several time$. 

The capital of Upper Pcinde is situated a short distance in- 
land. Like most of the native cities, it has ita mud wall, 
crumbling fort, narrow and filthy streets ; its temperature is 
at all times very high-for, as a friend of mine remarked, 
'' cold weather at  Hyderabad is a delusionJJ 

I n  addition to the usual pleasure of sight-seeing, I had an 
intense interest in tracing the scenes where the 22d Regiment 
had taken so glorious a part : we visited the fields of Meanee 
and Dubba, and the famoua Residency, situated on the left 
bank, and shaded by a dense grove of mangoes. 

Opposite is the village and station of Koteree, perhaps the 
most beautiful spot on the banks of the Indus in ita c o m e  
through Scinde. 

The European houses are placed among terraces and 
groves of date and other trees ; their gardens, tastefully laid 
out, well stocked with vegetables and fruit-trees. We shall 
long remember the shady groves of Koterec, and a walk we 
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liad there one cool morning in February-the S u n t  dove 
and Asiatic pigeon (Turtur suratensis et humilis) cooing over 
head, and the "Little birdies blithely singing ;" there was 
a freshness about the scene we had not enjoyed for a long 
time. Even its green leaves, after the desert sands, brought 
up thoughk q d  associations of the haunts of earlier 
days. 

Proceeding up the Indus, the scenery improves. Aa you 
near Sehwan, high mountain-ridges are seen stretching across 
the country in a northerly direction. The banks are covered 
with tamarisk, or dense forest and jungle. Birds are in 
greater plenty, and the surrounding country teems with ani- 
mal life. Nature wears a more glowing robe. 

As the sportsman threads his way through the jungle in 
quest of hog-deer (Hydaphus pot-cinw), pigs (Sus scrofa), hares 
(bps n.igricollh), or partridges (Francolinw vulgaris ct 
ponticerianus), he feels a sort of nervous twinge as he sees in 
the mud by the side of a pond the broad rounded footprint 
of a tiger. There the fierce lord of the jungle has been sku&- 
ing only a few hours previously ! Then there is excitement 
when, suddenly emerging from the bushy labyrinth, the eye 
of the young Indian sportsman lights upon the graceful figure 
of the Houbam bustard (Houbara macpueeniz], feeding on the 
tender shoots of the young barley ! The Houbara is migra- 
tory in Scinde, and is found in the desert ; but is plentiful in 
the cultivated districts along the banks of the river. 

The eye of the Houbara is large, clear, and prominent. 
The yellow and black of the eye give a peculiarly brilliant ap- 
pearance to the bird. Its flesh is much esteemed as an article 
of food. Hunting the Houbara in the open plain requires 
great tact and dexterity. Mounted on a camel, the pursuer 
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ranges the desert with his telescope until an individual is 
discovered. 

This is by no means easily accomplished, in consequence 
of the plumage assimilating with the colour of the sand. He 
then commences to describe circles round the bird, gradually 
diminishing their circumference until he gets within shot, 
when he dismounts, using the saddle as a rest for his gun or 
rifle. The Houbara leaves Scinde at the beginning of the hot 
months, possibly for Persia, where i t  is said to be found at all 
8e850nS. 

The bastard floriken (Q3dicnemwz crcpitans) is very common 
on the banks of the river. It is tame and easily shot, conse- 
quently little sought after by sportsmen. 

The gavial or Indian alligator (Gavialis gangeticus) abounds 
in all the great rivers of Northern India. I t  is found in the 
Indus, from its delta northwards to near Attock, and up the 
Punjaub riven for a considerable distance, where i t  is most 
abundant This may be owing to the constant traffic from 
Mooltan downwards driving them to seek the parts seldom 
frequented by steamers. 

This species is easily distinpished from any of its con- 
genen by its spoonbill-like snout. Its eyes are prominent, 
throat white, body long and tapering. The gavial delights 
to bask on the sandbanks and slimy inlets, lying on its belly, 
the snout at an obtuse angle with the neck. Ten or twenty 
may be frequently seen together, and as the steamer approaches 

- they glide quietly one by one into their muddy bed. The 
larger are generally from 12 to 15 feet in length, but occa- 
sional individuals may be seen of far greater size. On shore 
the old are very tardy in their movements, but the young run 
nimbly along the sands. I have seen a gavial raise its head 



above water close to the paddle-box of our steamer, tabe a 
quick survey, and suddenly disappear. 

The fishermen informed us that they now and then carry 
off a man; yet numbers of natives way Le seen wading about 
regardless of their proximity. 

The native mode of crossing the river is somewhat noveL 
Rolling in the folds of his turban all his goods and chatteIs, 
the Scindian inflates a dog-skin. This is fastened across his 
breast, and supporting his legs by means of a large chatty 
(mug of earthenware with a narrow mouth), which he holds 
firmly between his ankles. If his child has likewise to be 
conveyed, the youth seizes his sire round the neck, crossing 
his legs over his back, the head only above water, while the 
swimmer, with his arms free, paddles himself, his child, and 
property, across the muddy water of the Hydaspes. 

With that bold and majestic flight so characteristic of the 
tribe, the white-bellied cormorant (Graculzu carbo) is seen 
flying across the river, and although not so plentiful, the 
brown-necked species (Graculus si&) is not uncommon 

The stork is often seen in large flocks, distinguishable by 
their red bills and legs, white plumage, and black wings. 

Wading in the shallows may be seen a solitary heron 
(Ardea einerea), and 

" Yea where yonder atalks, in crimson pride, 
The tall flamingo, by the river's side ; 
StaUra in hi richest plumage bright army'd, 
With snowy neck superb, and legs of length'ning shade." 

The pass of Sehwan has a picturesque appearance fro~n the 
river, with its rocky mountains rising in terraces along the 
bank, and its old ruined castle, supposed to have belonged to 
the Alexandrian age. 

For the benefit of sportsmen and uaturalists, I \vould 
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recommend a visit to the pool near the village of Sehwan, 
which during the cold months is covered with wild-fowl ; 
here we procured specimens of the shoveller (Am9 clypcnta), 
castaneous (Fuligula nyroca), and tufted ducks (F. cristnta), 
also the Gargany teal (Anas pwrpuedda), and here I met 
for the first time the spotted-billed duck ( A m  pmdorhyn- 
cha). I t  is much larger than the mallard, and has a black 
bill with a red spot at  the base, and less yellow-My 
speckled. This species is said not to be a rcsident, and 
breeds in the jungles on the river's bank Towards dusk, the 
tern-like sheerwaters or skimmers (Rhy.~u:hqs) appear in com- 
panies of from four to eight, skimming so close to the water 
that their curiously-shaped bills and the tips of their wings 
often touch ; they never settle, but seem to glean their food as 
they fly along ; what ,that was I could not discover, possibly 
small fish, moths, or locusts ; the two last are often found 
floating on the surface of the river in great numbers. 

One morning, at daybreak, I was amused at  the curious 
evolutions of a species of water-gnat ephemera ; i t  was about an 
inch in length, and of a white colour, with two very long hair- 
like processes ( s e h )  projecting from the tail. The rapidity with 
which these little creatures propelled themselves, with or 
a,&st the current, surprised me. By the constant flapping 
of their wings upon the water, aided perhaps by their legs, 
and guided by their set=, the least waver of which seemed to 
turn the little animal in less than a moment, they steered 
their way rapidly, facing the current baldly, leaving two tiny 
furrows in their lee like those of a steamboat; in fact they 
mere in principle diminutive steamers. They evidently f u r  
nished food for fish, as we noticed myriads of small-fry catch- 
ing them. 

The tall minarets of Suckur are seen a long way off, and 
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the banks of the river, for some distance below the town, arc 
densely clad with datc and cocoa-nut groves. Opposite is 
Iloree, looking like some stronghold, with its houses built one 
above another on a prominence overlooking the river. 

The ancient fortress of Bukur is situated on an island o p  
posite Iloree. Here the river is considerably narrowed, and 
the stream powerful. The heat of Suckur is intense, and its 
climate unhealthy. The pulla or tamarind-f%h is caught in 
abundance and by various methods, sometimes by fishermen 
perched on a narrow-necked earthenware mug, which serves 
the double purpose of support and a reservoir for his fish 
and tackle ; others buoy themselves up by means of dog- 
skins kept inflated from a mouthpiece. Some ten or meen  
fishermen were dropping slowly down with the current. 

A squall is a most exciting spectacle. From twenty to 
thirty boats m y  be seen tracking slowly up the river, each 
dragged by its own crew. Suddenly a breeze springs up, and 
all jump on board, and unfurl the large square sails, when 
away they speed ; sometimes bumping up on sandbanks, or 
running into one another amid the yelling and screaming of 
the boatmen 

None earn their bread by the sweat of their brows 
more honestly than these simple boatmen of the Indus. 
From daylight to sundown they may be seen dragging a 
heavily-laden boat along tlie muddy river, often half the day 
knee-deep in water. When about to enter upon the day's 
toil, by way of wishing " God speed' to his little craft, her 
owner throws a handful of water on her bow, says his prayer, 
and then, arranging his toilette (composed only of a turban 
and waistband), he shoulders his rope, and singing some 
simple chaunt sets cheerily forth on his way. 

As simple as his song are his modes of life. At night hc 
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grinds his little hand-mill to make flour for his badgeree 
cakes, which, with a slight addition of curry, are washed 
down by the muddy water of the Indus. Yet in point of 
strength, and power of endurance, few surpass him. 

The Indian owl ( 8 t h ~  brama) is numerous in the 
jungles. 

The h t  time I met with the raven ( C m  mu)* in 
the East was on the banks of the Indus, some distance above 
Suckur. 

Daily during the remainder of the boat voyage, and until 
we reached Ferozepoor, numbers of ravens, crows, jackdaws, 
and bald-headed eagles, assembled on the debris of the cattle 
slaughtered for our use. 

On these occasions I witnessed the daring sallies of the 
govind-kite. One afternoon, in particular, when the 
steamer was drawn up by the river's bank, a native was 
eating his " curry))) when down dropped a kite, and, by 
means of its talons, actually tore the wings of a fowl from his 
mouth, devouring the capture as it sailed away. Great was 
the poor nian's amazement, but hie wife, who seemed to 

a 

understand the habits of the govind-kite better than her 
husband, seized a stick, which she brandished over his head 
during the rest of the meal. 

On a subsequent occasion, during our voyage up the 
SutIuj, we halted on a wet and sandy beach for the purpose 
of cooking. As the soldiers and their wives were returning 
to the vessel, carrying their plates of beef and rice, a flock of 
kites assailed them ; darting, like so many arrows, on the 
laden platters, and bore off the contents. The sight was 
ludicrous in the extreme. One woman, h m  the clayey 
nature of the soil, was unable to extricate her feet, and 

It  is in every reapect identical with the European bud. 
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remained, with outatretched arms, helplessly imploring assistr 
ance, as kite after kite, in quick succession, carried away her 
dinner ! 

The govind-kite i~ a great enemy to poultry, and some- 
times pursues tame pigeons, which i t  tortures to death, by 
pursuing them until they fall to the ground breathless, and 

' 

are thus easily despatched. The same predatory disposition 
seems common to other allied species, inasmuch as I have 
seen the black and Egyptian kites, in Nubia, capture pigeons 
in the same way. 

The Indian peregrine falcon was seen several times during 
our voyage, and I found a nest on an acacia-tree, near the 
banks of the Sutluj. I t  was built of sticks and lined with 
wool, and contained two young birds newly hatched. 

I n  dissecting an adult specimen, I found numbers of a 
species of round worm, from 8 to 12 inches in length, and the 
thickness of a common pack-thread.* Coils of these parasites 
infeated the abdominal cavity, under its investing mcmbrane, 
and smaller sizes, of about half-an-inch in length, were 
common in the throat, gullet, and intestines. Still the bird 
(a female) was plump and in good condition. - 

The gotah-finch-white-bellied or singing babbler (Chry- 
s m n m  &me)-is plentiful in the jungles. Flocks of these 
cyrious birds may be seen fitting from bush to bush with a 
peculiar, feeble, fluttering flight. When frightened, the parties 
assemble in some dense bush, and commence chattering in 
low, sweet, musical notes. 

The Sardinian starling (Stuntus wnieolor) is likely to be 
confounded with the common starling, to which i t  assiulilates 
in habits as well as general appearance. Sometimes both 
speciea are seen feeding together on dunghills and in fiells ; 

* I noticml the snxue in one killed in Nubia 



and although the former is the more common, the latter 
was often obseked during our rambles on the banks of the 
river. 

The pretty blue-throated warbler (Cyanecula swcim) fre- 
quents the mustard-fields and low scrub, frisking about like 
the robin redbreast. All specimens I have shot and examined 
in India had the spot on the breast rufoucl. 

By the sides of tanks, and in damp situations overgrown 
with stunted rushes or carex, may be found the yellow-headed 
wagtail (Bwlytes citreola), generally perched on a tuft of the 
latter, its long hind-claw facilitating this position. There can 
be no difficulty in recognising this bird from other yellow 
wagtails, by the last-named peculiarity, and the head, neck, 
and lower parts being yellow. 

The Brahminy goose (Casarcu roltila) is often met with 
above Suckur. The male is a fine-looking bird, and measures 
about 29 inches ; the general colour of the plumage is rufous, 
with brilliant green on the wing-coverts. It is shy and wary, 
and not easily approached. 

Flocks of mallards, teal, Gargany teal, and spoonbills, line 
the shores and cover the little islands. The spoonbills are 
easily distinguished by their white bodies and black legs. 
The pintail-duck is not uncommon, and now and then we 
killed numbers of that fine duck the red-headed pochard, . 

distinguished by a prominent rufous crest. 
On gaining the mouth of the Sutlej our party disem- 

barked from the steamers, and made the rest of the voyage in 
native boats, thatched and covered over. I n  this way I had 
a better opportunity of observing the natural history of the 
districts we passed through, which, in point of fertility, in- 
creased as we proceeded onwards. Luxuriant crops of barley 
and wheat covered the country ; the yellow tinge of the 
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ripening grain contrasted beautifully with the brilliant green 
of the gram-fields. 

On the 10th of April we arrived at Ferozepoor, where we 
were delayed some time making arrangements for our march. 

The great heat of summer was rapidly approaching, and 
we were glad when fairly on our way to the Himalayas. The 
route led through Loodiana and Urnballah. Bs usual in the 
East, we commenced our marches very early, so as to get 
under cover by 8 A.M. When the cooling effects of a mussiek* 
of water refreshed us for our b r e a h t ,  the remainder of 
the day was generally spent in endeavours to exclude from 
our tents flies, mosquitoes, and that prince of gallynippera, 
the sand-fly, whose bite produces a painful and irritable 
swelling. 

The scenery of Ferozepoor, and for a few marches east- 
wad, is not by any means attractive ; beyond occasional 
cultivated patches, the country is covered with low, stunted 
scrub, sandy wastes, or jungles of tamarisk, acacia, cactus, or 
the milkweeds. This monotony was, however, compensated 
by the herds of antelopes (Antilope bezoartiea) often met 
with in the open, and affording excellent long shots for our 
beet riflemen. 

The black buck rivals any of the deer tribe in grace and 
elegance, as it certainly excels in swiftness of foot. Its spring 
is particularly grand, as when, wounded or scared by the shot, 
it stands motionless for a moment, and then like lightning 
bounds across the plain, reminding us of Moore's beautiful 
lines,- 

" Our are bare, but down their slope 
The silvery-footed antelope 
An gracefully and gaily qrings, 
As o'er the marble courts of k i n e  ! " 

- 

A skin u d  for carrying water. 
1 
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Ou approaching Loodiana* the landscape becomes really 
beautiful. Mango-topes, and fields of grain and sugar-cane, 
cover the plains, while here and there are seen the strong- 
holds of the old Sikh chieftains. 

The road leads through the field of Aliwal, on which we 
encamped. 

I t  has been said that the descriptions of the Peninsular 
battles received additional grandeur from the spirit-stirring 
pen of the talented narrator-that many who witnessed them 
could scarcely recognise them when dressed in the glowing 
language of the soldier-historian. Much has been said of 
Aliwal, but candid witnesses give a far different account from 
that written at the time. 

I wandered over the field with one who had been present 
at  the engagement; he assured me, and his testimony has 
been corroborated by many others, that a fruitfd ima,(rina- 
tion was at  work when the official account was drawn up. 
His words were :- 

" Aliwal was the battle of the &patch, for none of us 
h e w  we had fought a battle until the particulars appeared in a 
document, which did m e  than justice to every one concerned." 

But the public gulped it down, and, like many of our 
Indian battles and Indian blunders, the final issue of the 
struggle disarmed criticism. 

As an Irishman would say, " We gained a disadvantage at  
Budiwal," by the baggage of the army falling into the hands 
of the enemy ; that no exaggeration could well turn into a 
victory; but shortly afterwards, a few shots, and the charge of a 
squadron or two in pursuit of a host of retreating Sikhs, were 

Bishop Heber, in his Journal, esys, " Lionsare met with near Loodiana 
and Ahorah." I cannot vouch for such being the caso with reference to the 
latter locality, but certni~~ly no lions nre seen nowadays in any part of the 
North-west Provinces. 
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magnified into a grand combat, and thus the plain of Aliwal 
has been recorded as the scene of one of India's Marathons. 

The Indian ringdotterel (Hiuticula philip.1~1:)~ peafowl, 
common quail, black and gray partridges, are plentiful in 
pin-fields. The green bee-eater is very common, and usu- 
ally roo~ts at  night in societies, perching as close to each 
other as possible ; in that way a string of from ten to twenty 
may be often seen on one branch. The common mina and 
its close ally the bank or gin@ grackle are often noticed ; the 
last is distinguished by its reddish bill and eyelids. gocks  
of this species were often seen on the banks of the Indus and 
with catt.le in the fields. In  the middle of a tamarisk jungle, 
many miles from human habitations, I found the skull of 
a bullock suspended from the branch of a tree, and much 
to my surprise a sparrow's nest and eggs were discovered in 
the interior, showing that this species is not partial to 
civilised life. 

Soon afler leaving Loodiana, the stupendous Himalayan 
chains, with their snow+lad summits, were seen far away 
against the blue sky eastward. 

Daily, as we neared the lower or Sewalik range, the 
scenery became more attractive. Dense jungles, or wooded 
tracts of hill and dale, gladden the weary traveller, and cheer 
up the invalid, on his way from the torrid plains. R e  must 
indeed hail with delight the little village of Kalka, at the 
foot of the mountains, the starting-point for those proceeding 
to the sanatoria at  Kussoulee, Subathoo, Dugshai, Simla 

I can never forget how eagerly I longed to mount the 
steep ascent before me ; for in a few hours you can be trans- 
ported to a temperature of 70°, instead of 80" in the shade- 
truly delicious, after the feverish heat of the plains, and the 
dust and fatigue of a march in the nionth of April. 
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C H A P T E R  I V  

Division of the Himalnyas into Regions-Scenery of the Lower Ran- 
Climate- Magnificent View - Productions- Strange Way of putting 
Children asleep-Familiar BirdgCuckoo-Black Partridge ; its Habitv 
and HaunteBmking Deer-Gray Partridge-Hill WagtrrilaStorms- 
Wodcock-Snipe-Spotted Eagle - Bulbul- Belrded Vulture - B m -  
headed Vultures. 

TEE Western Himalayas may be divided into three regions. 
1st. The lower or Sewalik region, comprehending the 

lesser ranges which border the plains of India, and differ but 
little from the latter in climate and natural productions. This 
region extends to an elevation of about 3000 feet above the 
level of the sea. 

2d. The middle or f o m t  region embraces the highly-culti- 
vated and forest tracts, where nature wears the garb of the 
temperate zone. 

3d. The upper or snowy region, comprising the table- 
lands and mountains of Thibet, Ladakh, etc., extending from 
the stunted birch at 8000 to 9000 feet above the sea-level to 
the limits of perpetual snow. The fauna and flora of this 
region are distinct from the foregoing, inasmuch as its animals 
seldom descend to the lower zones unless driven by the rigors 
of winter, and its plants present an arctic facies. The geo- 
logical features vary much, from the upper and mid tertiary 
beds of the lower hills to the secondary and azoic rocks 
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of the middle and upper regions. But what gives a most 
characteristic appearance to each of these belts is their 
flora Although perhaps not so well defined a4 that of 
the Andes, still the tropical, temperate, and arctic forms 
preserve their position with marked regularity. Thus the 
naturalist from Kalka, at the foot of the Sewalik range, on his 
journey by the hill-mad to Simla, can trace without difficulty 
the gradual botanical changes, from the stunted palm-tree to 
the gnarled oak, on to the stately pine, and thence to the lichen 
and rhododendron. The journey through the mountains to 
Simla and other hill-stations is usually performed by a litter, 
sedan-chair, or on horseback The stages are easy, and there 
is tolerably good accommodation at the various halting-places. 
So marked are the gradations of climate, and so rapid, t,hat 
from the torrid heat of the plains, and 90" Fahrenheit in the 
shade, one may be easily transported in forty-eight hours to 
a temperature below zero. The scenery of the lower ranges 
i~ exceedingly striking and beautiful. I felt as if suddenly 
conveyed to the temperate zone, and more especially when the 
stately cheer-pines, wild roses, jessamines, violets and dande- 
lion met my view ; but, however, there was an admixture of 
stranger plants and trees peculiar to the region, then quite 
unknown to me, such as the coral-tree with its gorgeous red 
flowers, and oaks with laurel-shaped leaves. 

The mountains forming the lesser ranges which border on 
the plains of India present in general great broken chains 
w i n g  for the most part parallel and from east to west, 
separated by broad valleys called khuds ; in the interior 
this regularity is less observable, and the ~llountains, instead 
of rounded summits, have a bold and well-defined outline. 

The rainy season commences on the lower ranges towards 
the end of June. After a few showers vegetation springs up 
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almost magically. Mountain-sides, that befpre appeared bare 
and desolate, became clothed with luxuriant vegetation in a few 
days. The fir (Pinzu longifolia) crowns the mountain-brow, 
while in the valleys flourish oak, walnut, and mulberry. Cher- 
ries, apricots, and plums, are ripe before the commencement of 
the rains ; however, in point of flavour, none of these fruits are 
to be compared with the productions of Cashmere and Lndakh. 
A tendency to double returns in one year may be observed in 
some fruit-trees, for during genial November weather 1 have 
seen cherry-trees in bloom, and even the fruit ripening until 
checked by the cold of the following month. 

The monsoon ceases towards the end of August, and is 
succeeded by clear skies and a mild temperature. About the 
middle of November the cold weather sets in, and the distant 
peaks are seen tipped with snow. I n  January i t  often falls on 
the ranges next the &ins, and for six weeks at this season 
the climate is almost British. 

From April to June the thermometer averages from '76" to 
80" in European houses ; but, though at  midday the heat is 
often very oppressive, the mornings and evenings are cool and 
agreeable. 

I t  is a splendid sight to behold the moon on a clear night 
rising over the tops of these mighty mountains, or the bright 
sun casting his last rays over the snowclad sides of the 
sacred ranges of Jumnootri and Ghangutri I can never 
forget the magnificent panorama which bunt  on my view 
when hunting one afternoon :-I had wandered rather farther 
than usual, so that I found myself near the summit of a high 
peak as the sun was setting. Before me stretched, far as the 
eye could reach, from east to west, one vast chain of moun- 
tains. There was the noble peak of Kilas, 21,000 feet above 
the level of the sea, and others, shooting their crests to the 
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sky; some capped with snow, others half-covered, with bare 
dark patches intervening, and all the various shades of 
colour produced thereby. The sun's Last rays gave a h e  
pink appearance to the snow, the cool breeze came puffing 
like a trade-wind, while I gazed on in wonder and astonish- 
ment. h o n  the scene changed; no more the golden rays 
were visible, for the sun Boon sank behind the lofty western 
mountains, and left the deep blue sky and the desolate waste 
of scenery dim and indistinct on the distant horizon. 

The soil of the mountains and valleys is very productive. 
On the mountain-sides small terraces are made, one above 
another, and irrigated by turning on the nearest stream, 
which, if distant, is conveyed by means of hollow trees. 
Rice, wheat, barley, indian-corn, and bat%* constitute the 
staple products of this region. 

Every valley (or khud) has its little stream, whose banks 
are covered with shrubs and trees, sometimes so dense as to 
be impermeable, thus contrasting with the higher elevations, 
where we h d  the rhododendron and forest trees in all their 
magdcence and beauty. 

As the productions of the Himalayas vary, so ale there 
varieties in their scenery. Esch region has an attraction 
peculiar and distinctive, whether among the tangled jungle 
of the lesser ranges, or Q h  in the region of forest, or still 
further up among the stunted birch, upon the confines of 
eternal snow. 

The natives of the lower Himalaya ranges (Pahams, as 
they are called) have little in common with their neighbours 
in the plains of India. 

They are rather under the middle height, spare and 
wiry, with copper-coloured skim Some of the women are 



very fair and handsome, although they have not the erect 
and graceful carriage of the Hindoos. 

Goitre is very prevalent after the age of thirty. 
The.habitations of the natives are usually flat-roofed, and 

built in the bottoms of ravines, where the heat is extreme in 
summer. 

The following curious custom prevails during the summer 
months :-Children are placed on straw beds, generally 
covered over, and put beneath a small stream, which is made 
to play upon the temple, by means of a piece of bark shaped 
like a water-spout. I n  any shady spot one or two children 
may be seen undergoing this ordeal, while their mothers are 
toiling in the adjacent field. 

Natives have informed me that the children soon get 
accustomed to this treatment, falling asleep when placed 
under the stream, and awakening 80 soon as the water ceases 
to play on their temples. 

Although many are said to die from this novel hardening 
system, it must be confessed that a healthier race than the 
survivors are not to be anywhere met with. 

It is a study for a painter to mark the fair mother, bend- 
ing over her little child as it lies in some shady bower, formed 
of pomegranate, wild-fig, and acacia, wreathed with woodbine 
and the many gorgeous exotica of that region in all their wild 
luxuriance and beauty. 

I t  is, moreover, in such situations that the ornithologist 
will find an endless variety of interesting objects. Let him 
stray by the clear and gushing mountain-stream, o'erhung 
and canopied by the umbrageous plantain, the mulberry, or 
willow. He must creep along gently, for the little fairies are 
shy and easily alarmed. See ! the blue water-thrush (dl+ 
p h w  lernmidiz) perched on that half-submerged rock; 
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its sweet and melodious note is ringing through the delL 
The paradise flycatcher is darting, fairy-like, from 'tree 
tree. What is that wagtail-looking bird that flutters along 
the water's edge, and seems to delight in frisking about where 
the stream runs fastest, or where the rushing cataract sweeps 
and dashes on? That is the beautiful spotted forktail (Eni- 
cwnur &atus). The plum-headed and rose-ringed parra- 
keets (Palmmis  yanocephalw and tmpuatus) are chattering 
among the leaves overhead. He may look long ere he ob- 
serves them, for their green dress suits well with the sur- 
rounding foliage. A harsh scream, and they are away, darting 
like arrows down the ravine. 

L%! that is the gaudy red-billed pie with its long tail, 
which it jerks so gracefully, and chattering like a magpie, 
as it hops along the branch of yonder walnutrtree. The yellow 
and red vented bulbuls are chirruping in bush and brake. 
The kalij pheasant (Euploeomus albocristatus) and peafowl 
start up before him and seek the denser parts of the jungle, 
while the barkingdeer ( C m  muntjac) is seen but for a 
moment as he disappears in the thick cover. 

Objects of interest such as these the admirer of nature 
contemplates in his solitary rambles through the valleys of 
this region of the Western Himalayas. 

One of the fint ornithological objects to be met with on 
ascending the grassy sides of the mountains is the graceful 
pipit, which I have taken the liberty of naming the Hima- 
layan pipit (Helerura sylvanu). It frequents verdant spots, 
usually at high elevations, and in appearance, as in habits, 
is a true pipit. This active little creature may be seen shoob 
ing upwards from the hill-side, uttering its rasping call-note 
" He, hoe," then downwards it darts, and is lost to view among 
the tall grass. 
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I n  mky situations, and on the scarped sides of mountain- 
roads, the wall-creeper ( T i c M r m a  mwraria) is often ob- 
served. At a distance it looks like a very large gray and 
scarlet butterfly, as with expanded wings it noiselessy creeps 
over the rock, poking its long awl-shaped bill into every little 
nook and crevice. The cuckoo (0. can mu.^) chaunts its 
welcome note in bush and tree from the earliest appearance 
of vernation in March up to the end of May. The nativeq 
who are familiar with its appearance, allege that it remains 
in the sub-Himalayan valleys throughout the year. As late 
as the 18th of September, I observed a pair hunting in my 
garden after insecta There is another species (C. h i d a y -  
anus) closely allied to the above, which is not uncommon in 
the valleys. I t  is at once distinguished by its smaller size. 

For strength of wing there are few birds with which I am 
acquainted equalling the Alpine swift ; its congeners, the 
black and allied, cannot compare with it in that respect 
After rain flocka are eeen scouring across the great valleys, 
and around the molintain-tops; now dipping into the vast 
abyssea, then mshing upwards with an elegance of swoop, 
they suddenly turn and dive downwards again with amazing 
rapidity. 

The black partridge is one of the most handsome species 
found in Asia, where it enjoys a wide range, being plentiful in 
Syria, Persia, Afghanistan, Northern India, and the Himalayas. 
On the latter it prefers the more temperate and cultivated 
ranges towards the plains, to the high exposed mountains of 
the interior. However, neither the great heat of Bengal, nor 
the cold of the Himalayas, seem to affect this bird, for we find 
it equally common at all seasons in both climates Black 
partridge shooting is a great source of amusement to the 
Eastern sportsman, especially on the mountain ranges, where, 
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from the mildness and salubrity of the climate, he can enjoy 
himself without danger from the sun, so frequently injurious 
and even fatal to sportsmen in India A small tent ( r o b ,  as 
it is called), changes of shooting-attire, aud necessaries, with 
as few servants as possible, are all he requires ; luxuries  re 
out of the question. To those who wish to move with 
rapidity and ease, it is advisable that there be nothing more 
than is absolutely required. A good pack of dogs is a desi- 
deratum, and far preferable to beaters both for this and 
pheasant-shooting, as they can be used with more advantage, 
especially in thick jungles and grassy mountain-aide8. The 
dogs usually procured in the stations of the North-west I'm 
vinces of India are called spaniels, but in England I fear 
would be looked on as cum of " very low degree." However, 
when better cannot be got, they answer the purpose. Thus 
equipped, the sportsman who starts with a light heart, and 
bent on combining instruction with amusement, need seldom 
know a dull moment At every step something new or 
curious attracts his eye. He kills his birds, and when tired 
sits down with a keen appetite to enjoy the produce of his 
day's healthy amusement-his little tent pitched on some 
hill-side clothed with verdure and the fair exotics of that 
region. 

The principal food of the black partridge consists of wheat, 
badgeree, rice, barley, tender shoots of plants, and insects. 
During the heat of the day i t  repairs to bushy places, and in 
the morning and afternoon makes excursions into the fields, 
where it may be found associated with the gray partridge 
(Perdix pontieeriana). 

I n  choosing a shooting-ground for black partridge, prefer- 
ence ought to be given to well-cultivated districts, in particu- 
lar, fields surrounded with low bushy jungle. Except during 



midday they are easily raised by beaters or dogs. The black, 
unlike the gray partridge, never perch- on trees. On the 
Himalayas, during the cold months, the black resorts to the 
dense brushwood at the bottom of valleys. The species is not 
gregarious, and seldom more than a couple are seen together. 
Its flesh is pale and well flavoured, but neither the black 
partridge nor any of its Eastern congeners can compare in that 
respect with the British bird. The accusation of being a foul 
feeder, so objectionable in the case of its gray ally, may be 
sometimes brought against this species, but I must vindicate 
the red-leg or chukore (Cacdk chukar) from such bad habits ; 
it is a game bird in every sense. The black partridge com- 
mences to pair about April in the Himalayas, but earlier in 
the plains ; the young rekain with their parents a long time, 
and are not fit for shooting until the middle or end of October. 
During the period of incubation the males can be heard 
answering each other all over the district ; the call-note is harsh 
and composed of four distinct sounds, following each other in 
succession, and not unlike the words : ' Whee wh.4 whiek: d- 
whiek: which it repeats at short intervals when perched on a 
stone in bushy places. I doubt if this species would stand 
the cold of Britain. I brought seved from India, but all died 
during wet and cold weather off the Cape of Good Hope. The 
gray species is much hardier, and would doubtless thrive well 
in our preserves at home. Both species are known to the 
natives of India by the same appellatives, Tetur or Tetra. 

The barking deer, called by the natives " kakur,' is 
generally distributed over the lower and cultivated tracts of 
the Himalayas, being seldom met with at elevations exceed- 
ing from 8000 to 9000 feet above the level of the sea. The 
prevailing colour is a reddish-brown above, white underneath, 
inclining to ash on the inside of the legs of males, which have 
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two short canine teeth in the upper jaw, resembling those of 
the musk-deer, but not so long. The bark of the kakur is 
loud and hmh, like a for's, and generally heard at night or 
at early morn. Wooded dells by the sides of streams, oak- 
foresta and grassy hill-sidea are its favourite reaorta Al- 
though several may be found in one little belt, they do not herd 
together. Its movements are slow and stealthy, and it is by no . 

means shy or timorous ; on that m u n t  i t  is easily killed, and 
often met with when least expected During progression i t  
seems to strike the fore and hind hoofs, which occasions the 
clattt!ring similar to a hone 'over-reaching." Among the 
kalij-pheasant jungles of the lower. ranges kakur may be 
looked for, and offer an occasional good snap shot to the 
dexterous sportsman. 

One of the most common denizens of woods and jungles, 
flitting noiselessly among the dense foliage, and so tame as to 
approach within a few feet, is that beautiful warbler the yellow 
zo&erope, known by the white downy ring' round the eye, from 
which it has received its name (2. palpebrosus) ; it is about the 
size of the blue titmouse ; the general colonr is olive, approach- 
ing a light yellow on the wings, forehead, and lower parts. 

The gray partridge is one of the most common species 
found in Northern India It is plentiful in the sub-Himalayan 
jungles, but does not travel any distance into the interior. 
As a game bird it has obtained some disrepute among Euro- 
pean sportsmen from its foul feeding and propensity to perch 
in trees. It rises with a feeble wabbling flight, to which it 
doubtless often owes its escape by puzzling the sportman's 
aim. However much abused it may be, there are few, I am 
sure, who do "not" like to hear its loud ringing clang 
resoundmg across the plain. Poor little fellow ! in this way 
he often betrays his hiding-place, and if not up and off on 



"whirring wing," he soon helps to fill the game-bag. The 
gray partridge runs with great rapidity, and unless the cover 
is low and scanty, is not easily flushed. Its habits are the 
same as the black species. 

I have before alluded to the spotted hill-wagtad (Enicurus 
maeu2atus), one of the most handsome denizens of the mom- 
tain-stream. I t  is larger than the pied wagtail, and nearly 
11 inches in length. The rich white and black colourings 
are particularly attractive, and its habits so eccentric as to 
arrest the attention of even the most indifferent observer- 
now running sprightly along the margin of the torrent, with 
its forked tail expanded like a beautiful black and white fan ; 
anon with extended neck and wings it turns its well-marked 
body from side to side as if on a pivot, until, gathering up i t .  
snow-white legs, with an austere screech it shoots rapidly 
along the windings of the stream. 

There is a species closely allied, but not by any means so 
common, and at best a rare bird on the streams of the lesser 
ranges. I t  is called the short-tailed fork-tail (Enicuvus 
swulen], about 5 inches in length, with a snow-white fore- 
head and black upper parts, excepting a white band which 
crosses the back and wings. Its lower parts are also white. 
This active little creature delights in sporting by the sides of 
roaring cataracts in wooded situations, and is sometimes seen 
with the last. 

Nowhere is a storm seen to such advantage as on the lower 
Himalayan ranges. There is a msgnificence and grandeur 
about the scene perhaps in some ways peculiar to these 
regions. In  April and May the dusLclouds generated on the 
plains are often carried inwards, and envelope the hill-stations 
of Dugshai and Kussoulee in dense and dark masses, so that 
objects are invisible at a few yard5' distance, and the air feels 
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close ,and oppressive. Such a stat .  of matters may last for 
hours, or be broken by blinks of sunshine Again, the thunder- 
storms which often burst with terrific violence on the Hima- 
layan stations come most usually from the heated plains below. 
I t  was on the 1'7th of April that we experienced one of the 
most severe hurricanes that had taken place for many years. 
During the firat part of the day, and until 3 P.X, it continued 
to blow a strong breeze from the direction of the low lands, 
over which heavy dark masses of cloud lay piled up. These 
began moving towards us, and gradually swept over the inter- 
vening range, curling and seething as they rushed noiselessly 
down the mountain-sides into the great valleys below, and 
ascended the ridge on which we were located, where they were 
preceded by a fierce wind and illuminated by occasional flashes 
of lightning. At length the mass rose up and enveloped the 
mountain-top in a dismal gloom almo~t like twilight, rain 
fa+g all the time in torrents, and the thunder rolling peal 
after peal; whilst now and then a powerful gust of wind 
cleared the mountain-top for a few momenta, until the bright- 
ness was again dispelled by a fresh mass of dense cloud, so 
that the sun shone through it with a glare like the light 
produced by looking through coloured glass. Suddenly the 
vapour-clouda passed away, and we could see them 111oving 
northwards towards the great central snow-range 

The European woodcock is met with occasionally during 
the winter months on the Lower Himalayas. Bs many as four 
to six couples may be occasionally procured in one day. The 
species is not plentiful, however, anywhere. 

In  the lonely glen, by the side of the mountain-torrent, 
where the pine grows tall and dense, and the sun's rays seldom 
penetrate, may be found the great snipe (Gallinago solitaria), 
from the lower to the upper ranges of the forest region. 
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This bird differs in other respects besidea size from the com- 
mon snipe ; at the same time I have procured solitary indi- 
viduals of the latter on mountain-streams, in secluded alpine 
regions, far away from its ordinary haunts. 

The spotted eagle is plentiful on the lesser ranges, and 
affects the vicinity of villages and European stations, where 
it may be seen feeding with k i h  and vultures, which it 
delights to torment when on wing. 

The hooded bulbul is one of the most common denizem 
of jungles, and is easily recognised by its handsome top-knot 
and loud clanging chlrp. It seems strictly Himalayan, and 
is seldom seen at any distance from the mountains. 

Amid all the grandeur of the Himalayas, i t  is a most at- 
tractive sight to the naturalist to behold the vultures and 
rapacious birds soaring over the vast ravines and around the 
tops of the mighty mountains. Let him choose a summer 
evening, with that clear blue sky almost characteristic of 
the Himalayas, and just as the sun casts his last rays on 
the snow-clad mountains-when the quiet is only broken 
by the cry of the eagle, the bleat of the goat, or the shrill 
pipe of the black partridge--then the v u l ~  kites, and 
jackdaws may be seen wheeling in vast circles ; some are 
gliding along, apparently without an effort, others appear 
suspended motionless in the vast canopy of heaven ; while, 
careering in his majesty, the lammergeyer gathers up his 
great wings and stoops downwards, mayhap to rise again 
and join the medley he has just left, or stretching forth his 
pinions to their fullest extent, he sails along the mountain- 
brow to the projecting cliff on which his eyrie stands safe, 
for theye who dare assail him 1 

On the Crol mountain, near Dugshai, on an inaccessible 
rock, I once saw a nest containing two young lammergeyen ; 
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banes of sheep and cattle were strewn among the cliffs 
hundreds of feet below ; they were found to be the remains of 
food carried by the parent-birds from the slaughterhouses of 
Dugshai or the neighbouring European stationrr. 

It has long been a vexed question how vulturea discover 
their food. Though divers authorities have pronounced 
opinions in favour of sight, some again contend that scent is 
the means employed, while a third considen both senses are 
concerned 

Mr. Darwin says-" Often, when lying down to rest on 
the open plains, on looking upwards I have seen carrion- 
hawks sailing through the air at great heights. Where the 
country is level, I do not believe a space of the heavens of 
more than 15" above the horizon, is commonly viewed with 
any attention by a person either walking or on horseback 
If such be the case, and the vulture is on the wing, at a 
height of between 3000 and 4000 feet, before it could come 
within the range of vision, its distance in  a straight line from 
the beholder's eye would be rather more than two British 
miles. Might it not thus readily be overlooked 1 When an 
animal is killed by the sportsman in a lonely valley, may he 
not all the while be watched from above by the sharp-sighted 
bird, and will not the manner of ils descent proclaim through- 
out the district, to the whole family of carrion-feeders, that 
their prey is at hand 1" 

I n  illustration of what has just been quoted, I may 
adduce the following as of familiar occurrence :-After a bear 
or other large animal is killed, the hunter soon finds himself 
surrounded by rapacious birds, where none were seen before ; 
they are observed dashing down the glens, and sailing in 

" Narrative of the Surveying Voyages of Hie Mqiesty's ship ' Adven- 
ture' and ' Beagle,' " vol. iii. (Darwin) p 223. 
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circles around his quarry. Some sweep within a few yards 
of him, others are soaring at higher elevations, and even at 
such vast altitudes that the huge bearded vulture appears 
only as a small speck in the blue sky, but gradually it becomes 
more distinct as its wide gyrations increase. It may gather 
itself up and close it.s wings, or dash in one fell swoop hun- 
dreds of feet, and the next minute is seen perched on the 
jutting rock beside him. Such, then, are the usual appear- 
ances observed soon after the death of a large animal, and the 
hunter wonders whence all these great vultures and carrion- 
crows have come ; but if, immediately after his noble ibex has 
rolled down the crag, he directs his eyes heavenward, he will 
observe carrion-crows or vultures, at various distances and 
elevations, sailing leisurely about, whilst the one nearest to 
him, observing the death of his quarry, instantly commences 
to descend ; then one follows the other until the valley re- 
sounds with the hoarse croakings of the crows, and the & 
seems alive with them. It is surprising the numbers that 
are sometimes observed to congregate on these occasions ; I 
have seen no less than sixty vultures and crows on and 
around the carcase of a newly-killed bear. 

This subject is beautifully described by Longfellow in his 
" Song of Hiawathhn- 

" Never stoops the eoaring vulture 
On hie quarry in the desert, 
On the sick or wounded bison, 
But another vulture watching, 
From his high &riel look-out, 
Sees the downward plunge and follows ; 
And a third pursues the second, 
Coming frum the invisible ether, 
First a speck, and then a vulture, 
'Till the air is dark with pinions." 
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Every one at all conversant with the habits of Asiatic 
vultures must agree with me, that they discover a carcase as 
quickly when fresh as when putrid ; it would be preposterous 
therefore to aver that scent alone guides these animals from 
such vast altitudes to their prey ; moreover, I believe that in 
the former case scent has little to do in the matter, and even 
when putridity exkh, I question whether the bird does not 
discover the presence of the substance by +hl, long before it 
could possibly be within the influence of smell : one has only 
to consider the distance, currents of air, etc, intervening be- 
tween the bird and its prey, to see at once the impracticability 
of scent being the only agent employed* 

The lammergeyer or beaded-vulture (Gyp&w badatus) 
is, without doubt, the "Roc" of Arabian Nights, and the 
" Niaser " mentioned by Bruce in his Trovekr in Abys82'nia. 
Heber, in his Indian Jowrrual, speaks of a large vulture as the 
"condor of the mountains," but evidently he had never ex- 
amined one, as he describes it having a bald head and neckt 
Specimens from the Alps, Africa, and the Himalayas, do not 
differ in any well-marked degree. I t  appears to me that the 
mistakes have arisen in the u u a l  manner-by taking imma- 
ture birds as types of the species, and in not making allow- 
ances for effects of climate, etc. In  the J o u d  of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, voL iii., Hutton describes a collar on 
the Himalaya bird aa characteristic ; but I agree with Mr. 
Hodgson this cannot be accepted as a specific distinction, 
being by no means regular. Again, in many Himalayan 
specimens the hi& part of the tarsus 6 bare at the joint, 
although not all the way down as in the ~ b ~ s s h i a n  indi- 

+ See the diecussions of Andubon and Waterton. 
). &y he not be describing one of the large bald Indian birdn 1 
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viduals described by Riippell,-" tarsis parte inferiore et 
interna plumis devestita" The plumes are particularly ob- 
vious in the Eastern bird, and project much backwards when 
it is feeding. These minor discrepancies are perhaps owing to 
climatic peculiarities, or the countries they frequent. The 
size and weight of this species vary considerably : Bruce 
mentions having killed one 22 lbs. in weight ; but the heaviest 
out of many adults shot by me on the Himalayas did not ex- 
ceed 14 lba, the average being 12 lbs. Bishop Heber says, 
" One shot by Lieutenant Fisher near the Himalayas measured 
13 feet between its extended wings." I have notes of many 
killed at different seasons of the year, none of which a p  
proached such dimensions-for instance the following :-'An 
adult female killed near Dugshai was 8 feet 2 inches between 
the tips of the whp,  and from bill to extremity of tail 3 feet 
8 inches ; stomach contained a mass of bullock's hair, with 
large bones of sheep and oxen. An adult male, shot in the 
same ranges with the last, meamred 9 feet between the tips 
of wings, and 3 feet 9 inches in length. A h e  adult female 
had the greatest possible expansion of wings, 9 feet 2 inches ; 
length, 3 feet 11 inches ; weight, 14 lbs. ; stomach contained 
the hoof of an old ibex half-digested." 

The lammergeyer is easily distinguished from the other 
vultures by its pointed wings and wedge-shaped taiL The 
young bird differs considerably from the adult, whose plumage 
i t  does not fully attain until the third year. At first the 
head, rieck, and lower parts are black ; with a tinge of ash on 
the back and belly ; the eye ia black, while the old bird has 
the above parts an ochreous white, globe of the eye deep red 
with a white iris and black pupil, which add considerably to 
the boldneso and majesty of his appearance. The eye is 
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smaller than might be expected in such a large bird. In 
point of strength of wing he hss few rivals. The bearded- 
vulture is usually observed sailing leisurely along the moun- 
tain-side, now and then flapping his great wings when he 
wishes to mount higher, as the American poet so beautifully 
describes, " by invisible stain ascending and scaling the 
heavens ; " but let the govind-kite or Indian jackdaw annoy 
him, then, with a rushing noise like that of a fierce wind, he 
stoops with a grsce truly grand and beautiful Oft when 
clambering along a rocky precipice, picking every footstep 
with studious care, and daring not to lift my eyea for fear of 
m a w  a false step, have my ears been assailed by the furious 
nish of the lammergeyer, and a feeling that if he only 
touched me with his pinions I would have rolled into the 
yawning abyss below. Although often seen feeding on carrion 
and putrid animals, especially near European stations, in the 
solitude of his native mountains he hunts with great in- 
trepidity. Natives have told me that the young of bears, 
ibex, wild and tame sheep and goats, are o h n  carried away 
by the bearded-vulture ; but I have not seen an animal larger 
than a marmot in its talons. A red or cinnamon-coloured 
powder is plentifully distributed among the feathers of the 
neck and breast of young and adult individuals, and would 
seem to be composed of soil containing iron, which they obtain 
from dusting themselves like other birds--a habit much in- 
dulged in by the denizens of rocky, bare mountains, from the 
bear and the ibex down to the mountain-finch. 

The Indian vulture ( B p  indicus) is gregarious, so far 
that they generally roost in societies, but hunt singly ; its 
long b i i  coupled with the pale cinereous-brown plumage, 
distinguish it from the Bengal vulture (a. bey&&), which 
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has a white back. The Pondicherry vulture (Octogyps calm) 

ie again at once recognised by i t .  red head and legs, and 
general smaller dimensions. The largest of the barnheaded 
species is the great tawny vulture (Cyps fduus),  which at- 
tains sometimes a weight of 20 lbs. All these species are 
by no means uncommon on the Western Himalayas. 
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CHAPTER V. 

Excursion to the Chor Mountain-5cenery-logy-River Genie--Fish- 
Pea-fowl- Junglefowl- Bush-quail- Hares- MagpieeJay-Leech* 
Rhododendron in flower-Bees-Habits and Haunts of the Mond, Cheer, 
Plach, and Kalij Pheasants-Red-legged Partridgo-Spring flowers- 
Musk Deer-White-cheeked Weasel-Pine Marten-Skylark-Birds-Red 
Fox-Hyena and Leopards-A Himalayan Trapper-Red Honey-aucker 
-Parrakeets of the region-Wounded Vulture. 

ON the 7th of March 1851 I started with Young and Bowden 
on a long-meditated excursion to the Chor mountain and more 
interior .Himalayan ranges. We formed a small exploring- 
party, equipped with every requisite for securing good sport, 
to which I added my auxiliaries for preparing and pmrv ing  
collections. 

There is something in the life of the Himalayan sports- 
man peculiarly captivating. Unrestrained freedom ia his ; 
he obeys no man's mandates ; and his thoughts and actions 
receive no guidance save the dictates of his own mind. 

It was a h e  crisp morning when we started ; the cock 
was crowing on his roost ; and long before the inhabitants of 
our home were stirring, the last man of our thirty followers 
might have been seen, toiling along the rough path leading 
to the little village of Narg, situated some ten or twelve 
miles eastward of Dugshai The general appearance of the 
scenery differed only in a slight degree from what has been . 
already described. The bare park of the mountains were 

G 
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now covered with the rich green carpet of spring, whilst their 
hollows and sheltered parts were clad with a profusion of tree 
and bush, which skirted the sides and bottoms of the ravines. 
High up appeared the long-leaved pine, a little farther down 
the Himalayan oak ; apricot and peach were again succeeded 
by the pomegranate and barberry, etc., in the warmer regions 
below. 

The cooling breeze of the mountain-top formed an agree- 
able contrast to the close and feverish atmosphere of the 
ravines. I n  our scramble over hill and dale, we had not 
time to examine the geological formation. Abundance of 
argillaceous and mica schists appeared in rough crumbling 
masses in the ridges and valleys, especially around the village 
of Narg, where they were encrusted with a white substance 
afterwards discovered to be impure carbonate of soda The . 
long-bearded wheat waa in ear, while tall walnut-trees almost 
hid theInative dwellings, over which the convolvulus, cucum- 
ber, and melon, were twilling their tendrils. We found the 
inhabitants, as usual, very civil and obliging-a character for 
which the Paharees are celebrated. I n  manner simple, they 
are frugal, honest, industrious, and enduring. They love their 
native hills, and seldom care to visit India, or mingle with 
the northern tribes. They assimilate to the Rajpooh in their 
religion Although in former days they displayed warlike 
propensities, when urged on by their chiefs, the influence of 
British rule has moulded them to more peaceful pursuits, 
which our steadfast ally, the late rajah of Puteala, greatly 
tended to maintain. The soil of the mountains is exceed- 
ingly productive, and requires little culture. 

On the following morning we were up at  daybreak, and 
after the tent and baggage had been packed on the backs of 
coolies, each took his gun, and away we went, beating the 
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jungle en rouk. Soon the clear piping call of the kalij 
pheasant was heard among the dense wood, as one after 
another rose before our dogs ; while, now and then; a black 
partridge dashed past us. Vigors's .and the red-billed jays 
sent forth their harsh &, in concert with the ringing clang 
of the crested bulbul, the rough chirp of the red-backed 
shrike, or the wild scream of the rose-coloured parrakeet 

Between the reports of our gum and the barking of the 
dogs, we had upset the interior economy af the jungle, for 
every bird in the district and hill-aide seemed roused and 
alarmed. They had evidently not been accustomed to such 
rude and noisy molestations. 

The hamlet of Philora is situate on the banks of the 
river Gerrie. Here we encamped, and viewed the mighty 
mountain-stream, now flooded by the melting snow of the 
higher ranges, roaring and surging some hundreds of feet 
below us, its banks either clad with profusion of trees and 
shrubs, or stretching gently up into cultivated terraces, where 
here and there might be seen a solitary gablaroofed hamlet, 
with the neverfailing tree to shade its inmates from the heat 
of mid-day. 

After a savoury repast on pheasants and partridges, we 
descended towards the river, for the purpose of exploring the 
neighbourhood Great was our chagrin on observing a musk- 
deer, perched on a projecting cliff some forty feet above us. 
The little creature stood and gazed at us with apparent un- 
concern, when a ivstle was heard close by, and a native, 
crawling out of the bush, knelt, and taking a steady aim with 
his long matchlock, sent a bullet against the rock, about an 
inch above the animal's back. 

The formations in the neighbourhood were composed 
chiefly of mica-slab, while, along the course of the river, 
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several veins of gneiss appeared, and masses of limestone, in 
the shape of boulders, strewed its course. 

The following day we crossed the swollen river, which 
delayed the passage of our baggage for several hours. I t  was 
rr strange sight to witness our copper-coloured followers toil- 
ing across the rapids, with our goods and chattels on their 
heads, some immersed even to the arm-pits ; but they braved 
it manfully. An hour's march brought us to the little village 
of Thor, situated on a gentle incline some 200 feet above the 
level of the river, and surrounded by small fields raised one 
above the other. 

We pitched our tent under the spreading boughs of a ban- 
yan-tree, and breakfasted on fish, which the natives catch in the 
river by means of nets. All were evidently a species of mullet, 
and several weighed about 14 lbs. each. Besides the masseer, 
we were told that three other different kinds of fish are plenti- 
ful in the river, and there are doubtless many more. 

I n  the jungle along the banks we found abundance of 
pea-fowl, and I observed two white-cheeked weasels*--one 
with a black partridge in its mouth. I managed to bag a 
brace of jungle-fowl (Ballus bankiva). These birds, in habits 
and general appearance, bear a close resemblance to varieties 
of the domestic bird, especially the hen and young. The 
jungle-fowl flies with great rapidity ; it is generally met with 
in small flocks, in dense covers by the side of fields or ravines. 
Its cackle is like that of the tame bird, from which it does 
not seem to differ in any material degree. Probably many 
of the former wander from the villages, and take to the wild 
life of their congeners. 

We were up at daybreak on the 10th. My friends 
enjoyed themselves among the kalij pheasants and jungle 

Known likewine aa the yellow-throated marten (dl. ~7~vigula).  
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fowl, while I sought wilder tracts, in quest of rarer game. 
Now and then, among the prickly shrubs by the margins of the 
fields, a covey of ten or twenty bushquail (Perdimla asiaticu) 
sprang up with a whirring noise; a black partridge or a 
kalij pheasant would shoot across the valley. A Himalayan 
hare (,bps mumotus) was killed. This species is larger 
than the black-necked hare (L. 1 ~ ~ l l i s )  of the Indian 
plains. I t  is confined to the lesser ranges and sub-Himalayan 
valleys, and though generally distributed does not seem to 
be abundant anywhere. Its flesh is more savoury than that 
of the other species, but in this respect neither can compare 
with the hare of Europe. The mountain-hare is distinguished 
from the other by its longer ears, more slender legs, and small 
feet. The under surface of the tail is rufous. 

In  wooded situations, all over this diatrict of the western 
ranges, the traveller is struck with the characteristic and ele- 
gant long-tailed jay (Cizlocitta si&, Lina) This graceful 
creature attracts attention not only by the brilliancy of its 
plumage, but the loud, harsh screams it utters as the traveller 
approaches-now jerking up its long tail, after the manner of 
the magpie, now garrulously chattering, as though reproaching 
him for intruding on its haunts. The moping owl, the chetah, 
or its more dangerous enemy the tigercat, it seldom passes 
without uttering a volley of abuse. I t  is usually seen 
singly, or at most in pairs. The body is about a foot in 
length, the tail nearly 18 inches, bill and legs bright red ; 
forehead, cheeks, side of neck, throat and breast, black : 
back part of neck white ; back, wings, and tail, sky-blue, 
deepening towards the rump ; tail compocled of twelve feathers, 
graduating in pairs. The ends of the two longest have their 
edges turned inwards. Coleopterous insects constitute its 
favourite food ; but I have often seen it eating a speoies of 
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wild apple (the Peronia elephanturn), abundaut in the lesser 
ranges. This fruit often rots on the trees, and when in that 
condition affords the means of subsistence to many other 
birds, especially the crested bulbul, and the various sorts of 
parrakeets. On the southern ranges of Cashmere there is a 
species of jay very closely allied to the above. Tt wil l  be 
qoticed hereafter. 

Besides the wandering pie (Ddroci t ta  rufa), its ally the 
red-vented pie (D. sinensis) affects the same situations, and 
although not so domestic in habits, and less often met with 
in the neighbourhood of dwellings, is plentiful in copses and 
jungles. In habits it is similar to its congener, and feeds like- 
wise on insects and fruit. 

Although the common European jay has been shot on the 
mountains of Afghanistan, I have never heard of it being 
met with on the Western Himalayas. I t  is evidently replaced 
there by a common species, called the black-throated jay 
(Gawdus lanceolatw, Vig.) 
' 

I killed on the river a large black-headed kingfisher, 
which was unfortunately carried away by the current before 
I could note further particulars than that it was of large size, 
a general ash colour, with a black hood.* 

On the 11th of March, after a long day's journey, we 
gained a high ridge, overlooking a beautiful valley teeming 
with rich fields of spring wheat and barley. The hum of bees 
among the flowers of the mulberry and apricot, in the quiet 
stillness of a delightful evening, added to the cooling sensa- 
tions of a bathe in the neighbouring brook, and a sumptuous 
repast, formed of the partridges and pheasants, made us feel - 

a rare degree of contentment and repose, for we had rambled 
all day over the grassy hill-sides, pursuing the black partridges 

' Probably the large black and white kingfisher (Cnylc guthla). 
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wherever their luckless call attracted us, until, tired and 
hungry, we returned to the tent 

The houses in this part of the country are generally gable- 
roofed ; and there are numbers of little towers, which, we were 
told, were once on a time places of defence, when the tribes 
quarrelled about the appropriation of the mountain-streams 
for the purpose of irrigation A six-pounder would have 
levelled them with the ground, yet a native informed us that 
these diminutive fortresses had withstood many a bloody 
siege. We passed a Paharee marriage-party, about 200 men 
and women, dressed in the gayest and brightest attire-red 
turbans, and every variety of colour in the rest of their 
toilette. The bridegroom waa not visible, but thc bride, a 
girl of about ten years of age, was seated in a box, carried 
on the shoulders of four men. A marriage among the hill- 
men is always a very grand event, and costa many years' 
savings. 

Our dogs becoming suddenly ineffective from some de- 
rangement of their breathing, I examined their nostrils, and 
found them filled with large distended leeches (HmmopsiY 
palwlum). Thefle abound in the pools and damp grass. 

On the following morning, as we toiled up the stcep 
ascent above our previous night's encampment, it waa a 
beautiful sight to behold the hill-sides covered with a scarlet 
rhododendron (R ba~bUt~T&) in full blosso111; and when we 
gained the ridge a still grander scene burst upon our view. 
The lights and shadows thrown across the great valleys, while 
northward the Chor mountain, monarch of all around, stood 
out in impressive grandeur, its gloomy sides diversified by 
pine-foresta, and towards the summit with patches of snow. 
We gained, at noon, the village of Naira, and pitched our 
tent close by. The nativcs of this cliatrict seemed to be palcr 
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and handsomer than the hill-men around Dugshai Many of 
the young women were fair and beautiful Here we observed 
beehives in the walls of the houses, and were informed that 
when their owners wished to take the honey they did so by 
beating dnuns behind the hives, until the bees were fairly 
frightened tiway, when the outer apertures were closed. This 
method was practically illustrated to us by a villager beating 
on a tom-tom with a violence sd%cient to have terrified a 
much less sentient animal than the bea 

Next day we mounted a ridge l d n g  towards the Chor 
mountain through forests of oak, deodar, and pine. On the 
way were observed several monal pheasants (Lop?qvhoreLs 
impyanus), but beyond a transient glimpse of them as they 
h h e d  down the vast ravines, amid a blaze of dazzling reflec- 
tions from their gorgeous plumage, we were unable to get 
within even rifie distance of them. 

Several red-legged partridges (Caecabis chukar) were killed 
on the bare rocky places. In  little sheltered nooks I gathered 
two sorts of primroses, which I subsequently discovered to be 
the Prirnda purprea and obtmIfolia of Royle. The British 
bracken was plentiful. We were much struck with the mag- 
nificence of the forestctrees, which attain vast size at these 
altitudes. 

The height of the Chor is 10,688 feet above the level of 
the sea, and is composed chiefly of micasohist and clay-slate, 
with intrusive dykes or veins of granite. Boulders of the same 
rock were abundant on the valleys. The summit of the moun- 
tain is composed entirely of granite. Gneiss was also often 
met with on the ridges. Both are, however, large-grained and 
coarse, the quartz predominating. Sometimes great veins of 
quartz are observed, containing nodules and crystals of horn- 
blende, especially in the ridge above the village of Churasq 
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where we pitched the tent and commenced our labours. 
Daily, at cock-crow, each started on his own beat, and returned 
in the afternoon bringing with him the spoils of the day. 

The most interesting denizens of these wilds m the various 
species of pheasants. Foremost of all stands the impeyan, or 
monal. This splendid bird, once so abundant in the Weatern 
Rimalayaa,is now, comparatively speaking, restricted to certain 
localities in the wooded slopes of the higher ranges. Whole 
tracts of forests, once dazzling with the gorgeous forms of these 
birds, are now without a single specimen; however, it will be 
long before i t  is exti~pated, for its haunts are high up among 
the craggy rocks where few ordinary sportsmen venture. No 
words can convey an accurate idea of the brilliancy of this 
bird's plumage,* and that of several of its congeners-indeed, 
many of the beat-executed drawings fall short on this point. 
However, those in Mr. Gould's Birds of Asia, and his Centu y 
may be allowed the h t  rank 

The average weight of an adult male monal is nearly 6 
lbs.;? that of the female about 5 lbs.; the young of the 
first year about 3 lbs. The favourite haunts of this species 
are in the deepest solitude of the forest, or among the bamboo 
and dense jungle which clothe the sides and bottoms of the 
valleys. 

I t  is found dong the line of the Himalayas, from 6000 to 
8000 or 10,000 feet, but is partial to localities. 

The monal is strictly alpine in its haunts, and prefers the 

' Hundreds are sold at Stevens' sale-rwma They are bought chiefly 
to adorn ladies' bonnets I 

t Jerdon, in his admirable work on the birda of India, published in 1864, 
gives the weight 44 lba Surely, unless his data were obtained at a merent 
s o w n  of the yenr, there ul~ist be some mistnke, as our couclusio~lv were dnrw11 
from many adult males wcighed on the s p t .  
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cooler regions of the middle ranges to the forests bordering on 
the plains of India 

Its favourite food consists of acorns, earth-nuts, bulbs, 
wild strawberry, currants, etc. They may be met with in 
scattered flocks, singly, or in pairs. 

The breeding-season commences about April, when the 
w a i h g  cry of the males resounds through the mountain, and 
might be mistaken for that of any of the larger falcons. The 
female monal lays four to six eggs, very similar in colouring 
to those of the turkey. The young bird has the dark brown 
plumqe of the female until the autumnal moult. It has cer- 
tain names in different localities-for instance, about Mus- 
souree and Simla it is known by the name 1Cfml; to the 
eastward it is called Ratteuh Cozuan, and Jfmlee. The male 
is the h t  and the female the Barn of the Cashmerians, who 
adorn their mosques with the brilliant feathers of the male. 

The plach pheasant, known by the local names P u b ,  
Coclass (Pwasia macrolqyluc), is less plentiful, and does not 
appear so generally distributed as the monal. 

There are, besides, two or three other species very closely 
allied, but the above is the most common Its distribution 
does not yet seem clearly defined, but from all accounts i t  is 

' 

most abundant in the western ranges, and rare towards the 
eastward. In  Nepal it is probably replaced by another 
species, and again, in the woods and forests of Cashmere, I 
have frequently observed (though never shot) a species which 
may turn out to be new. 

The male plach is 24 inches in length ; the head is glossy- 
green, except the crown feathers, which are ash-brown They 
are long and tapering on the side of the neck, where there is 
a large white spot. The breast, middle of the belly, and tail 
arc dark chestnut, the latter tipped with white ; the rest of 

- 
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the body light ash, with a streak of black down the middle of 
each feather. The tail is pointed, and dark chestnut, verging 
into black towards the tips, which are slightly edged with 
dirty white. 

The tail-coverts are long and tapering and ash-coloured 
The female is less in size, and her plumage is not so gaudy, 
but is still beautifully variegated with brown, chestnut, and 
yellow. The call of the plach is composed of a few cackles, 
or low chattering sounds, which are emitted when on wing. 

In  the early morning, and at dusk, the harsh crow of the 
cock is heard among the dense boughs of the pine and deodar, 
where it frequently secretes itself after being flushed. It 
is generally met with in pairs or solitary. These birds fly 
with peat  rapidity, and although partial to the more alpine 
regions, I have met with individuals on the pineclad tops of 
the ranges in the neighbourhood of Dugshai. 

During one of our morning rambles through a wood of 
stunted oak, I was startled by a covey of light-brown phea- 
sants, which, on our approach, rose, uttered a series of plain- 
tive calls, and dispersed themselves in the dense cover. We 
searched in vain for them for upwards of an hour. At length 
I discovered one on a branch within a few yards of me, 
and Young killed another close by. The specimens proved 
to be a male and female of the cheer-pheasant (Phasianw 
wallichiz], one of the most elegant species to be met with in 
the Himalayas. I t  is likewise known by the local names of 
Booinehil and Herrel. The male measures about 18 incheq, 
exclusive of the tail, which varies from 20 to 26 inches in 
length. The naked skin around the eye is bright red. The 
iris is light brown. The tail is composed of eighteen feathers, 
which graduate in pairs, and are broadly barred with pale 
yellow, or dusky brown and olive blotches. 



The female is smaller, and has not the magnificent tail of 
the male-which he displays to most advantage when walk- 
ing or on wing. 

The cheer frequents the lower and middle regions, and is 
seldom found at  very high elevations. I t  delights in grassy 
situations, among stunted oak, or such-like, and is generally 
met with in flocks of from six to twenty. The moment they 
are disturbed they separate and secrete themselves among the 
grass, or in the folrage of trees, whence I believe they have 
been knocked down with sticks. 

The female forms her nest of grass in low brushwood, 
and lays from nine to fourteen eggs of a dull white. 

The young are hatched about the beginning or middle of 
June. 

The flight of the cheer is heavy, and not strong, and it 
seldom perches on trees, unless when disturbed 

Cheer-shooting, like all other sport in the Himalayas, is 
followed out with most success in autumn. The cheer 
seems hitherto to have been found only in the north-western 
Himalayas ; possibly its cunning and stealthy habits may 
cause it to be overlooked in many situations. 

The kalij (Euplomus alboc&tatus) is the most common 
and widely distributed of the Himalayan pheasants. There 
is a congener, with white markings on the creat and back, 
found on the eastern ranges, Sikhim, etc. Mr. Blyth considera 
i t  a distinct species, and has named i t  E. melanotus. I am 
not prepared to dispute the decision of so good an authority. 
I must, however, remark that I have seen many old males 
of the E. albocriatutus with very little white on the crown 
and back The kalij pheasant (" Mergh kookera " of the 
natives) is plentiful along the great valleys, called Dhoons, 
bordering on the plains of India, up to elevations of from 
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6000 to 8000 feet. I t  prefers, however, the more southern 
ranges, and is seldom met with in the remote interior. 

I n  habits domestic, and (unlike any of its allies) often 
met with in the vicinity of villages and fields, its favourite 
haunts are, low underwood and ravines covered with dense 
jungle. The kalij, except when disturbed, seldom takes to 
wing, although its Q h t  is strong and powerful When 
rising it utters a loud plaintive cry, which is continued until 
it gains a place of safety ; it is not gregarious, and seldom 
more than three are seen together. It runs with great 
rapidity; during incubation the mdes are very pugnacious ; 
an adult male weighs about 3 Ibs., the female about 29 lbs. 
Young birds of the first year seldom exceed 18 lbs., and their 
plumage resembles that of the female until the moulting- 
season. The egg is white, and about the size of the bantam's. 
A nest may contain from nine to twelve, and even more eggs, 
which are hatched about the end of May. Grubs, insects, 
seeds, shoots and leaves of trew, constitute the favourite 
food of the kalij. 

The whitenecked weasel the lammergeyer, golden and 
spotted eagles, etc., prey on this species, whose loud and pro- 
longed cry often betrays its presence to one or other of its 
enemies. 

Like the domestic fowl, this bird, and most of its con- 
geners, are fond of basking on sunny banks, and shuffling the 
earth about them ; on such occasions they fall an easy prey. 

The red-legged partridge, better known in the East by the 
name of "Chukore," has a wide distribution It does not 
differ in any well-marked particular from the Greek partridge* 
of Southeast Europe, and shows how easily " species can be 

Perdb pmz; there in a variety in the inland of Crete having the throat 
mfoua 
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made," inasmuch as authors have formed the diagnosis en- 
tirely from the size of the band on the neck and the intensity 
of the white on the throat I have examined various Turkish 
specimens, and found even these peculiarities not constant. 
These races form one species, extending from South-east 
Europe and Syria, across Central Asia and the northern 
boundaries of Hindostan, where it is not very plentiful, the 
most advanced of ita posts being the low ranges of the Pun- 
jaub. The species seems to abound in Chinese Tartary and 
the sources of the Oxus. Lieutenant Wood, in his journey* 
to the latter country, mentions taking part in a hunting ex- 
pedition, when the party bagged 500 chukore by running 
them down with beaters and dogs. 

The chukore prefers barren mountains to the rich and 
luxuriant vegetation of the more southern ranges ; bare stony 
ridges clad with low scrub are its favourite haunts. I t  is 
usually met with in coveys. Although the breeding season 
commences early, and the young are hatched in July, and 
rapidly attain the size of the parents, they are seldom able to 
fly before the middle of September. The nest is composed of 
dried grass, and is placed in bushy places ; the eggs are white, 
and vary in number from nine to twelve. During incubation 
the male remains near the nest, and may be heard all day piping 
his loud call-"cw: cue," resembling that of the domestic 
fowL The Cashmerians call the bird " kau-kau " on account 
of its calL Although not actually a denizen of the valley, 
i t  is not uncommon on the surrounding mountains. The 
chukore is a handsome bird, and to the sportsman affords 
better diversion than perhaps any of the Himalayan partridges. 
Tts rapid flight, and the trying nature of the situations fre- 
quented by it, demand the hunter's best energies. On the 

I'ogqc u p  the Indua to the Smcrce of the OXIN, by hF& and Rddcshan. 
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Indian frontier their numbers are never so great as to recom- 
pense one who expects good shooting at little bodily exertion ; 
but the sportsman prepared for a rough scramble over rock 
and fell cannot betake himself to a better and more stirring 
amusement than shooting chukore on the lower Himalayan 
ranges. 

On the 1'7th of March the snow still lay thick and hard in 
the sheltered parts of the Chor mountains, especially among the 
oak and pine forests ; while in the more open glades, among 
the stunted bamboo jungles, we had to flounder knee-deep 
through beds of rotten melting snow, around the margin of 
which peeped up the beautiful pink and purple primroses-the 
advanced guards of spring ; and no p t  distance down the 
mountain the apricot and apple-trees were in full bloom. The 
difference in the temperature of the two regionswas well marked 
-above, an arctic winter was but just ending; below, spring 
had fairly set in. We observed among the snow foot-trail of 
bears and large deer--either the Cashmere or Duvaucell's deer 
( C m  cashmere& or duvaucelliz] ; and the sharp-pointed and 
characteristic footprints of the muskdeer (Moschw mosch;fem) 
were plentiful. I wounded one, but the little creature escaped 
and hid itself in the impervious bamboo jungle. The custouree, 
as i t  is called, frequents the lower and forest ranges, as lugh 
as the stunted birch on the limits of arb~real've~etation, and 
confines of snow, from 10,000 to 12,000 feet above the sea-level. 
There it often remains until driven down by the approaching 
winter, for beneath the naked boughs and pale trunks of the 
birch it delights to dwell, nibbling a scanty fare from the moss- 
clad bank, or alollg the sward still damp with snow-water. 
Seldom is its solitude disturbed, for to these situations the leo- 
pard rarely ascends ; and save the startling call of the cuckoo, 
there is nought to disquiet it in this bare inhospitable region. 
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I n  the forest it is easily traced by the heaps of dung on its runs, 
for it is partial to localities, and both in habits and general 
appearance has a great affinity to the hare. Sometimes I 
have found it by following up its trail through the copse 
across the grassy glade into a little dell, where the indifferent 
custouree might have been seen feeding within a few yards. 
I n  districts where it is not often hunted it is by no means 
timid, and will seldom run away at the report of a gun. On 
that account it forms an easy prey to the chetah and other 
leopards. The lammergeyer destroys the young, but seldom 
if ever attacks the adult. The mode of its p r o p s i o n  is 
remarkable, and comprises a series of spasmodic leaps, while 
now and then it stops to reconnoitre, or, walking a few feet, 
resumes these fantastic movements. In  thick cover it 
secretes itself like a ham Although killed in numbers for 
its much-coveted sceut, the muskdeer is by no means un- 
common. The musk is most sought after during the rutting 
seaaon in autumn. I have repeatedly examined the contents 
of bags at other seasons, but, except a rank offensive odour 
from the dark pigmentary substance contained in them, I 
could not discover a trace of musk. I t  is said that unless 
the musk-bag is removed before the body cools the scent 
evaporates. The market-value of each bag is from £1 to S1: 10s. 
There is considerable diversity in the colour of the musk- 
deer. So much is this the caae, that a casual observer, seeing 
only skins, would be apt to conclude that there ie more than 
one species ; but after closely observing these variations, 
I have been led to the conclusion that they are attribut- 
able to age or season, and the nature of the localities. 
Indeed, two skins are seldom found exactly alike. Indi- 
viduals partial to den% forests and jungle have the upper 
parts dark, with black splashes on the back and hipe, and the 



under parts white, or dirty white. Some are yellowish-white 
all over the upper parts, with the belly and inner sides of 
the thighs white. This variety I have compared with a 
specimen of the white-bellied musk-deer (Moschus leucogaster, 
Hodg.),* in the India House Museum, London, and been unable 
to discern any well-marked distinction. A bmwn-black variety 
is common. Not a few have white spots arranged longi- 
tudinally on the upper parts ; doubtless these are immature 
animals, inasmuch as all the males so marked had short teeth. 
When the nature of the climate and country on the Tibetan 
slopes of the Himalayas are compared with the dense forests 
and covers of the Cashmere ranges, it is not to be wondered 
at that regions differing so much in their climate and vege- 
table products should to some extent influence the external 
colouring of the animals. In  illustration of this, the raven 
of Ladakh is larger than the same bird in the torrid heat of 
the Northern Punjaub ; and yet the most scrupulous critic 
cannot venture to sepasate them. The canine tooth of the 
muskdeer is from 2 to 3 inches in length, and is rudi- 
mentary in the female. The use of these long canines is not 
very apparent, considering they are coufined to the males. 
Some assert they are employed in dqging up roots of plants. 
I have seen a wounded musk attempt to use them when 
caught The ears of females are often found slit, attributable 
no doubt to the canines of the male during sexual intercourse. 
The female gestates six months. Seldom more than one 
spotted fawn is dropped, which remains only a short time with 
the parent The overwhelming avalanche entombs many 
unwary muskdeer; and among its enemies is the yellow- 
throated or whiwheeked marten, which is said to prey 
on the young of this species and the barkingdeer. The 

' Journal As. Soc. Bmgal, voL viii. 
H 
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above weasel is plentiful on the lesser ranges, and may be 
often seen hunting around the villages in quest of poultry, 
partridges, etc., or their eggs, on which it chiefly subsista A 
tamed specimen in my possession followed me like a dog, and 
delighted in the name of " Kecky." It was in the habit of 
constantly uttering a low chuckle, which was prolonged into 
a harsh scream when the little creature was irritated. In  
habits it is exceedingly playfd, and always detests confine- 
ment in a cage. It usually took up its quarters on my bed ; 
and occasionally, in the morning and evening, made excur- 
sions into the hedges and thickets in quest of rats, mice, 
lizards, and snakes, which it despatched with the utmost 
rapidity, seizing them by the neck An egg was always 
considered a great delicacy, and Kecky would run up a wall 
or leap several feet from the ground to obtain his prize. It 
nibbled a little hole at one end, and sucked the interior 
therefrom. When dropping from a height the feet were 
expanded like the Felinae ; and it delighted in prowling, like 
them, after its prey, spending hours in attempts to capture jack- 
daws and sparrows on the Persian lilac-trees, none of which it 
ever succeeded in catching. On the ground it progressed by 
a succession of leaps, by which means it captured its prey. The 
yellow-throated marten is subject to seasonal changes in the 
colour of its fur. During winter this marten is more hoary on 
the upper parts ; whereas in midsummer the head, neck, and 
back are jet black, and the throat, breast, and lower parts 
yellowish-white. The pine marten (M. m r h )  does not 
apparently affect the Western Himalayas, but its skins are 
brought to India from Afghanistan. 

My specimens of the song-lark (Alauda triborhynchu, 
Hodg.) of the lower region did not scarcely differ from the sky- 
lark of Europe. One distinction would appear to be,with refer- 
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ence to the former, that it seldom mounts so h h  or remains so 
long on wing ; it is a summer visitor only, possibly migrat- 
ing to the lowland valleys in winter. I took a nest and four 
eggs on the Dugehai hill in May. The eggs were exactly 
similar to those of the skylark 

The pagoda thrush (Arridotherrcs pagodalum) is probably 
the bird referred to in Lalla Rookh :- 

" Mecca'e blue escred pigeon, and the M 
Of Hidadan, whose holy warblinga gosh 
At wening from the tall pagoda's top." 

M i h g  allowances for the glowing imagery of the poet, the 
song of this bird is sweet, and not without melody, and resem- 
bles a good deal that of the common paradise grackle, with 
which it is often found associated I t  is more a native of 
Hindostan than the Himalayas, and is only met with on the 
lower region during the hot months. I have frequently seen 
it fee- on the tender shoots of the long-leaved pine, but in- 
sects seem to constitute its favourite food-The spotted-winged 
starling (Saraglossa spiloplera) is evidently a native of the 
hills ; although not common, as many as half-adozen may 
be seen at one time among the woods and jungles of the lower 
hills during the hot months. In winter it may possibly retire 
to the hot Himalayan valleys. 

The two species of kestrel are common about Duphai ; 
the lesser kestrel (Tinnumlw cenchris) is the most abundant, 
a d  may be seen in numbers hovering over the sides of the 
mountains and the little terraced fields in quest of beetles and 
large insects Independent of size, the latter is distinguished 
from the other by the light colour of its claws, which are 
black in the common kestrel During the fine clear evenings 
which precede the monsoon, when the vultures are often seen 
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soaring at great heights, I observed in their company a very large 
thick-billed heron-like bird which I supposed was the adjutant 
(Ardea argala). I t  disappeared before the rains set in. 

The cinnamon-coloured sparrow (Passer cinnanumzeus) is 
often seen among the pine-woods of Kussoulee, and in the 
jungles along the lower hills.-The gaura finch (Melophus me- 
Zankterus) frequents fields and cultivated localities.-The com- 
mon house-martin of the Neilgherries and Southern India is 
identical with ChelidmL ,urbica of Europe. On the Lower 
Himalayas and Cashmere ranges a bird appears in spring very 
closely allied to the above, but all I have shot (amounting to 
three) differed in one or two particulars,-chiefly in being 
smaller ; the axillary feathers were brown instead of grayish- 
white, and their tails were even. Mr. Gould has named it 
the Chelidon eashrneriensis.* This martin migrates to the 
the Punjaub during winter. 

The golden stachyris (Stuchyris chyseu) is a little wren- 
like warbler usually seen among the foliage of fruit-trees, 
about the size of a willow-wren ; iris is red.-The verditer fly- 
catcher (Ndtava nzelamps) appears in spring, and is one of the 
most common flycatchers. Its habits and haunts are similar 
to the most typical species, perching on prominent situations, 
from whence it makes excursiolls in quest of insects. The 
luteous-coloured finch (Aehthria luteus) ie common in the 
valleys about Dugshai I have seen it in the plains in 
winter. 

The blue rock-thrush (Pdrocincla y a w ) .  This is the P. 
pandoo of Colonel Sykes, and may be said to he universally 
distributed over Southeastern Europe and the temperate and 
torrid parts of Asia By some it is supposed to be the bird 
alluded to in Scripture, " the sparrow that sitteth alone upon 

' Am. 2. S. 1858, p. 356. 
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the house-top." The difference in plumage between sexes and 
young birds caused much confusion with the earlier Indian 
naturalists. Specimens likewise from the Himalayas have 
been found to have longer bills than individuals from other 
countries, and accordingly Mr. Blyth named the latter P. lon- 
girostl*iS, but no one conversant with the Indian and Himalayan 
bird in nature will allow the above distinction to remain as 
specific. The blue rock-thrush frequents wild unfrequented 
situations ; now and then I have seen a solitary individual 
perched erect like a thrush on the roof-top. I t  is not com- 
mon anywhere ; and, although familiar with its appearance at 
different seasons of the year, I had not an opportunity until 
long after leaving &ia of Listening to its melodious note. 
The European form is indigenous to the island of Malta, 
where, among the shattered rocks that strew the coast, this 
fair songster may be seen sallying forth in the bright clear 
morn, singing, ai he flutters from pinnacle to cliff, whilst the 
rocks and caverns resound with his pleasing strains.-The 
Himalaya owl (Athem d&) is common in the woods and 
jungle, and is diurnal in its habits so far that I killed one at 
midday with a rat in its talons ; however, the bird is most 
often seen at dusk Its favourite food consists of mice, shrews, 
and large coleopterous insects The pretty pigmy owlet (Athene 
brodkJ is often found in bushes. This diminutive little crea- 
ture is little more than half the size of the last. Its call is 
memured, and composed of two notes frequently repeated. 
Its egg is white, and g e n e d y  laid in the hollow of a tree, 
without any preparation whatever. 

The red fox (Pdps montanus) is generally distributed 
over the lower and middle regions of the Himalayas, up even 
to the limits of frost. Although often seen during the day, its 
depredations are chiefly at night, when i t  prowls about houses 
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aftar poultry, and in the jungles, when it preys on kalij 
pheasants and other birds. This handsome species is readily 
recognised by the rufous on the back and pale fulvous on the 
legs. The little Bengal fox and the jackall are met with in 
the valleys of the lesser ranges, but do not range far into the 
interior. The hyena preys extensively on poultry, and often 
carries away dogs from the stations. A friend shot a very 
large hyena close to his house at midnight, after repeated 
attempts to capture the animal, which had cleared out several 
poultry-yards and killed many dogs. Such depredations are 
usually put down to the leopard, but it rarely ventures so near 
the habitations of man The name c h t d  is applied in a very 
extended sense to all the leopards. The leopard is generally 
distributed over the lesser ranges, but is constantly wandering 
from place to place, like the tiger, which is occasionally 
met with in the sub-Himalayan valleys. 

We recrossed the Genie on the 26th of March. The day 
was charming, and the scenery of that beautiful and sylvan 
description so characteristic of many sub-Himalayan valleys. 
At our feet rolled the river, dashing furiously over its rough 
limestone bed, and gradually becoming less turbulent, until, 
settling down to a quiet yet mighty flood, it moved steadily 
onward through the valley, the sides of which were clad with 
the gayest attire of spring. The oak, plane, wild apple, apri- 
cot, etc, sent forth their various shades of green. Many were 
in blossom, and the deep purple of the pomegranate's petals 
added a richness to all around. Above us rose a hill covered 
with profusion of bush and tree, where we had spent the day 
hunting kalij pheasants and peafowl, and now, tired and 
weary, were enjoying the evening around the log-fire, while a 
barkingdeer clamoured loud in the jungle close by, as if in 
defiant reproach for a young buck which had fallen to my gun. 
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Night-jars (the whippoor-will of Cenhd h a )  sent forth an 
occasional " twwu-o))) as they flitted noiselessly past us, when, 
through a gap in the jungle, we obsemed a stalwart native 
approaching. He had a matchlock on his shoulder, and waa 
dressed in gray homespun flannel. His appearance apd habit 
were characteristic of the Himalayan shickaree ; the long 
flowing beard, ample turban, short tunic fastened round the 
waist by a belt of hghbbrown sambar-skin, to which the 
powder-horn and pouches were attached, capacious breeches 
ending at the knees, from which the limbs were encircled with 
flannel bandages to the ankle, while on his feet were sandals 
made of grass, and several pairs ready for use were attached 
to his gmile. He was one of those houseless wanderers 
similar to the trapper or leatherstocking of Fenimore Cooper, 
who made his livelihood by tracking the wild denizens of the 
mountain and forest. He had heard of our arrival on the 
Chor, and came to offer his services and show us where bears 
and deer were plentiful. Although an old man, he was still 
wiry and active, and like all whose lives have been constantly 
epent in the dangerous excitement of the cragaman's, he had 
intense pleasure in recounting his past exploits, especially 
ibex-hunting in Kuloo, and the days when, in the service of a 
British officer, he had led him to places where the " burrel 
and ibex were plentiful as sheep." 

This was my first introduction to one of a race with whom 
many of my subsequent adventures were intimately a s 6  
ciated ; he was the type of a set of as fine manly fellows as one 
codd meet anywhere-menwhose lives have been spentamong 
the dizzy crags and towering mountain-tops ; early taught to 
court difficulties and dangers, they fear no hardships, and 
are insensible to fatigue. With such the young Englishman 
gratifies his love of adventure, as with pole he picks his way 
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across the dizzy height, to where yon ibex stands perched on 
the brink of a yawning gulf ; his rifle laid across the rock, with 
a steady hand and fixed eye he marks the fatal spot ; scarcely 
done when the leaden messenger is on its unerring course, 
and the noble quarry is seen rolling and bounding down the 
precipice. It is with such reminiscences I connect the Hima- 
layan shickaree. 

The jungles along the banks of the Gerrie are stocked with 
barking-deer, but although we saw many daily they were too 
shy, and could not be got at from the denseness of the jungle. 
Young brought me a specimen of that beautiful sunbird called 
the red honeysucker or goulpaxah creeper (Nectnrinia god- 
park&); it is not uncornmon in the more sheltered parts. 
The note of the male is sweet and varied. I n  habits, like 
the sunbirds in general, they resemble the humming-birds, of 
which they are the Eastern representatives. 

We spent a day in Thor v h e y  among the game, and I 
observed footprints of wild pigs in great abundance. A herd 
of large monkeys, with fawn-coloured bodies, black faces, and 
white cheeks, were seen in a wood. The three species of 
parrakeet are found here feeding on the buds and tender shoots 
of trees ; the rose-ringed and plum-headed have been men- 
tioned before ; the dateheaded (Palawmzk sch.istkps) is only 
met with in the mountains, and never affects the plains of 
India I t  is usually seen in flocks, and during the harvest 
seaaon commits depredations among the wheat and barley. 
Each of the three specie8 is readily distinguished on wing- 
the tail of the rose-ringed is a u n i f m  green, that of the 
plum-headed has the tip white, the other has the extremity 
yellow. We came on a wounded tawny vulture by the side of 
a pond ; one of the poor animal's legs was terribly mutilated, 
yet with great courage he repelled the attacks of our dogs by 
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means of his bill and wings, and even seized my loading-rod 
and held it so M y  in his beak that it was only with great . 
difficulty he could be made let go his hold. The excursion . 

having come to a close, I reviewed the produce of my labours, 
and arranged the large collection of skim ; whilst my friend, 
no less pleased, produced the game-register, in which was I-+ 
corded the death of 1 barking-deer, 6 hares, 1 mollal phea- 
sant, 5 cheer pheasants, 1 plach and 32 kalij pheasants, 
besides 58 black partridges, 12 red-legged partridges, 1 gray 
partridge, 3 bush quail, 6 junglefowl, and 4 peafowl. We 
should have done better," said Young; "let us hope the 
autumn will bring good luck." As the sequel shows, his an- 
ticipation proved true. 



CHAPTER VI. 

Second &cumion to the Chor Mountain-Leo@ and Tiger-cab- 
MonkeyeRoyal Falcon, Daurian Swallow, Himalayan Siskin and 
Goldhch-Monal Pheasant Shooting-Wood-partridge-Small Birds- 
Nutcracker-Black Bears-Green Woodpecker--Golden Eagle-Climatic 
Influence on size of Birds-Sporting-bag-Redheaded Bnllfinch-Flame- 
coloured FlycatchegParadiae Flycatcher-Thruahe.9-Fish-owl- Bed- 
at.-Lark-finch-Brown Water-ousel. 

WE started on our second excunion to the Chor on the 24th 
of September. The crops were cut, and the autumnal tint 
was beginning to show on the leaves of the forest In  the 
corn-fields about Thor we picked up a few common quail, and 
one of the black-bellied species (Cotwrnix wronuzndeliea), 
which occasionally wanders up the valleys. Peafowl, 
pheasants, and partridges were plentiful. We pushed on, 
however, for the monal-shooting had been reported excellent ; 
and we were full of hope, and anxious to engage in the 
aport. 

Among the feline family frequenting this region of the 
mountains the most common ia the leopard. There seems, 
however, to be some variety in the colour and size of the 
individuals occasionally to be seen on the Dugshai ranges. 
One variety ia said to have fewer spots and a smaller head 
than the other. I give the latter assertion entirely on the 
authority of native sportsmen, who are often deceived by 
appearances. They describe no less than five distinct 
species :-1. A fawn-coloured animal without apots, called 
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"chankoo," inhabite the mountains about the sources of the 
Ganges. 2. The panther (P. p ~ d u s )  ; lower and forest 
regions. 3. The leopard (F. h p a ~ d u s  3-" dheer hay" of the 
natives ; affects the same situations as the last. 4. The 
white leopard or ounce,.and called the " burrel hay ;" found 
at high altitudes, near the persistent snow-region. 5. The 
small leopard, above named, " g o d  hay," is so called from 
its partiality to feeding on the goral, or Himalayan chamois. 
A most indefatigable and discerning sportsman, Mr. Wilson 
of Mussouree, has made a similar observation* 

I believe the Pelidtz of the Himalayas have been by no 
means well studied ; certainly, if there are not more species, 
those at present known are subject to great variety. The 
striped and spotted junglwta  of these regions are numerous. 
Of the former I have only seen Horsfield's tigercat (F. hor.9- 
@dizJ, a very handsome and beautiful species, often met 
with in the lower jungles, where it p r e p  on small quadrupeds 
and birds. From a distance it is like a diminutive leopard. 
The Bengal cat (F. benyalensk) is plentiful in the sub- 
Himalaym jungles. It is difficult to say whether the 
colouring of the generality of the domestic variety met with 
in the same situation differs in any degree from their wild 
congeners. Possibly they may interbreed. 

The Lungoor monkey (Semehecus schistaeeus) is 
usually seen in herds in pine and oak forests. The highest 
point at the sanatorium of Simla is called " Jacko," from the 
number of this species which were met with in that locality. 
The animal is common in the Chor forests, and similar situa- 
tions on the western ranges. It is dark-slatey above ; below, 
pale-yellow ; tail long and tufted ; hair on the crown of the 
head short and diverging. There is considerable variety of 

Indian S p r i n g  Reoimc for Beptsmbar 1848. 
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colouring ; the young incline to brown, and the old become 
more or less hoary. The bunder (blucuws TW) is the most 
common. I t  is distinguished from its compeers by the 
crown of the head being dusky b r o p  ; body inclining to 
ash ; face naked and dusky red. I t  is easily domesticated 
and taught a variety of tricks. The Entellus monkey (Sem- 
nopithecus entellus) is ash-gray on the upper parts; darker 
on the shoulders and lower part of the back; tail grayish- 
brown ; hands with a slight shade of black ; body slight; 
limbs long and slender; tail lengthened. This species has 
been n&&aken for the Lungoor, and vice vema The en- 
tellus is found on the lesser ranges and India, whereas the 
other is partial to forests at high elevations. There is, 
however, great variety in the colouring of the Himalayan 
quadrumana, and, like the last family, their natural history is 
by no means perfect. 

I killed the shaheen, or royal falcon (Palco pe~epinufm), in 
the centre of the cantonrnenta of Dugshai while i t  was 
stooping on a Himalayan pipit, and observed it once or twice 
on wing afterwards. The bird is by no means common, and 
much in request for hawking. I saw it among the falcons 
belonging to the late Rajah of Puteala 

The Daurian or red-rumped swallow (Eimndo dau&) 
is plentifully distributed over the lower regions in summer, 
but migrates to the plains of India during the cold montha 
I t  has much the appearance of the chimney-swallow, which, 
although common in Cashmere and neighbouring ranges, does 
not seem to frequent the mountains about Dugshai The 
red-rumped swallow builds on the under surfaces of jutting 
rocks. Its nest is oblong, and has usually two or three 
openings. The Himalayan goldfinch (Ca~dolel2i canieeps) 
at first sight bears a striking resemblance to the European 
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species, but differs in wanting the black on the hind head. 
The Bong is fidly as rich as the other. Many are caught on 
the hills, and imported to India. Another congener to a 
well-known European bird is the Himalayan siskin (Carduelis 
slyimiuh). I t  likewise differs in some well-marked particu- 
lars. The plumage of the male resembles the female of the 
former and the pinesiskin of North America The bill is 
stouter, and the whole appearance of the little creature is less 
elegant. Its call-note is not so loud or joyous, but in habits 
and haunts they are vej. much alike. 

There is a rich and picturesque beauty at this season in 
the little red patches of batu " growing around the villages 
or along the terraced sides of the valleys, looking from a dis- 
tance as if red sand was strewn on the soil. The mountain- 
sides were covered with long yellow grass, among which 
the blue flowers of the aconite were conspicuous, while the 
little rice-kates teemed with a rich harvest, and showed there 
was plenty in the land for man and beast. 

Lammergeyen were common, and generally observed cir- 
cling around the mountain-tops in quest of small quadrupeds 
and young partridges. A pair attracted us from our beaten path 
to climb a steep mcent, expecting to iind their eyrie, which 
turned out only an ancient roosting-place strewn with bones 
of sheep which had evidently been carried from the European 
stations more than ten miles distant. 

The pine and oak forests of the Chor were reached on the 
sixth day, when, to our intense delight, we soon found the 
pheasants far outnumbered previous expectations, for the 
ravines resounded with their loud screams, and thebigher we 
went and the deeper we penetrated into the dense forests the 
more plentiful they became. The cool days, cold, even frosty 
nights, added increased vigonr to our exertions. Our table 
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actually groaned with game, and if there is one gastronomic 
remembrance of those days more agreeable than another, it is 
the dehght we felt on returning at nightfall with a hunter's 
appetite to enjoy the monal cutlets which our excellent 
Bengal cook prepared in what he called " his own way." We 
found the monal most plentiful in the little openings in the 
forest, where they were feeding on the seeds of wild balsams 
and various sorts of earthnuta The above was the most com- 
mon species next to the plach ; a very few cheer were ob- 
served, for the region was too high for them and the kalij 
pheasants. My companion killed a wood-partridge (Arbwicola 
torqwla), the only one I have seen in its native haunte. I t  
is rare on the Chor mountain, but i t  is by no means so in 
some situatiolls near Mussouree. The buntetur, as i t  is called 
by the natives, frequents the depths of the forest, and is usually 
met single or in paira Besides game, I managed to add to 
my collection several new and little-known birds. The thick 
boughs of the pine offered excellent retreats for many inter- 
mting sorts The Himalayan golden-crested wren I shot 
in company with the black-crested titmouse ( P a m  melamlo- 
phus), which somewhat resembles the marsh-tit of Europe. It 
is usually seen in flocks, and sometimes associated with another 
pretty species the gray-backed tit ( P a m  dichrm), which is 
known by its brick-red iris ; the forehead and under the ear- 
coverts a dirty white ; upper parts grayish blue ; breast, belly, 
and vent ochrey white. The male is crested. I believe this is 
the first record of this species having been seen on the western 
ranges ; it is not rare in NepaL One of the most beautiful is 
the yellow-cheeked ox-eye ( P a w  mnlhogenys), which is like the 
English bird in some respects ; it has still,however, a closer ally 
in the Eastern Himalayas. The Himalayan nuthatch (Sitla 
himalayarn) is the most common species of a genus which fur- 
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nishes several very close1 y-aUied forms. Moving noiselessly up 
the trunks of the pines a creeper (Certhia himalayana) is re- 
cognised. Differing only in very shght degree from the British 
bird ; and seen sporting from the extremity of one spreading 
bough to another, in true flycatcher style, is the restless little 
speckled flycatcher (Hemiehelcdon f u l i q i w ) .  The nutcracker 
(Nucifraga hemigrila) is oftener heard than seen ; its harsh 
call resounds through the forest, and awakes the echoes of the 
glen I t  is a solitary bird, and delights to lurk among the 
tops of the forest-trees. 

The adult plach pheasant (males in particular) are very 
wild and wary. We shot many females and yearling birds, 
but only succeeded in procuring three specimens of old males. 
I shot a pied variety of the monal, with white feathers among 
the wingaverts. A few seemingly adult male birds retained 
the brown-coloured feathers of the b t  year among the gaudy 
blue wing-coverts, but the young of both sexes showed no 
disposition to change their sombre garb. I conclude, there- 
fore, they retain the plumage of the female until the second 
year. Many of the two sorts were seen feeding on the wild 
currant and gooseberry. One morning we happened to get 
into a narrow defile leading towards the summit of the moun- 
tain, profusely covered with ferns, balsams, dwarf-bamboo 
jungle, and long dank vegetation, through which we could 
scarcely pick our way, much l q s  see the great numbers of 
monal pheasants which were continually rising around ua I 
had just discharged my gun at a flock of upwards of twenty 
monal which rose in front of us,when within one hundred yards 
were two black bears ( U i w  tibetanus) ascending a service-tree 
in quest of h i t  ; but they caught sight of us, and wero off 
long before we could draw shot and load with ball. My 
companion, in spite of the uncertain footing and obstacles, 



9000 feet, flitting among the pine-tops and frolicking with 
each other, or sporting about in quest of insects, the deep red 
of the males contrasting with the like brilliant yellow of the 
females. Their call is loud. 

I n  oak-forests, feeding on the fallen acorns, were flocks of 
missel-thrushes ( T u ~ d w  u i s c i v m ) .  This species performs an 
upand-down mioption on the western ranges, being found at 
high elevations in sluxnmer, and in the more sheltered situa- 
tions of the valleys during winter. My specimens, procured 
on the Chor, and subsequently in Cashmere and Ladakh, 
agreed in every particular with the bird of Britain, being only 
a little larger. The black-throated thrush (Turdg~~ atrogulnris) 
is generally distributed over the woods and cultivated tracts 
of these ranges ; both in habits and haunts i t  bears a close r e  
semblance to the last species. I t  is subject to great variety, 
so much so, that unless we are familiar with these changes, 
nothing would be easier than to mistake different individuals 
for distinct species. The changes appear to me to affect 
young birds chiefly, whereas situation doubtless has much 
to do, inasmuch as the species is found on the plains of India 
and the alpine regions of the Hixnalayas. The black-throat 
is wanting in some varieties, and there are several well- 
marked similarities to what has been called the red-necked 
thrush (Turdus ruJieollis), which Mr. Hodgson considers a 
distinct species; the latter I have not seen 

We were startled one night by the unpleasant laugh of the 
fish-owl (IiT'tupa ceylonensis) ; no sound grates harsher on the 
ear, or is more calculated to bring back recollections of hob- 
goblins, than the loud hollow voice of this fine bird, nor is i t  
less startling to creep through the bush and come suddenly on 
an individual moping at midday on a branch overhead, flash- 
ing his large orange eyes full on your face, rts with outstretched 
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wings he snaps his bill, or hissing defiance makes straight off 
to the nearest cover, pursued by crested bulbuls, jays, etc. 
This species is not often seen, as its midday haunts are in im- 
passable parts of the jungle. 

The hill-blackbird or blue water-thrush (Myiophonus tern- 
minekizJ is one of the most beautiful and common tenants of 
the Himalayan streams. It builds its nest on the cliff over 
the mountain torrent ; during incubation the male may 
be seen sallying forth, sporting from cliff to cliff, his melodi- 
ous note sounding sweetly among the roaring of the troubled 
waters. The song of this species has a resemblance to that of 
the blackbird, but is softer. The blue of the body is more 
intense on the breast, and forms a gaudy halo across the fore- 
head. Another fair denizen of the mountain stream is the 
white-capped redstart (Ruticilla leueocophala) which must 
not be confounded with the chestnut-bellied or GuldenstadtJs 
redstart (R. cythrogaatra) a native of the more Alpine re- 
gions. The first is distinguished from the other by having 
the basal portion of the wing quills black. 

~s ioc ia ted  with the white-capped redstart is frequently 
observed another and smaller species, the plumbeous or sooty 
redstart (Ruticilla fuliginosa), a diminutive little creature 
seen hopping around the waterfall, vibrating its tail, which it 
spreads out like a fan. I t  is not more than five inches in 
length. On bare situations and sheepfolds the sober-coloured 
mountain lark-finch (Xeueosticte nm&la, Blyth) is common. 
Like the Brithh " snow-flake" they may be seen in compact 
flocks flying from place to place. They congregate often to 
the number of 300 or 400 on the lesser ranges during 
winter, and ascend even to the limits of forest in summer. 
Its call resembles that of the linnet. 

The brown water-ousel (Cinclw nsiaticw) is very generally 
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distributed on the streams of the lower and middle regions, 
its habits and haunts closely resemble the European dipper 
(likewise found on the Cashmere mountains) from which 
it differs only in colour-being a snaff-brown. 
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THE naturalist may continue his outrdoor studies on the 
Sub-Himalayan ranges until the middle of June, when the 
monsoon sets in, and renders travelling very difficult, and 
often impossible. At times it rains uninterruptedly for days. 
Vapour-charged clouds often envelope the mountain-tops, 
while a few hundred feet below the sun is shining brightly ; 
it is like walking out of the densest London fog into an 
Italian sky. This is particularly evident at the sanitarium 
of Simla, and even on the lower hill stations. All are evi- 
dently too high for invalids ; in fact, we have overdone our 
good intentions in sending them from the torrid plains to the 
region of clouds and storms; a lower elevation is clearly 
indicated, where the temperature is more equable all the year, 
and the weakly removed from injurious influences of the 
humid atmosphere of midsummer. 

Rapid movements consequent on march are against 
making anything like close observations regarding the 
natural history of a country, nor is the midnight tramp 
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along a dusty road at all likely to form a pleasant prelude to 
an excursion in the heat of mid-day, in a climate which re- 
quires that all journeys be performed before sunrise. No- 
madic life in a marching regiment in India has its attractions 
nevertheless, and those who are content to follow out the 
routine will hd, on the score of health, that there are few 
more salutary states of existence - the constant changing 
scene, the varied novelty of every day, and regular habits, 
have a wonderful effect on man and beast. The pale face 
becomes bronzed, and the climate-worn soldier plucks up, 
and after a few weeks' steady marching, and away from the 
debilitating grog-shops, the men look as if they could do 
anything, or go anywhere. 

An Indian camp breaking up would form a the  subject 
for the painter. Suppose the hom 3 A.M. No sooner does 
the bugle sound than the quiet of the preceding hours is 
broken, and the noise of wooden mallets and the bellowing 
of camels soon arouse us from our slumbers. Tents are 
observed falling as if by magic, the white rows of canvas 
streets disappear one after another, louder and louder roar 
the camels amid the hum and discord of human voices. The 
turbaned native and red-coated soldier are seen mingling in 
inextricable confusion. By the light of the camp fires, the 
camels' gaunt figures, or an occasional elephant laden with 
tents and heavy baggage, defile past one after another; the 
dark forms of officers, just turned out of bed, cluster around 
the blazing straw h s .  Again the bugle sends forth its shrill 
and deeptoned call "to when all rush through the 
gloom, the band strikes up a lively air, and headed by two 
native torch-bearem to light us on our pathless way, in ten 
minutes the regiment is once more on its orderly march, 
while nothing remains but the dying embers of the fires, a 



lagging native, or brokendown camel, to mark the scene so 
full of busy excitement half-an-hour before. 

We left Dugshai in the beginning of November, and 
after a few days spent at Kalka preparing for the march, 
started for Rawul Pindee, in the northern Punjaub, by way of 
Loodiana and Lahore. At Kalka I had a morning with the 
Rajah of Puteala's falconer, and several gos and chippuck 
falcons (F& Mius) were flown at black and gray partridges. 
The sport was not exciting, I believe chiefly on account of 
the birds having been badly trained. As soon as a partridge 
rose, the hawk was slipped; and if he caught the bird, i t  
was generally just as the latter was about to drop into the 
cover. 

The European short-eared owl is not uncommon in the 
jungle ; one shot at Kalka had a palm squirrel in its craw. 
The painted or lesser sand-grouse (Ptcrodes fmciatus) differs 
in its habits from the other species met with in India, by p r e  
ferring jungles to the open country. Its ilight resembles the 
night-jar's, and its haunts are similar. I t  is easily known 
from the others by the white and black band on thc fore- 
head, which is wauting in the female ; the latter is larger, 
and, instead of the broad band on the breast, the lower parts 
are marked with transverse lines. This species is not gregari- 
ous. The large " black breast " (P. arenarius) is at once distin- 
guished by its size and even tail from the "pin-tailed grouse" 
(P. a t u s ) ,  which is by far the most common ; both are met 
with in flocks in fields and waste places. Their flight is 
strong ; and although their flesh is tough and unsavoury, they 
are much sought after by European sportsmen. I have been 
informed that another species is sometimes seen on the north- 
west frontier of tlic Punjaub, possibly the large pin-ti1 (P. 
alehala), which is said to be plentiful in Afghanistan and 
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westward. In the woods and jungles one can scarcely nliss 
observing the beautiful orange-backed woodpecker (Brachyp 
ternus auranlius) ; its brilliant yellow back is conspicuous at 
all times. 

At Morindah, a halting-place, there was a fine tope of 
mango in the niiddle of a desert plain ; here we encamped 
for three days, in consequence of the sudden death of one of 
our officers, whom we buried at the foot of one of the 
trees in this wild untenanted waste. A small travellers' 
bungalow was the only human habitation within many 
milea 

Almost every morning, at and before daybreak, large 
flocks of geese chiefly ( A m  indiczls) and ducks were ob- 
served migrating southwards. There were great numbers of 
peafowl in the sugar-cane fields, but the natives preserve them 
with so much care that it is considered next to sacri- 
lege to inolest them in any way. In the wheat-fields near 
Loodiana we bagged abundance of pin-tailed grouse ; and 
among the sand hillocks, covered with bent, three houbara 
bustards were shot. I n  the more level places, where a thick- 
leaved shrub abounded, hares were plentiful !L%e Bengal 
fox and the jackal were common I saw a hyena, and killed 
a fine specimen of the gray ichneumon (Hmpesta glliseus) or 
moonps. The male is much larger than the female ; they 
breed in captivity. Wherever irrigation appeared, or there 
was stagnant water, the spur-winged lapwing and the yellow- 
headed wagtail were common 

I t  is scarcely possible to estimate the amount of sediment 
borne down by the great rivers of India What vast changes 
must take place even in a century in the bottom and con- 
figuration of the Indus ! we can clearly tracs its past changes in 
Scinde, and in the Punjaub, inasmuch as the ancient beds are 
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six miles distant fiqm where the rivers now flow.* That their 
channels must be constantly changing, we have only to look 
at  their excessively impregnated waters, almost like pea- 
soup, boiling and eddying along their muddy banks and 
shoals, which render the navigation so uncertain and difficult. 
Thus, like the Nile, they are constantly changing their chan- 
nels, taking up what they had deposited long since, and form- 
ing fresh channels where the river had run ages before. I 
was forcibly impressed with the truth of this in having been 
shown a village on a bank of ancient river alluvium, near the 
field of Aliwal, that six years before was upwards of a quarter 
of a mile inland, whilst a t  the time of our visit the greater 
portion had been washed away, and the remainder of the 
houses abandoned by the inhabitants. 

The country between Ferozepoor and Lahore is for the 
most part cultivated, and covered with fields of wheat and 
groves of date, mango, acacia, peepul, etc. The famous old 
Mussulman city of Kussor is worth a visit, were it only to 
examine its fallen grandeur. Among ita old temples, ruined 
walls, and broken aqueduct, are to be traced the remains of 
a once important town, which the great Runjeet Singh levelled 
with the ground when employed in consolidating the Kalsa 

. dynasty. The Chenab river at Wezeerabad has little of the 
majesty and appearance observed in its course through the 
Himalayas ; the roaring mountain torrent is transfoillled 
into a muddy river, whose banks are often almost level with 
the plain, especially in the neighbourhood of the city above 
mentioned, where annual inundations leave great swamps in 
which wild-fowl congregate during winter. There, wading in 
shallows I observed the great white heron (Egrettcr alba), a 

See an interesting pper on the ancient and present channels of thc 
Ganges by Mr. Ferguson in Qunl.lcrly Jou~nal Qeol. Society for 1863. 
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handsome bird, and easily distinguished by its large size aud 
snow-white plumage. The lesser cormorant or dwarf shag 
(Oracdus sinensis) frequents the riven and marshes of the 
Punjaub, and is easily distinguished from the other cormorants 
by its smaller size. I found abundance of mallard, teal, pin- 
tailed ducks, egrets, the Indian rail, greater bittern, and the 
handsome little black-bellied tern, so common on the Indus. 

Proceeding northwards from Wezeerabad, we entered a 
district more or less uncultivated, and often covered for miles 
with tall scrubby jungle, where the sportsman might pick up 
a few quail at almost any season of the year, and by beating 
the bushea make a fair bag of gray and black partridges and 
harea From tho great numbers of quail met with in the fields 
during the ripening of the grain, and their sudden disappear 
ance afterwards, it is generally supposed they migrate, and 
in certain situations this may doubtless be the case ; but I am 
inclined to believe that in general they disperse themselves 
over the junglea of the north-west, and congregate when the 
wheat and barley are beginning to ripen. A few snipes 
are found at all seasons on the marshes of upper Bengal, but 
the majority come and go with considerable regularity. In 
the Punjaub they are plentiful from December to February, 
and at the w e  season are said to visit the lakes of Cash- 
mere. September and October are their months in the 
Deccan, and I believe in Southern India they come earlier ; 
their migrations, however, are not well-defined. !L%e black- 
winged falcon (Elanw mmclarwptem) is generally dispersed 
over the country ; few rapacious birds have such a wide 
geographical distribution as this pretty little hawk, which is 
found in Asia, Africa, and south-eastern Europe. 

Proceeding towards the city of Jhelum, the country has 
very much tlie same appearance as 11as just been detailed. 
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Thick, bushy jungle alternates with large open spaces, which 
are cultivated, or overgrown with grass. The Sewalik range 
and the Peer Pingal stand forth in their still grandeur, the 
former only a few miles distant, the latter seen bounding the 
horizon, capped with a broad covering of snow. We passed 
the little villages of Koree and RussooL The latter stands 
conspicuous on a spur which runs from the Himalayas into the 
plain, and ends in the jungle of Chillianwallah, so memorable 
in Indian annals. Two years had not sufficed to obliterate all 
traces of the sad struggle, for the first memorial we encoun- 
tered was the graveyard, a little square, not 30 yards either 
way : there, in rows, lay sfts-three officers and several hundred 
men. I t  is said to have been the spot where the commander 
of the forces stood during the action, the ill-fated hillock over 
which rolled the round shot which called forth the ill-judged 
order for an advance. On our left, at a little distance, was 
the village, and in fmnt and between us stretched tall and 
bushy thickets, 'intersected by little green patches. I n  this 
ambuscade the cannon and matchlock men of the Sikh army 
were hidden, and through this labyrinth-like jungle, with its 
numerous devious twinings, our unsilspecting troops wound 
their way until they arrived at the cannon's mouth, when 
volley after volley of grape swept through their ranks, fol- 
lowed by thousands of matchlock bullets from the lurking 
foes behind the guns. We were shown over the field by a 
Sikh belonging to the village of Chillian. He minutely and, 
I afterwards discovered, correctly described the positions of 
the various British regiments, and spoke with considerable 
fervour of the bravery of his countrymen on that occasion, 
and how the " La1 Kotees" (the red coats) were obliged 
to retire. As I picked my way thi3ugh the masses of bush 
and brake, grim and gtlastly relics were observed strewing 



the ground ; several human skulls bore deep sabre-cuts, and in 
one secluded spot we came on an entire skeleton. It has been 
asserted that all the British were buried, so that the bones we 
BRW bleaclung on the field were possibly those of the enemy. 

A nobler picture of filial and heroic devotion is not en- 
rolled in history than the death of the younger Pennycuick, 
who, on seeing' his brave old father fall while leading on the 
brigade, rushed forward to save him from the Sikh tulwar, and 
fell himself, fighthg pro patre patriapue. There was no lack 
of courage on that fatal day amongst the officers and men of 
the British army. 

An officer who shared in the fight informed us that the 
night after the battle was one of awful suspense, for nearly 
half the Bri t i~h force lay dead or wounded in the jungle, and 
at the mercy of a cruel and relentless enemy. Peace to the 
ashes of the noble fellows cradled together on the field on 
which they fell ! History records what the peaceful naturalist 
even cannot pass unnoticed, and in the wild jungle the white 
obelisk will mark the spot, and many a British soldier will 
point to the little graveyard, and say, "There lie the brave men 
who fell on the field of Chillianwallah !* 

After a pleasant march of nearly two months' duration, we 
arrived at  Hawul Pindee, which is situated on a slightly un- 
dulating plain about 24 miles from the Himalayas. The 
country around is intersected and much broken up by ravines 
and watercourses, and the surface is covered with kankur, a 
calcareous concretionary deposit now in course of formation, 
mostly in nodules, but here and there forming masses of con- 
siderable thickness. 

Sixteen miles from Rawul Pindee stands the remarkable 
round mound called Maumkyala tope, which is composed of 
blocks of stone forming a dome 70 feet in height, with an 
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opening on the top, by which one of Runjeet Singh's generals 
descended, and found a vase containing many ancient coins. 
n e i r  antiquity, however, was found not so great as had been 
formerly ascribed to the tope, which was thought to have been 
built by Alexander the Great to mark one of his victories. 
The coins show the usual devices to be met with on those found 
in the northern Punjaub. Several were procured by us from 
the natives, who have, unfortunately, a way of not only tell- 
ing lies with reference to the localities where they are 
found, but, as we discovered, had counterfeited several. All 
the coins we saw were of copper, and of the exact f i p  of 
the old native piece of Hindostan. On one side was a " male 
figure with crossed legs," on the other, "a man riding on an 
elephantB--a Qure with an arm akimbo and the other ex- 
tended, " and with a spear or sceptre in his hand" 

The absence of wood about Rawul Pindee, and the general 
uncultivated and barren appearance of the country, afford few 
natural history materials, compared with the fertile and 
densely-covered slopes of the Himalayas ; nevertheless, there 
are attractions sufficient to repay an ardent student. Let him 
follow down the dubious windings of the Hummok river from 
its sources in the Sewalik range to where it joins the Swan 
-a river of fair dimensions which empties itself into the 
Indus on the west, near Kala-Bagh. Among the pools an.d 
deeper parts of the Hummok, the migrating waterfowl re- 
pair in the cold months ; and a few miles from the native 
city of Rawul Pindee, in a low marshy flat, he will find at the 
same season many European birds not observed in other por- 
tions of the continent southwards. 

Along the base of the Himalayas, in the dense jungles, 
an occasional tiger prowls ; the leopard is not uncommon ; 
while the game birds named about Dugshai are there also 
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plentiful Among the lesser ranges bordering the plains, 
and to an elevation of 8000 or 9000 feet, barkingdeer 
are common; and on the more secluded and craggy moun- 
tains, the goral or chamois of the Himalayas may be occa- 
sionally seen sporting among the pine-clad precipices. This 
little antelope is gregarious, feeding in scattered herds, so that 
when the loud hissing call of alarm is uttered by one indi- 
vidual, the others, one by one, take it up ; and if you were 
on a prominent position at the time, you might see from ten 
to twenty gorals in different parts of the hill bounding across 
the precipices. The g o d  is rather higher than the barking- 
deer, and more compact and agde in appearance. Its coat is 
dark brown above, neck and throat white. Both sexes have 
short black horns curving backwards, and ringed towards 
their base. The young are born in May or June. The im- 
mediate neighbourhood of Rawul Pindee is far from inviting. 
A few acacia or Persian lilacs are planted round the villages, 
and also set off the otherwise dismal appearance of the 
Englishmen's houses. The barren, stony wastes, level in 
some places, slightly elevated into low hills or plateaus in 
other situations, are covered with low scrub, and the wild 
oleander and olive are .not uncommon, Among the few 
northern forms of plants I searched in vain for the dandelion, 
mentioned by Sir A. Burns in .  his travels as a " common 
weed." I think he must have been mistaken both as to its 
frequency and that of the "chickweed" and " plantago," neither 
of which I have seen on the cis-Indue portion of the Punjaub 
or even in the valley of Peshawnr. The change, however, in 
the vegetation of the northern Punjaub, compared with the 
low countries, is very striking, The peach, plum, apple, pear, 
quince, mulberry, etc., grow in gardens. The chief geological 
feature about Rawul Pindee is a tertiary sandstone, commoli 
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to this part of the country and the lower Himalayan rangw ; 
it has evidently been much disintegrated and denuded in the 
plain, and here and there abuts in the form of large bare 
masses on the sides of ravines or irregular hogs-backs and 
rugged prominences observable south-west of Rawul Pindee. 
The great depth of the alluvium of the surrounding country, 
especially towards the Himalayas, may in part result from the 
disinte,mtion of the sandstone, which is friable and easily 
broken up. 

I n  Afghanistan, or even in Rohaut, one of the tmns-Indus 
districts, the wild raspberry and blackberry are common. At 
Gundamuk, in the former country, Bums discovered white 
daisies clover, and forests of pine. Even at R a m 1  Pindee the 
fauna more resembles that of Northern Europe and Asia than 
the south. I t  is, as it were, on the confines of two great 
regions, which differ in their fauna and flora, and partakes 
more or less of both. The migrations of its birds are there- 
fore very interesting, as thereby we are enabled to trace the 
goings and comings of many species, and find out the habi- 
tats and distribution of individuals, whose existence before 
was limited to the districts they frequented. Take, for instance, 
the common Rurqpean j&w, which may be seen in flocks in 
winter in the northern frontier of the Punjaub, associated with 
the Cornish dmqh and the rook. The first two come from 
Cashmere, where I have found them in great abundance 
during the summer ; but the m k ,  if ever seen in Cashmere, is 
only a cold-weather visitor. I believe it comes from the west, 
inasmuch as it is said to be common in Afghanistan. I t  a p  
pears at Rawul Pindee in flocks about the beginning of S e y  
tember, and disappears entirely in March. I believe i t  is 
found in winter as far south as Lahore. The hooded-crow has 
been brought from Northern Afghanistan, and is mentioned 
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by Lieutenant Wood in his travels as conlluon in Runduz, but 
it is not found in Cashmere or in the Punjaub. Besides these 
British birds, the chimney mallow makes its appearance in 
October and leaves again for the straw-built sheds of Cash- 
mere, where it breeds and spends the summer months. The 
w h i t m n ~ p d  martin* and sand martin are both likewise 
migratory, and repair to Cashmere and Ladakh in summer. 
The black and alpinc sunyts remain longer, and may be seen 
careering about during the summer evenings, especially after 
a shower of rain. The ringdove is a resident on the sub- 
Himalaya The m m o n  starling is plentiful in the north 
as elsewhere in Hindostan The lapwing ( Panellus mistatus) 
arrives in flocks in the beginning of November, and departs 
for the west early in spring; its summer residence I have not 
been enabled to find out, but I imaggne it must be common 
in certain parts of Persia and Afghanistan The common and 
jnek snipe, with a few painted snipe, appear in the Rawul 
Pindee in February and March, when I have procured as 
many as thirty couple at a time. 

On the 11th of December I shot several barred-headed 
geese, and also the gray-lag, which'had evidently just arrived 
from the north with mallard, teal, etc., as they were very 
tame, and allowed me to approach within easy shooting dis- 
tance. Nearly all the water-fowl met with in the rivers and 
marshes of the north-west come from the Tartarian lakes, 
where they may be found breeding. At the commencement 
of the cold months great flocks are seen steering their course 
southwards to the Punjaub rivers. I have seen large flocks of 
the greater and pintailed grouse flying southwards in S e p  
tember, October, and November, and flocks of cranes, of u p  

Thii is the Chelidon cashmncnhria r e f e d  to before. It is at lenst n 
dintinct race, if not n different speciea, fron~ C. urbim of Europ. 
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wards of half-a-mile in length, may be observed pursuing the 
same course ; their loud gabblings, and those of ducks and 
geese, and the harsh " guggle" of the sand-grouse, are often 
heard overhead at night. I t  is a busy time in the bird- 
world when the cold months are setting in on the north- . 

western frontier of British India 
I n  May, as soon as the hot weather appears, nearly all 

the birds of the North-western Provinces retire to their various 
summer quarters, and only a few permanent residents remain. 
The raven, Indian jackdaw, govind kite, and sparrow, are 
about the chief The raven hunts about houses, or sits 
gaping and croaking on the roof-tops at  midday in a kmpera- 
ture of 130" Fahrenheit and upwards, whilst his more know- 
ing companion, the Indian jackdaw, seeks the shade of the 
Persian lilac or the castor-oil plant. The kite is seen soaring 
aloft over barracks and bazaars, or indeed anywhere at all 
likely to supply refuse. Sparrows* breed in June and July 
among the thatch of our verandahs, and the Indian roller in 
the chimney-top. &r a sultry day i t  is usual to see the wire- 
tailed swallow skimming over the plains, and by the side of 
pools and streams a solitary green sandpiper (Totanw o c h r p )  
is not rare. I have also shot the brown-backed heron (Ardwla 
kucqtera) in such situations. The black ibis (0. papillosua), 
with ib red crown, is seen flying, along with the rooks and 
European jackdaws, during the cold months ; and besides, on 
the marshes about, the great and little bitterns, with the spotted 
rail, are not uncommon. Of the other European birds may 
be noticed the shorteared owl, moor buzzard, the pale harrier 
(Circus mo.i?tsonizJ, the cormorant, ruff, and smew, all coming 
a d  departing with the winter months. 

This is P. ohwt icus;  the Spanish spnrrow P. ralicarius is found in 
Kohaut. on the \rest frontier of the P ~ l l j ~ l l b .  

K 
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The bald-headed eagle of Asia (H. ni.mz] pays cold- 
weather visits to the inland marshes. I took itu eggs as early 
as the 12th of December; the nest was built on an old 
peepul-tree near the Rawul Pindee bog. I had then several 
opportunities of observing the extraordinary rapid stoop of 
this fine eagle ; the noise of its wings, and the wild scream as 
i t  darted obliquely downwards on a flock of mallard and teal 
(none of which, however, did it manage to capture on that oc- 
casion), brought to recollection Wilson's and Audubon's 
descriptions of its American ally. The handsome little 
chicquera falcon is plentiful in the acacia " topea" The 
created lark and green wagtail (M. viridis), with the blue- 
black head in the breeding season, are both exceedingly com- 
mon. The last, as before noticed, is subject to seasonal 
changes of plumage, which have occasioned much confusion, 
and led to emm in nomenclature. 
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CHAPTER VIII .  

Excnrsion to the Snlt Mountaim of the Pnqjaub--Wild Sheep-Raviue Deer- 
Geology-Omithology-Scenery. 

DURING the months of March and April the climate of the 
Northern Punjaub is delightful. If the heat at midday is 
oppressive, the morning and evening are always cool and 
pleasant Having despatched our tent and baggage to Ranou- 
them, a village 32 miles south of Rawul Pindee, on the 21st 
March 1853, we started very early, and rode through an almost 
barren country, intersected by ravines and watercourses-now 
floundering through rt stagnant pool, now cantering on a level 
space, covered with pebbles or rough and hard kank~w. This 
substance, already mentioned, is extensively distributed over 
the Northern Punjaub, either as a surface deposit, or in heaps 
along the sides of river-beds and ravines. It is usually met 
with in the form of tufaceous nodules, but not unfrequently 
also in large irregularly-shaped concrete masses. When broken 
up and mixed with brick-dust and lime, it forms a durable 
cement. I t  is also used in road-making, and even building 
purposes. Professor Ansted is disposed to consider the kankur 
referable to the drift period* I have, however, observed a 
similar deposit in course of formation on the surface, and 
throughout the alluvium of rivers and streams both in the 
Punjaub and banks of the Nile in Egypt and Nubiat 

Professor Anated'e analysia is aa follows :-72 per cent carbonate of lime, 
15 per cent silica, 18 per cent allumina 

t Pa. Qml. 90c. of Londmr, 1863, p 8. 
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Long before daydawn the well-known call of the spur- 
winged lapwing (Lobivanellzls goensis) was heard This urn- 
settled water-sprite often flies about at night, startling the 
unwary with its cry of Did dcc doo it, did did did dee doo it. 
Like the European lapwing, it assails all who i~ltrude on ita 
haunts The horny spurs on the wings I have never seen used 
either as a means of attack or defence. When nlorning 
dawned we found ourselves on the banks of the Swan, one of 
several streams which rise at  the foot of the Himalayas, and, 
coursing westward, empty themselves into the Indus. Many 
of these tributaries are conipletely dried up in summer, and 
present only a series of pools and stagnant ponds, with broad 
pebbly beds. They are very different, however, during the 
rainy season, when, after a storm, the rush of water from the 
slopes around is frequently sudden and furious. On one 
occasion, during a terrific thunderstorm which took place in 
February near Rawul Pindee, three soldiers were bathing in 
one of these pools, when the flood overwhelmed them so sud- 
denly that they were carried away by its violence. One poor 
fellow was drowned, and on recovering his body, a few days 
afterwards, i t  was found to be horribly disfigured by a small 
species of crab which abounds in the riven and streams of 
the Punjaub. The fish called masseer is prized by Europeans 
more for the sport it affords than as an article of food, being 
frequently caught by the rod and fly ; however, in the more 
rapid parts of the Punjaub rivers throughout these mountain- 
courses, it attains not only a very large size,* but its flesh is 
firm and savoury. I t  is said to spawn in the deep ponds 
above mentioned, where i t  is occasionally caught. We observed 
a flock of cranes in the shallow waters of the Swan. The 
crane migrates to Central Asia in May. Journeying on, we 

Il~tlividnnls 30 to 40 lbs. in weight hnvc h e n  captured. 
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passed little villages, surrounded by high walls of mud, clusters 
of camel-thorn, and fields of wheat and barley, with here and 
there a banyan-tree, despoiled by the elephant-drivers, who 
cut down its broad leaves for fbdcler,-now a clump of mtd- 
berry, now a ravine or a tract of waste and arid plain. Such 
are the natural fetttures of this and great portions of the 
Northern Punjaub. Among the low brushwood that covers 
the sides of ravines and hollows, flocks of the striated babbler 
(Malacocircus mudatus) were observed chirping and chattering 
in a low note, or fluttering from bush to bush with their 
characteristic, feeble, and unsteady fight. The blue rock- 
pigeon abounds in ravines ; and in the fields and hedgerows 
the Senegal dove (Columba senegalemis) is generally seen citlier 
singly or in pairs. On the side of a steep ravine I killed a fine 
specimen of the spotted eagle, which is not rare in the district. 

The black-throated wheatear (S&la atrogularis) is com- 
mon ; its favourite food is a small white worm, which i t  digs 
out of the sun-baked soil. Flocks of the crested lark (Gabridte 
emktata) were scattered over the desert plains, as plentifully 
as in the southern provinces. With tlle exception of an isabel 
tinge of plumage, so characteristic of larks and chats frequent- 
ing dry and arid wastes, there is no difference between t l~is  
bird and the crestcd lark of Europe and North Africa 

March 22.-To Fureed, about twelve miles. It blew 
strongly during the greater part of the night, and day dawned 
in the usual Indian style, followed by a g r i l h g  hot forenoon. 
The first half of our march was very similar to that of the 
previous day, until we debouched on a vast plain, cultivated 
here and there. I n  the distance, running fi& east to west, 
the salt range was seen, but so far away that in the hazy 
atmosphere of mid-day we could do little more than define its 
outline. Green bee-eaters covered the surrounding cou~itry, 



flitting swallow-like after their winged prey. It is extremely 
common all over India and westward to north-western Africa. 
The Indian specimens show some variety which I have not 
noticed in those of Egypt. Numbers of a small white-rumped 
martin were often noticed. No specimens, however, were 
procured ; and although I then supposed the species to be 
identical with the European martin, I hesitate now in coming 
to that conclusion, in consequence of skins procured by me 
on the frontier of Cashmere having been considered to be 
different from the ChelidmL urbicu. Around the villages-for 
what native village would be complete without them ?-were 
govind kites, Indian jackdaws, and the noisy mina birds. 
In the fields and sandy wastes were numbers of a pipit, 
usually gregarious in the cold months, and often seen associ- 
ating with the crested. lark previously named. This species 
is larger than the Anthw a&tk, Sykes, to which its plumage 
bears a resemblance. Its total length is '74 inches ; the 
markings on the throat and breast are more numerous, with a 
slight tinge of rufous on the latter ; inner surface of the wings 
chty white. 

March 23.-To Bone, f i e n  miles. In order to escape 
the heat of mid-day, we started very early, and marched the 
f is t  few miles by moonlight. The route led by narrow footi 
paths through stony ravines and cotton-fields. When day 
dawned, we found ourselves toiling up a rather broad valley, 
and soon had the mortification of discovering that the guides 
had lost their way, and our three hours' travelling had been 
to no purpose ; we soon, however, got on the right track, and 
entered on a fine open diatrict, thickly covered with fields of 
green wheat, and by noon arrived at the town of Chukkowal, 
during a Sikh festival, and ju8t.a.a one of their priests @moo) 
was about to address a large assembly in a tent pitched under 
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a copse of peep111 and other trees. Here we spent the hottest 
portion of the day watching the busy scene. Pilgrirns,fakirs, 
and dirty beggars from all parts of the country were pushing 
onwads towards the tent, whilst many were bathing in the 
neighbouring tank ;-the heat and dust, the continued hubbub 
of human voices, the cawing, chattering, and chnpings of im- 
pertinent jackdaws, bulbuls, and rose-winged parrakeets, among 
the branches overhead, rendered our stay anythmg but agree- 
able, and made us only too glad when the afternoon came, and 
we were able to quit the scene. The red-vented bulbul 
(Pycnanotus bengalasis) is generally distributed over the 
Punjaub. The lesser yellow-vented bulbul (P. leueotis), 
although not so plentiful, is by no means rare, and both were 
often seen on the same tree. 

The inhabitants of this part of the Punjaub, known as the 
Scind Sagour Doab, are chiefly Mussulmen. They are a fine 
hardy race, with long flowing beards and I q e  turbans. The 
women (such as we were permitted to see) wore capacious 
peg-tops, their hair knotted behind, while a loose jacket and a 
piece of red cloth over the head completed their eccentric- 
looking costume. 

We often noticed the pale harrier (Cirm mainsonit], 
which is pretty generally distributed over Asia, Africa, and 
Southern Europe, evidently replacing its very close ally, C. 
y a w ,  in certain portio~ls of these continents ; the latter 
species being partial to their more northern regions. He who 
aims at uniting the meagore distinctions which are often made 
to separate species may, in this instance, consider how much 
of the little that divide the pale and dull cheated hen harriers 
are the result of climate, food, and such like ; but until we 
care less for making new species, and think more of applying 
ourselvea to the study of animals in nature rather ,than in the 
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cabinet, there is no prospect that any great strides will be 
made in the discovery of laws which shall re,oulate the varieties 
and geographical distribution of species. 

The Asiatic pigeon (Turtur hun~ilis) is somewhat common 
in the Punjaub. . The gay Indian roller sported before us, now 
perched on the stump of a decayed tree, anon pursuing 
its corkscrew-like flight through the hazy atmosphere. This 
roller b replaced in Eastern India by a very close ally (C. 
afinis). The palm-squirrel (Sciurm palmarum) b common 
in every grove. A fox, differing in some respects from the 
Ben@ fox (in the lower parts, which are white in the latter, 
being in this species black), was not uncommon in the ravines 
and around the villages.* 

The pied wagtail (Motacilla Zuzmtiensis) was pleutiful s t  
this season Perhaps, if more was known of the general dis- 
tribution of this species and the pied wagtail of Western India 
(M. dukhumerrsis), also the well-known European bird, the 
slight differences in plumage would scarcely permit us to 
separate them. 

March 24.-Kuller Kahar, 8 miles. We ~ltarted early, 
aud performed the greater part of the march by moonlight, 
and at day-break reached the side of a steep ravine overlook- 
ing a beautiful valley, composed chiefly of reddish and gray 
sandstones, cultivated in several places, and with a large lake 
several miles in length occupying its centre. Flocks of wild 
fowl covered the surface of the lake, and the pink and white 
plumage of the flamingo added greatly to the beauty of 
the landscape. 

The wandering pie (Dendrocitta vagabunda) was observed. 
I do not think I have ever seen more than two of these birds 

Thia fox agreea with descriptions of Vulpcs p d l z l a ,  Blyth.Jour. As. 
Sac., Ben. 1854. 
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together. Its habits are like those of the British magpie. 
The pied stonechat (Swimla picata) was common The 
Indian robin, so generally distributed over most parts of Hin- 
dostan, is seen here in almost every village and field. 
Although differing altogether in the colour of its plumage 
from the European robin, there is a great similarity in their 
habits. I t  frisk8 before the door and picks up the crumbs, 
jerking its tail as it hops along. How often have associations 
of home been brought to mind by seeing this pretty little 
warbler pursuing its gambols before the door of an Eastern 
bungalow ! Although its song is far from unmusical, it wants 
the melody of the northern bird. 

The Indian porcupine (Hystrix leucurus) is found among 
the low scrub and bush. As an article of food, its flesh 
is much sought after by Europeans as well as natives. 

The Salt Range extends from the Himalayas across the 
Punjaub in about a straight line to the Suliman Mountains on 
their west flank, and is composed of low hills intersected by 
narrow ravines or prominent ridges, for the most part devoid 
of vegetation. Limestones, salifeivusred and gray sandstones, 
would appear to form the chief geological formations which, 
according to Professor Fleming, belong to the carboniferous 
period* The plateaus, excepting where extensive denudation 
has taken place, are covered with rounded pebbles, mostly 
formed from the breaking up of the limestone beds. Salt is 
found in veins in various situations, more especially among 
the sandstone and marl beds in the neighbourbood of Kuller 
Kahar, where there are extensive salt-mines. The barren and 
sun-burnt appearance of these mountains strikea the tra- 
veller ; indeed it is chiefly on that account that they become 
8 safe retreat to the wild sheep, for, except in the cultivated 

Quart. Juur. Ueul. Suc. 1853 and 1862 : also Jour. As. Soc. Bnl. 1853, etc. 
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districts, their dreary and desolate wastes are seldom disturbed 
by man. 

The Houriar (Caprowis vigm] extends along the eastern 
spurs of the Salt Mountains, but becomes less common as we 
proceed eastwards, and, I believe, is seldom met with on the 
ranges beyond the town of Jhelum, or southwards of the Bess 
River. Accordingly, in British India it is confined to the 
north and western portions of the Punjaub, including the 
Suliman chain, where it is known by the name of Kd. I t  
is also a denizen of the mountains around Peshawur, includ- 
ing the Khyber Pass, Hindu Koh, and KafEristan. The 
shrzpoo or shalma~* of ~adakh ,  if not identical, is certainly 
very closely allied ; its differences are slight, and, I opine, 
such as might result in a great measure from the marked 
diversity of climate, food, etc., of the two regions. This 
species is no doubt the Shu of Tibet described by Vignqt and 
possibly the wild sheep of western Afghanistan, Persia, the 
Caucasus, Armenian and Corsican mo~~ntains, is the same 
species, altered mayhap by climate and other external agen- 
cies. I have not been enabled to fix with certainty the eastern 
limits of the Shapoo, but as far as all my inquiries have yet 
extended it would seem that, commencing at Ladakh, i t  pro- 
ceeds westward towards the Indus, into the regions where the 
houriar is found, and probably when we are enabled to explore 
these regions we shall find out the relation between what has 
been supposed distinct, but which I am much inclined to 
consider one and the same animal. There is considerable 
variation with regard to the shape and curvature of horns in 

' " Habita of some of the Mammalia of India and Himalayas" (Proe. Zwl. 
Soc. 1858, p. 621). The name Slralmar I give on the authority of an English 
o5cer who had shot the animal in Ladakh. 

t Trawls in Caahmir, etc. vol. ii. 280. 
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several specimens I have examined from the Salt Range and 
Ladakh, as well as in size of the animal. For example, the 
rams' horns of the Ladakh sheep were larger, and had the 
upper surface rounded, with the tops turned more inward ; 
whilst the houriar had the upper surface of the horn flat : that 
of the female seemed in no way different from the shapoo, and 
the skins of both houriar and shapoo were similarly coloured. 
The above peculiarity is certainly striking, but too much 
value must not be placed on the horn as a means of distinc- 
tion. Every one at all conversant with the wild goats 
and sheep of the Himalayas, knows that these organs are r) 
subject to considerable variety in individuals of the same 
species. The upper parts of the houriar of the Salt Moun- 
tains are fawncolour, the belly and h e r  side of the thighs 
pure white. The male has long black hair extending down 
the dewlap. The horn resembles certain varieties of the 
domestic animal, but perhaps rises higher and curves more 
backward ; it often measures from 25 to 30 inches over 
the curvature, and from 8 to 12 inches around the base ; 
t.hat of the female is small, and seldom exceeds 6 inchea 
in length. 

On the 25th of March we wended the side of a steep 
ravine covered with brushwood, and gained a broad and partly- 
cultivated plateau, where our beaters flushed several coveys of 
the red-legged or chukore partridge, and a smaller species called 
by the natives " ski" The former is by no means common on 
the range, or indeed in any part of the Punjaub, although a 
few are met with on the plains along the skirts of the Hima- 
layas ; its favourite haunts are on those mountains where it 
extends northward to the Altai ranges. The average weight 
of an adult male is about one and a half pounds. I t  is found 
likewise in Persia and Afghanistan. Mr. Vigue mentions 



having seen " red-legged partridges " in Kurdistan, but does 
not identify species. The red-leg of south-eastern Europe (C. 
g r ~ )  does not appear to differ in any well-marked degree 
fiom the above, inasmuch as several specimens obtained bf 
me in the market of Constantinople, when attentively com- 
pared with C. chuka~ from the Himalayas, showed only a 
slight difference in the intensity of the white of the throat 
and the d o u s  of the ear coverts, which did not even appear 
to be constant. When we are enabled to trace a bird over a 
continent, and find that we change climate and enter on a 
country widely different in its physical aspects, it is surely 
not extravagant to expect that there will be some change in 
the colour of its external coverings, or even the size of the 
anim~L 

The sisi (Amnwperdix bonhamz>, or bastard chukore, as 
it is known to Europeans, is much smaller than the last. 
The male measures in the flesh about 10 inches, the female 
about 94 inches. The iris is hazel, bill brownish-yellow, 
lighter on the legs. Its existence has been known to natural- 
ists for several years, but all the specimens were brought 
from Afghanistan, where it abounds in ~ a n d y  wastes and 
barren mountains. The sisi is not found in Ladakh, nor 
on the ranges to the south and east ; and I think, with t,he 
Salt and Suliman chains, and probably the mountains around 
the forbidden Khyber Pass, we d e h e  its limits eastward and 
in British India. A species, closely allied both in size and 
plumage (A. heyii), I procured ixi rocky and barren gorges on 
the banks of the Nile in Nubia I t  is a native likewise of 
Palestine and Syria. The sisi often associates with the 
chukore, to which in habits i t  bears a close resemblance ; 
the call-note, however, is very different. The pretty little 
redbreast (M~rscicnl~n l ~ n m o )  is very much like the robin 
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of Europe ; and, although less familiar, has many points 
in common. I t  affects hedges and dense jungle, and is 
usually seen solitary. This little robin has a wide Asiatic 
distribution, and even extends westward to south-western 
Europe. 

On the 2'7th of March we pitched our little tent close to 
the village of Noxpoor, and were not settled before its 
kotwal (Anglice mayor) arrived to offer his services in pro- 
curing supplies, bringing with him a rupee, which, according 
to the usual Indian custom, he held out for our acceptance. 
Our friend, however, appeared somewhat dubious as to our 
social position, and if we were acquainted with the etiquette 
which expects that gentle-folks should on sdch occasions 
merely touch the offered gift and then make a salaam of 
satisfaction to the host. As each of us touched the coin, our 
Sikh friend squeezed i t  spasmodically, and even closed his 
fingers over it, grinning most benignly when he found out 
that we were respectable young gent,lemen, and above accept- 
ing his p r e s e n t a  discovery our shady jungle attire was 
certainly not calculated to further. I spent the day among 
the hot ravines, searching after wild sheep. The reflection 
from the sand and limestone was excessive ; and we suffered 
much from want of water, which was only procurable Erom 
red muddy pools in the wornuut bottoms of watewourses. 
after much fagging and occasional snap-shots at wild sheep 
and ravine deer, which we startled in the narrow lanes 
between the marl-heaps, I at length espied two of the 
former under the shadow of an acacia, and, by dint of much 
knee and hand travelling, managed to crawl unobserved 
within 50 yards, when, neglectful of the old adage, "that a 
bird in the hand is worth two in the bush," I sought a nearer 
approach in hopes of procuring both ; but, by so doing, had 
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the mortification to find out that the ram had caught a 
glimpse of me, for he sprang to his feet, and, sending forth a 
loud whistle, disappeared with his companion among the 
tortuous lanes. This mishap was one of many such like, 
from which, as my experience increased, I was taught " never 
to lose a good opportunity in hopes of obtaining a better "- 
an advice I recommend in all its bearings to every young 
hunter. 

The gray-capped bunting (Emberizu cankps), the bearded 
vulture, and the blue watef-thrush, before seen only on the 
Himalayas, were here occasionally observed. The bearded 
vulture feeds sumptuously at this season on the young 
houriar, which are dropped in March The raven is common, 
but rather smaller than the bird of Tibet and Europe.* The 
Indian carrion crow (Cbrwls cdminutus) was not seen on the 
Salt range, nor about Rawul Pindee, where, however, the rook 
is plentiful during the cold months. Now and then the pied 
woodpecker (P. himalayanv~) was observed on the acacia and 
other trees ; ita similarity to the greater spotted woodpecker 
of Europe and Western Asia, is striking ; the differences lie 
chiefly in a less brilliant state of plumage. Again, in China 
there is the Picus cabanisi, and on the ranges of Nepal another 
species, P. nuzjor&; all thwe are perhaps capable of being 
brought into one species did we only know the range and 
limits of each in Asia The hare (I;. nigrieollis) is not com- 
mon. 

We pitched our tent in the most retired spot we could 
discover, far distant from the villages, and in the centre of the 
salt dietrict, where the honriar repair at dusk to lick the salt- 

* The raven of Tibet has been called 0. lih!mw by Mr. Hodgson ( A n  
a d  Hug. Nnt. Hisl. iii p 203), for the reason that it " is somewhat larger 
than C. moz." 
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encrusted rocks. The streams and wells in the neighbonr- 
hood being more or less tainted with salt, we found great 
difficulty in procuring a sufficiency of fresh water for our 
wants. One morning, early, while clambering across a steep 
ridge, I suddenly came on a Sikh sitting under a ledge of 
rock, where he had passed the night ; he was min?rs his 
nose and right hmd, which he said were cut off during 
the reign of Runjeet Singh, as a punishment for having 
murdered his brother. When told that now-adays his life 
would be forfeited for such a crime, he, with a sly shrug 
of his shoulder and twinkle of his little black eye, turned and 
moved down the ravine, muttering something about t.he 
difficulties attendant on such proceedinga under the British 
rule, and no doubt bent on salt-stealing, for which he had 
come, whilst I pushed up the slope, and, gaining the top of 
the spur, had a magnificent view of the Indus on one side 
and the Hydaspes on the other flank, tracing their wind- 
ings for many a mile, in spite of the heavy atmosphere 
which hung over the plains below. The heat at mid-day, 
especially when dected 6.om the sides of the red ravines, 
was very powerful. Of wild sheep we saw many, but the 
cover was scanty, and the animals always on the alert ; if a 
herd was feeding in a ravine, an old ram was sure to be on the 
outlook on some near eminence, and aa soon as he apprehended 
danger, would send forth a loud whistle, when the whole set 
off at full speed. There are few ruminants in which the 
senses of sight and smell are more highly developed ; natives 
allege that their smell is feeble or wanting, but I doubt if this 
animal is behind any of its compeers in that respect. By 
European sportsmen it is frequently called the " deer sheep," 
and from the circumstance that although its eye, hair, gait, 
and bleat are decidedly ovine, it has the infra-orbital apertnres 
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of the deer, together with the gracefully-formed limbs and 
fleetness of that animal The hair is thick, and approaches 
nearer to the wool of sheep than the pleage of deer. The bay- 
backed shrike (Lanius hardwiekizJ was plentiful in bushy 
places, and flaunting in numbers among the yellow flowers of 
the acacia; the pretty little purple honey-sucker (Nectarinia 
mah.rattemis) was often seen in pairs, now commencing to 
build their nests, the soft songs of the males sounding 
sweetly. Surrounded by gnarled acacias, grass, and rubbish, 
were frequently noticed ruined buildings, evidently of ancient 
date. Graveyards were seen often, but mostly in secluded 
and out-of-the-way places, showing that large parts of the 
district now unfrequented had at one time been densely popn- 
lated One of these buildings, more entire than the rest, is to 
be seen near the village of Jubba ; i t  is quadrangular in 
shape, low and flat-roofed, with a small, narrow, and arched 
doorway, not four feet in height, opening into separate com- 
partments on each side of the square ; these are generally 
occupied by itinerant fakirs. The graves appear to differ 
from those of the present race in having a club-shaped erect 
stone at the head, and one rough and unhewn at the feet, 
and sometimes another in the middle. The style of architec- 
ture and antiquated appearance of these remains speak of a 
far-back period in the history of the Punjaub. A native 
hunter who accompanied me stated that he had often seen 
tigers, leopards,* the hyena, wolf, and a few black buck, 
besides an occasional black beart (Helarctos tibetanus), which 

* I have only seen one species of leopard in the Pnnjaub, and that waa 
killed close to the Himalayas ; it was the true FeZiP lcopardzlp of Temminck 
( M m v .  i. p. 92). 

f See A.  L Adams, Roc. ZooZ. Soc. for 1858. A variety of this species is 
said to frequent the loner Himalayas near the plains. 
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probably finds its way across from the Lower Himalaya 
However, the black bear of the Southern Provinces (E 
2nbia.t~) is not found in the Punjaub. 

March 30.-Although the scenery of these mountains is 
generally devoid of beauty, one will come occasionally on little 
spots by no means wanting in natural attractions. This morning 
we rose at daybreak, and after an hour's toil across a very stony 
plain covered with briars and thorns, arrived at the brink of a 
b & d  ravine, the sides of which were covered with a dense and 
luxuriant vegetation. The peepul, camelthorn, mulberry, and 
wild fig, formed small shady groves in which the fakirs had built 
their little temples, surrounded by gardens which rose in ter- 
races along the steep slopes, where tobacco and the red and 
white opium-poppy were growing. On a prominence jutting 
into the ravine stood one of these shrines, which at a distance 
looked like a miniature castle, and far down among tangled 
briars and bushes rolled a clear stream, whilst numbers of 
peafowl in all their native elegance and beauty were saun- 
tering in front of the temple or perched on the tops of trees- 
their wild cries resounding through the glen, and now and then 
one darted past us in all his gorgeous shades of plumage reful- 
gent in the morning sun. I t  was an enchanting scene, but as 
the heat increased every hour, we hurried across the ravine, 
and on gaining the opposite plateau discovered a herd of 
houriar, headed as usual by two of the Largest rams standing 
sentry by the prostrate herd. The open nature of the ground, 
however, prevented a near approach, and obliged me to dis- 
charge my rifle at a long range, which was no sooner done 
than all were up and flying with the wind, excepting one of 
the rams who lagged behind with a broken leg. This poor 
animal escaped, although pursued by us under a burning sun 
for many a mile up hill and down dale. When once disturbed, 

L 
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it is seldom the houriar resta for the remainder of that day, 
but keeps constantly on the move, selecting the ridges and 
most prominent points. The old are said to be untameable, 
but when caught young it is easily domesticated, and will 
herd with tame goata and sheep. The rams, however, are 
very pugnacious, and are often unmanageable. They fight in 
the same manner as the domestic sheep. When driving a 
jungle in search of wild pigs I observed a fine specimen of the 
great wild cat. I t  is common in the Punjaub, and hunta 
among the ravines and around the villages nt night. In a 
hollow we were suddenly startled by observing large blood- 
stains, and in one spot decided traces of a struggle, with the 
foot-prints of a tiger. The villagera informed us that their 
cattle, goatq and sheep were frequently carried away by an 
old tiger which had confined his depredations to the domeatic 
animals of two villages for several montha This would ap- 
pear frequently the case with old males of many quadrupeds. 
The leopard seldom attacks cattle, and confines its plunder- 
ings to sheep, goats, and village dogs. The black part- 
ridge is not general in these parts, the country not being 
suficiently cultivated ; moreover, I do not think the 
chukore and this species ever frequent the same locality, 
although the former nnd the gray partridge are often found 
on the same hillside. Flocks of the wood-pigeon (Columba 
palu*) were common in the fields. All the Indian speci- 
mens I have examined had the neck-patch clay-coloured and 
rather smaller than that of the European bird. I believe the 
same has also been noted with reference to Chinese specimens. 
It would be interesting to follow this permanent race towards 
the west, and see where the one enda and the other commences. 

On the 2d of April, after several hot and sultry days with 
R close and murky state of the atmosphere, a hail-storm took 
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place and lasted for nearly half-an-hour. Many of the hail- 
stones were as large as' sparrows' eggs. 

The geological formations and mineral features of the salt 
range are undoubtedly very interesting, but there was no time 
to examine them with care. Above the village of Kotela 
I wandered over a rugged steep composed of limestone, pick- 
ing up fossils at almost every step, chiefly bivalve and large 
spiral univalve shells, Terebratuls, and several species 
of Galmiles and other Echinodermatxi, until attracted by a 
lake on which a flock of flamingoes were resting ; their tall 
gaunt forms looked like balls of pink and white suspended 
over the shallow waters ; each bird had ita head under its 
wing, and was supported on one leg. I rudely disturbed their 
slumbers, fsr, resting my rifle on the wall of an enclosure 
overlooking the lake, I fired into the denser part of the flock, 
and when the frightened host had fled, and the ball had sk ip  
ped and bounded far beyond, one small pink and white object 
floated alone on the placid surface, but it was unfortunately 
borne by the gentle breeze into deeper waters b r n  beyond our 
reach. The average length of many specimens procured in 
the flesh was 6 feet '74 inches from the bill to the extremity 
of the middle toe, and between the tips of the wings 5 feet 
10 inches. Weight about 5 pounds. 

A smaller race is sometimes met with in separate flocks. 
The plumage varies with age and sex. The young are dark on 
the back, and pink on the wings, with the rest of the body 
nearly pure white. The female is a delicate pink all over; 
the plumage of the male is brightest during the breeding 
season. 

Behind the village of Kotela a mountain rises, perhaps 
one of the highest of the range ; its summit is clothed with the 
long-leaved pine (Pinus longifolia) and other plants which 
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grow on the Himalayas ai  altitudes of 4000 or 5000 feet. 
When toiling up the steep side of the mountain I was struck, 
on nearing the top, to notice the sudden transition from a 
desert to a region of verdure, and so abruptly defined that in 
the course of a few minutes, from clambering among decayed 
and burnt-up vegetation, we were wandering among long 
tangled grass ; in fact, a flora peculiar to the temperate altitudes 
of the great chains northward. This little fragment, tipping 
as it were the summit of the mountain, might be called a 
"botanical outlyer," with reference to the Himalayan and 
Suliman chains north and west, as the nearest hill-top capable 
of producing a similar flora is at least from 60 to 80 milea 
distant. 

The wild pig is plentifully distributed over all the range ; 
wherever low dense jungle exists there it secretes itself during 
the day to issue forth at night and feed in the fields. I n  many 
situations whole crops of grain have been destroyed by them. 
When passing through a wheat-field I observed the ground 
covered with masticated pellets, wholly composed of the tops of 
wheat and barley, which they chew merely to obtain the juicy 
portion. Although the natives attempt to frighten them away 
by making loud noises, like the Himalayan black bear they 
soon get accustomed to the sounds, and care little for any dis- 
turbance unless in their immediate vicinity. The houriar 
feeds also mostly at night, repairing at daybreak to the hill- 
sides and inaccessible places under mcks ; indeed, such ap- 
pears to be the m e  with many wild quadrupeds whose feed- 
ing-grounds are subject to be invaded by man. 

The ravine or Bennett's* deer, better known to Indian 
sportsman as the " chinckara" (Antilope bennettiz), is somewhat 
common on the salt range, and most parh of the Punjaub, 

' Sykee' Dukhun Mammalii Am. Zool. Socidy, 1831, p. 104. 
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but does not affect the Himalayas. The horns of the male 
seldom exceed 18 inches in length ; the females are smooth and 
usually 4 inches. The ravine deer is met with singly, but 
now and then from six to twelve may be seen together. The 
secretion from the infra-orbital sinus of one killed by me on 
the Salt range and rubbed on the surface of the horn, gave the 
latter a polished appearance, which even in the dead animal 
lasted for weeks ; possibly the use of this substance may be to 
preserve the horn from decay. With the smaller species having 
permanent horns, this might be the case ; but in large antlered 
deer, and such like, with deciduous horns, the probability is 
great that the animal could scarcely accomplish the task I 
have, however, often noticed deer and antelope rubbing their 
foreheads and horns on the bark of trees ; indeed, this is a com- 
mon occupation with deer when chewing the cud in the forest 
during the heat of the day, or when the fur is being shed. 

The ravines in the district of Jubba have a peculiar ap- 
pearance. Viewed from a height, they present a series of 
worn and angular-shaped hillocks, intersected by narrow 
defiles, by no means inviting to the traveller, for not a blade 
of grass is visible, and the disintegrated red sandstone and 
marl suggest the idea of sleeping volcanic embers, which we 
found, during the heat of mid-day, had more than a mere 
resemblance. I do not think I have ever witnessed a scene 
so perfect in its desolation. However, we determined to 
descend in spite of the stewing heat, and reflection from the 
hillocks on each side. Whilst threading our way among a 
series of narrow lanes, we came on a young houriar just 
dropped, and evidently abandoned by its mother on seeing us 
approach. Seved  herds of rams (which separate from the 
ewes during the breeding season) were observed dashing 
rrcross ravines, offering a snapshot occasionally. As we 
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anticipated, the heat by noon became excessive, and our thirst 
intolerable. No water could be procured save what was 
strongly impregnated with salt. At last, exhausted, I gave 
in, and must have been verging on a coup de. sokil, as my 
senses began to leave me, and I felt that both eyesight and 
hearing were rapidly failing, accompanied by a loud buzzing 
sound in both ears. I n  this condition I lay stretched on one 
of the red banks, whilst the shickme set off in search of a 
spring. I think I may have remained for nearly half-an-hour 
in this condition when I was roused by the voice of a native, 
and looking up, beheld a half-naked man carrying a basin of 
milk, and platter full of cakes, which he at once begged I 
would accept. This good Samaritan had seen my distress 
from his grass-built hut on the top of a neighbouring hill, 
where he resided for the purpose of guarding a vein of salt 
Never can I forget the kindness of the poor fellow, who, un- 
solicited, came to my aid at a time his services were so sorely 
needed. Whilst we remained in this part of the district 
a young man paid us a visit. He was employed in the 
Salt Revenue Department He seemed a regular Robinson 
Crusoe, having spent many years among these hot ra- 
vines, almost without a human creature to bear him com- 
pany. He informed us that he seldom saw a white face from 

' one year's end to another, and during the hot months was 
obliged to turn night into day when visiting his various posts 
on the surrounding hills. He was an example of a race of 
Englishmen born and brought up in India without the shadow 
of an idea of anything beyond Hindostan and its European 
society, and even the smallest portion of thought on these 
points, for in his manners he had most in common with the 
native, whose language he spoke more fluently than his own. 
He allowed that his present occupation was considered one of 
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the most unhealthy in the district, but that he expected to be 
soon promoted and sent to another part of the range, where 
he would have a better house to shelter him from the blazing 
sun. He felt somewhat concerned about the state of his 
health, in consequence of a fever which had twice nearly 
finished him ; and judging from his wan and worn face, there 
seemed just cause for the poor fellow's anxiety ; but, like 
many othem, he stuck to his post until the fever came again, 
when, as I subsequently learned, his feeble strength gave 
way, and he left hia bones among the haunts of the houriar. 
Young, during the day's ramble, found two lambkins and 
bagged two rams. Our little herd of houriar, now consisting 
of two males and two females, soon took kindly to tame 
goats, and frisked around their foster-mothers as they would 
have done with their own. The goats also became attached 
to them, excepting one old dame, which refused to suckle her 
foundling, and required to be held during the procees. It was 
delightful to watch the lambs rushing towards the goats on 
our approach, and bleating whenever they found they had 
strayed beyond a ssfe distance. For several days all seemed 
to thrive, when they began to pine away and die one after 
another, with a discharge from the nostrils and cough, which 
I found by dissection to arise from the well-known disease 
pleuro-pnenmonia, so fatal to the domestic animal ; srising 
in this case, in all probability, from the want of the maternal 
heat at night, when the temperature was low, even to nearly 
freezing-point 

The blue rock-thrush is not a rare tenant of the rocky 
parts, which it enlivens with its joyous song. All I have 

, examined in the Punjaub and lower Himalayan ranges were 
of the short-billed variety ; the long-billed variety,' it would 

Jount. Aa. Soc xvi. 150. Mr. Rlyth hne since adopted the view here 



appear, is confined to the higher and more northern chains. 
The geographical range of these two varieties has not, how- 
ever, been definitely settled. This species is a cosmopolite 
in so far as it is widely distributed over the warmer parts of 
Europe, Asia, and North Africa, and, like the generality of 
birds with an extensive geographical distribution, is subject 
to variety. The rock-thrush is everywhere a wild and wary 
bird, and not easily approached 

The palechested harrier, and moor buzzard, were often 
noticed to pounce on our dead and wounded quai. ; their chief 
food, however, appeared to consist of lizards and a short- 
tailed field-mouse (Amkola), which is very common in 
cultivated districts. 

Several flocks of the black-breasted sand-grouse were 
observed at daybreak and dusk, drinking at ponds and tanka 
The rufous-mped or Daurian swallow, and the wire-tailed 
species, were plentiful in the ravines. The "tooty," or 
roseate finch (Ca@acw erythrinus), was seen in flocks feed- 
ing on the unripe Mulberries ; also the Malabar grosbeak 
(Munia mla7nirica) frequented the hedges, where its sweet, 
plaintive twitter was often heard This little creature is so 
tame that you may approach a flock within a few yards; 
numbers are caught in nets and kept in confinement 

Although many of the birds of the Kuller Kahar Lake had, 
by the 12th April, taken their departure for the cooler regions 
of Tartary to breed, a large number still remained, and 
afforded us two days of uninterrupted excitement in procur- 
ing specimens. For several days previous to our arrival the 
weather had been very hot, and the day haze denser than 
usual. The latter may in part be owing to exhalations from 

taken, indeed it requiree to be proved that what he names P. afinis (J. A. S. 
xii I f f )  is not another vnriety of this widely-distributed species. 
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the soil, but from the circumstances and localities where it 
is often observed, there can be little doubt that some unex- 
plained electric or other condition is also conn'ected with its 
phenomena. I have seen it in the desert of Scinde and 
lower regions of the Himalayas, but not in the rainless tracta 
of Ldakh and Tibet. A thunderstorm seems to dqerse  
the fog, and leaves the atmosphere more or l e a  clear for a 
day or two afterwards. On the night of our arrival at the 
lake we were awoke by a furious storm which nearly blew 
our little tent away ; the roar of the thunder and the bril- 
liancy of the lightning were perfectly appalling, whilst the 
rain fell in torrents. The whole did not last above an 
hour, and left behind the usual cool and exhilarating weather, 
so grateful to man and beast after days or weeks of fever- 
ish heat. I well remember the enchanting scene on the 
bright sunny morning following, as groups of red and white 
flamingoes in long lines stretched along the shallows of the 
lake, and flocks of ducks and other aquatic birds lined the 
margins, or crowded in dense msases in the deeper parta ; 
whilst from the jungle-clad hill on the right loud wailing8 of 
peafowl, kept by the fakirs of the temple on its summit, re- 
sounded across the valley, and the green beeeater, the usual 
successor of a storm, sailed around the copse under which 
we were encamped, pursuing with the black Indian king-crow 
the countless insects which come forth on these occasions, 
especially white ants, which appear to sfford a staple article 
of food for beeeatem, ahrikes, and the large insectivorous 
birds. 

Flocks of long-legged plovers (Hima~ttqpua cundidz~9) were 
seen on the lake. I t  is a common bird on the weedy pools 
of the Punjaub during the winter months. Specimens may 
often be found with the legs bent and deformed, to which 



this species seems subject ; also some well-marked and per- 
manent discrepancies as to colour and size. Here, again, is a 
species common to the three great continents of the Old 
World, having several varieties, as its numerous synonyms 
might indicate. European birds-viz. the cinereous godwit, 
green sandpiper, and water-rail, are generally distributed 
over the lakes and fern of the Punjaub during the winter. 
The lark-toed and pied wagtails are plentiful ; the former is 
usually seen perched on tufts of rush or grass in wet places. 
The little brown-coloured lapwing (Vanellus lmcwrw) I did 
not observe elsewhere ; it is certainly rare in most parts of 
India, and most probably migratory in the Punjaub. I have 
been informed that it is common in Afghanistan, where, ac- 
cording to Mr. Blyth, it is known by the name of chizi. In 
habits it more closely resembles sandpipers, frequenting the 
margins of pools, along which it runs at great speed. A small 
brown sand-martin was often seen during the excursion. I 
took it at h t  for the bank-swallow (E, riparia), but I am 
doubtful if met with in N.W. India It differed also from 
the shortrtailed swallow ; and the only other small martin 
at all likely to agree with it is the Nepal species (CotyZe sub- 
soecata, Hodg.),* with which I have not been able to 
compare my specimens. We returned to Rawul Pindee by 
a somewhat different route, more to the north and east ; the 
weather was excessively hot until midday, when, for upwards 
of a week, a thunderstorm took place almost daily at noon ; 
always ending in a clear and brilliant afternoon, when we 
enjoyed magnificent views of the great Himalayan chain from 
the Bimbur Pass to Attock on the Indus. Near the village of 

Gray's Zod. Mk. 1844, p. 82. The similarity, however, is so close be- 
tween these three, that, beyond a ehade of plumage, there is no appreciable 
distinction. 
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Bone we came on a party of natives sifting the soil for gold ; 
it is found in minute particles among dark-coloured earth on 
the sides of hillocks and in dried-up watercourses Boys 
were employed pouring water on the soil, which, on perm 
lating through a perforated box, was removed. and then care- 
fully examined. The workers informed us that they scarcely 
found sufEcient to repay their labour. On the rugged foot- 
paths among the barren ravines are round cairns of stone 
similar to the " chaits " of Ladakh, and solitary graves, called 
" ragheers " by the natives, were also common on the side of 
the road and pathway, surrounded by heaps of stones, white 
pebbles, rags of various coloum, pieces of wood, cotton, etc., 
the offeringe of passers-by, who invariably leave some token 
of respect, and, following them, Young and myself had always 
been in the habit of adding a stone to these cairns, even as 
our forefathers were wont on the bleak hill-sides of old 
Scotland* " I will add a stone to your dm," says the old 
Celtic proverb. 

By the middle of April the mulberry was ripe, and the 
village trees laden with the delicious fruit, which, in point of 
flavour, equals the celebrated mulberry of Cashmera Our 
route for some days led through fields of grain, then rapidly 
coming to maturity, or across ravines, where we were now 
and then interrupted by streams which had become swollell . 
by the daily thunder-storma The Persian lilac was in full 
bloom, an abundant spring harvest approached, and every- 
thing promised well for the industrious people who had settled 
down to our rule. If they would only make comparisons, 
they would find out that they now enjoy double the com- 

CiLni mi W er do eui-I will add a stone to your cairn ; i c .  I will 
do homnge to your memory when you are dead. 



fort, security, and independence they experienced under the 
sovereignty of the Sikhs. 

I n  every wheabfield boys were employed frightening 
thousands of the brown-headed bunting (Euspiza lutcola, 
Sparm.),' and rose-coloured pastor (Pastor ~oseus). Great flocks 
of these birds were seen scouring across the country, and settling 
on the ears of grain. Both speciw commit havoc among the  
crops at that season, and chiefly by pushing down the ears of 
wheat ; consequently large patches are prostrated in the same 
manner as when laid low by wind. The brown-headed bunting 
is only common during harvest, and may possibly come from 
Afghanistan, where it is said to be plentiful from April to 
autumn. The other species is generally distributed over the 
Punjaub at all seasons. A species of lizard is common in the 
ravines and arid plains of the North-western Provinces : its 
burrows are made on the open country, and it may be usually 
seen basking in the eun at their entrances. It is about a foot 
in length, blunt-headed, tail obtuse at the tip, and body 
covered with large and broad scales. The blue-throated 
warbler was occasionally observed. Its habits resemble the 
redbreasts and redstarts ; possibly it might hold an inter- 
mediate position. The black-bellied lark-finch (Pywhu- 
la& +a) is a common tenant of the waste and barren 
tracts, and as usual is seen squatting on the ground-a habit I 
have noticed to be common,although in a much less degree,with 
larks in general, especially when they anticipate danger, and 
before taking to wing. The European heront was seen wading 
in pools; whilst the gull-billed tern (Stemu anglica), in 

Cat. Birda of East Indian Company's Museum, by Dr. Horsfield, vol. 
ii. 487. 

t Wilson's American Omifh. pL 72, f. 6. I am not aware of any changes 
in the plumage of thie great cosmoplite. 
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scattered numbers, flew wildly northwards, not settling any- 
where, and evidently on the way to the cooler regions of 
Central Asia to rear its young. 

Within ten miles of Rawul Pindee we found our horses 
waiting, and scampered across the burning plain, sorry in- 
deed to return to the monotony of cantonment life. My keen 
hunting friend complained of his indifferent luck in not 
having procured more wild sheep. For my part, I had no 
cause to feel dissatisfied. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

Start for Cashmere and Ladakh-Incident. on the way to ~nrree-~lack'~ear, 
variety of--Changes of Temperature-Beauty of Scenery-Native Surgery 
Discovery of a New Species of Bullfinch-Native Tyranny and Extortion 
- B i i e n e r y - T r a c e s  of Glacial Phenomena-Dogs-Scenery at 
Uri-Magnificent View-Bird.9-Antiquities-Deodar Cedar-Nonshera- 
First Peep at the Happy Valley-Ornithology of the Jhelum--Serinug- 
gur--Goulab Singh-Hia Mode of Governing-Wretchedness of the Inha- 
bitanta4hawl Mannfaetmes-City Lake-Turkish Bath-Boatmen- 
Hemnry-Chinese Jacana. 

ACCOMPANIED by Young, we left Rawul Pindee on the 24th 
of March, and rode straight for the mountsins, intending to 
gain the M u m  Sanitarium or the lower ranges at dusk 
However, our hopes were doomed not to he realised, although 
the morning was promising, and the fresh relays of horses at 
different points indicated a rapid journey. Murree is only 
occupied during summer ; its distance from Rawul Pindee is 
36 miles. It is situate on a ridge, at an elevation of from 
7500 to 8000 feet above the level of the sea, and at the time 
referred to was only being formed, and consequently little 
more than the barracks and a few cottages had been built. We 
breakfasted at Salgram with our two friends Morrison and 
Salkeld. The latter has ~ince enrolled his name with many 
others in the memorable phalanx of Indian heroes who fell 
before the walls of Delhi After commencing the ascent over 
a road by no means easy, the coming storm began to show 
itself by dark maases of clouds and distant thunder and 
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lightning. At last down it poured, and with such violence 
that the footpath for long distances formed the bed of torrents 
reaching to the knees of our horses. At last matters got 
desperate, and we were fairly overcome by the difficulties, which 
increased with a pelting hurricane, and drove us to seek 
shelter in two deserted huts on the mountain-side, where, with 
our drenched servants and baggage, we spent a cheerless night, 
to wake on the following morning and find matters in much 
the same or even worse condition than on the previous 
day. But there was no help for it ; so, mounting our horses, 
we floundered up the mountain-side, and arrived at Murree at 
dusk On the following morning several inches of snow lay 
round the hill-top, and the neighbouring ranges were covered ; 
whilst the peat Peer Pinjd chain, on the verge of the Cash- 
mere Valley, seemed completely robed iu a mantle of snow. 
The thermometer stood at 42" at 9 A.M.. The scenery of this 
little mountain retreat during Bummer is peculiarly beautiful 
All the fruit-trees grow in great luxuriance, and most vege- 
tables and plants of the temperate zone thrive admirably. Here 
are collected all the military invalids for the stations on the 
north-west frontier of the Punjauh, and whoever can manage to 
escape from the heat of the plains. During a walk about the 
empty cottages we traced footprints of a black bear that had 
passed across the road, and saw several kalij pheasants and 
a troup of entellus monkeys in a pine-wood close to the bar- 
rack The black bear of the lower ranges of the Himalayas 
doea not seem to differ in any very appreciable extent from 
that of the middle region ; only I have noticed that the 
former are seldom so large, and all I have examined had the 
fur on the paws and snout rust-colowed instsad of white. 
This peculiarity, however, may not be regular ; at all events, 
the distinctions cannot be called specific. Our course for 



the Jhelum River lay in a north-eastern direction, and we had 
to descend several thousand feet, which took nearly two days 
to accomplish, owing to the state of the weather and footpaths. 
We were struck with the change of temperature on arrival at 
the banks of the river, where at six P.M. the thermometer stood 
at 70" Fahrenheit in the shade, and mosquitoes were trouble- 
some. The valley of the Jhelum at the ford presented a very 
wild and imposing appearance. The great river, swollen by 
the late rains, rolled in a mighty flood down an enormous 
ravine, the sides of which rose up to several thousand feet, 
forming long "horsebacks," and clothed with grass or patches 
of oak and forest trees, whilst here and there a little flat-roofed 
native house, hidden among the vegetation, with its terraced 
fields, indicated the presence of man. I n  twenty-four houn 
we had descended from an arctic temperature to an almost 
tropical, and through what delightful scenery! None but 
those who have wandered over mountains like the Himalayas 
can form an idea of the beauty and magnificence of the region 
we are now considering. To the naturalist the attractions 
gather so fast that he can barely make himself acquainted with 
the most fsmiliar objects. I noticed the wandering pie, the 
chimney swallow, and Alpine swift ; two species of a beauti- 
ful hyacinth, blue and white, and a tiger lily, were in flower. 
The long-leaved pine, the rough and smooth-leaved oak 
and wild barberry, were the common trees and shrubs. 
We were escorted for the greater part of the day's march 
by a Se.poy from the last halting-place. He had been in 
Rungeet Singh's army, and fought against the English in 
the Sutluj campaign. He spoke highly of the bravery 
of the Europeans, but laughed at the native troops, un- 
less backed up by the white men. The river was run- 
ning strong and rapid, but by means of powerful o m  in 
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the bow and stern of the flat-bottomed boat, we managed to 
.gain the opposite side without much difficulty. The course 
of the Jhelum in this district forms nearly a triangle ; pro- 
ceeding westwards in the first instance to Mazufurabad, it 
then suddenly nearly doubles on itself, and runs in a southerly 
direction. Our route lay across the triangle thus formed in a 
north-eastern course. The Jhelum divides the British from the 
territory of the Cashmere ruler, whose little mud forts are seen 
at almost every little village on the way. The farmers were 
loud in their complaints of the tyranny of the Maharajah 
Goulab Singh, and kept continually extolling the rule of the 
Engliah on the other side of the river ; but when we advised 
them to go across and squat on the opposite hill-sides, they 
said they could not endure to leave the old huts and homes of 
their fathers. At one of the hamlets on the way I was asked to 

give my advice with reference to a broken arm, and was struck 
with the good native surgery, as far as apparatus went, which 
consisted of a hollow piece of ash-bark, lined with fine moss, 
and placed one on each side of the limb. I t  had been put on 
fresh from the tree, and became hard after having been fitted 
to the inequalities of the arm. A more effectual splint could 
not have been adjusted. We passed a night at the little fort 
of Dunna and on the following morning, in pelting rain, pur- 
sued our course down ravines aud over ridges. By the side 
of a little graveyard we observed a cypress very like that of 
Europe ; the fir, spruce, oaks, poplar, ash, elm, e t ~ ,  covered 
sheltered portions of the ridges and along the lower parts of 
the valleys. We saw a barkingdeer, and in a little ash- 
wood I shot the beautiful orange-coloured bullhch (Pyr- 
rhda aurantiaea), which, until then, had been quite unknown 
to naturalists. The male is brilliant orange, and very different 
from the red-headed bu~llfinch mentioned with the birds of 

M 
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Dugshai. This valuable addition to the ornitliology of the 
Himalayas hns been since figured by nlr. Gould in his 
~nagnificent work on the Birds of Asia. 

A tulip, with white petals tinged with rose-colour, is very 
common all over the ranges at  this season, and in damp 
situations the slate-coloured primrose, whilst ivy clung fast 
to the old pine-trees, of which more than three species were 
observed. On gaining the top of a ridge, we espied the little 
fort of Chacar on another opposite, and after a very toilsome 
descent across a broad valley, and a rough clamber up-hill, 
we got to the little strongliold at dusk, to find the com- 
mandant, a gray-bearded Sikh, waiting our arrival in the 
verandah of his house, and, as usual, surrounded by his 
minions accoutred with sword and shield. 

After the usual Oriental preliminary forms of recognition, 
we were told that the Maharajah's order was, that every Enm- 
pean visiting his country was to be considered his guest, and 
on no account to be allowed to pay for provisions. We soon 
found, however, that this niunificcnce was at the expense of 
the poor villagers, for our nextdoor neighbour exclaimed from 
his roof-top that he had been ordered to supply us with fowls ; 
another, that eggs had been demanded from him ; and a third 
was to furnish us with wood. In  vain we protested and 
offered to pay for everything; but the Sikh soldier who 
catered for us would not hear of such an arrangement ; how- 
ever, on our departure, he was not above receiving uny amount 
of " backsheshJJ on his own account. What could not be 
done in justice and in public, we accomplished unknown to 
these myrmidons, so that the natives were no losers by onr 
presence. 

The tyranny of the late Goulab Singh was then beyond 
belief; proofs of which were seen everywhere in the deserted 
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villages and ruined houses on our route. Extortion was the 
order of the day ; from the ruler down to his sepoy, all aimed 
at  robbing the cultivator of the soil of whatever they could 
lay their hands on. Nor are matters much changed for the 
better since his death We sat long in the veranda11 of a 
little hut waiting the arrival of our bagowe ; night fell, and 
still no appearance of the servants and porters ; at last a torch 
appeared, and coolie after coolie arrived in a long line toiling 
under the weight of their burdens. A few minutes before we 
had indulged in very strong language with reference to their 
delay ; but when we saw them bending under the large 
leather baskets our hearts failed us, and, instead of a repri- 
mand, we praised them for their hard day's work. Poor 
simple souls ! a little firewood and a dry corner in a shed 
close by were all they required, and in a few minutes they 
were singing over their little fires, and busily employed cook- 
ing their wheaten cakes (ehupattea). Each coolie is provided 
with a walking-pole, and a T-shaped piece of wood, on the - 
horizontal part of which he rests his load without setting it 
down With the pole they guide their footsteps over the 

I dangerous and difficult parts. TPeir dress is composed of 
home-spun gray hnnel ,  with grass shoes, such p are gener- 
ally worn by the poor people of the western r a q e a  The 
coolie of the hills is a stout and robust fellow, very different 
in appearance from the listless and apathetic native of the 
valley of Cashmere. 

We were astonished to observe numbers of open graves, 
and on inquiry found that i t  is the custom merely to cover 
the top of the grave with wood and earth, so that after a time 
the former decays, and the scant covering falls down on the 
coffln. 

On the 2d of April we continued onr route towards the 
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Jhelum by a narrow footpath which leads down the Chacar 
Hill in a N.E direction to the river, then turns suddenly 
eastward along the left bank on to the valley of Cashmere. 
On the march to Hutier (about seven miles) we shot a few 
chukore and black partridges ; the latter were heard calling 
in every field, even in the immediata vicinity of the houses. 
The black-throated bunting (Embeka cioides) is common on 
the banks of the river ; in habits it beam a great resemblance 
to the yellow bunting, and also resembles it both in figure and 
call. Allied to this species is the gray-capped bunting (E. 
shart i ,  Blyth) ; its throat is black likewise, but the male 
haa a gray head, a black streak through the eye, and a rufous 
band across the chest. We had not time to examine the 
geology of this interesting day's journey. The strata, how- 
ever, seemed now to be composed entirely of mica-schist and 
syenitic granite, with a few boulders of the latter strewed 
along the bed of the river. 

The scenery was truly beautiful, and could scarcely be 
seen to greater advantage. Every turn of the river disclosed 
a fresh picture ; on the hill-sides overhead wen? green fields 
of spring-wheadthe varied shades produced by the trees of 
the jungle-among others, the apricot was seen in full blos- 
som-the roaring river below ; while on the furthest moun- 
tain-tops the snow still lingered. The valley of the Jhelum 
hen? varies in breadth ; in some situations it is fully two miles, 
but the greatest breadth of the stream is not much more than 
a stone-throw. Landslips are common along its banks, and 
not a few are of large extent ; masses of alluvium form pla- 
teaus, from 100 to 250 feet above the level of the river; 
these are cultivated and turned into terrace-fields, which rise 
like tlie seats of an amphitheatre. There is no difficulty in 
irrigating the fields from the hill-sides, which abound with 
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streams where the wearied traveller can refresh himself by a 
grateful bathe--of all remedies the most sovereign to a fiarne 
overheated and taxed by hard walking. 

The native dog of this district has a great resemblance 
to the pointer, and doubtless was introduced from India. 
Mr. Vigne* makes a similar remark with reference to the 
dogs of the Rajawur district, south of the valley of Cash- 
mere, where a formidable breed is also found, having the 
external appearances of the shepherd's dog, but much larger. 
A closely-allied form, not differing in any way from the 
Scotch collie, is common all over the cultivated regions of the 
Western Himalayas, and even westward to the sources of the 
OXUB, as observed by Lieutenant Wood. This uniformity is 
in favour of the view that the shepherd's dog forms almost a 
permanent race, which may have been one of the original 
varieties. 

The gray wood-shrike (TepItrodamh pondieerium) is a 
common tenant about the farm-houses. It resembles the 
Indian gray shrike, but is very much smaller. 

Uri Fort is placed on a projection composed of vast accu- 
mulations of alluvium and grave1,which must have either been 
deposited by the Jllelum in that situation during far back geo- 
logical periods or the result of ancient glaciers. Here the 
Jhelum bursts through a barrier of primary rocks with con- 
siderable violence, and rapidly widens out into a broad and 
more placid river. 

The scenery around this is exceedingly beautiful; either 
by following the river onwards through the narrow boisterous 
course, with its banks clad with a variety of soft and hard 
wood trees, towards Cashmere, or in the direction of the stream, 
across hill-sides covered with long grass and clusters of pine. 

Vigne's Travels in Cadrmcre, vol. i. p. 231. 
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The banks of the influent rivulets are hidden by profusion of 
apricot, barberry, mulberry, wood-apple, and other fruit-trees. 
Large boulders of granite strew the bottoms of the valleys, 
some carried down by hds l ips ,  but others evidently deposited 
by either fluviatile or glacial forces far exceeding in extent and 
intensity anything of the sort now going on. 

As usual the walnut-tree shades every hamlet. The fruit 
is much used by the natives ; the wild olive and pomegranate 
are also common. 

Indian corn, wheat, cucumbers, melons, etc., are cultivated. 
The first is reaped in autumn, when the black bears and 
pigs repair at night and commit great havoc in the fields and 
gardens, so as to necessitate watchmen sitting on raised plat- 
forms in t.he middle of the fields and keeping up a constant 
noise by screaming and beating drums. I t  is, however, seldom, 
with every care, that these unwelcome intruders are kept off, 
for in spite of every means had recourse to, both bears and pigs 
manage to destroy whole fields of Indian corn. During the 
summe]; when insect life is in full vigour, the noise made by 
crickets and their allieg especially at  night, is almost deafen- 
ing. A constant wailing cry, possibly of one of the owls or 
night-jars, was heard at dusk. So persistent was the doleful 
wadua, that 1 do not think we often missed hearing the sound 
at  night throughout the journey to Cashmere. 

Proceeding from Uri to the next halting-place, Noushera, 
the t.raveller passes through as beautiful scenery as can be 
seen anywhere. Let him choose any season of the year, there 
can be only one feeling uppermost, and that is of wonder and 
astonishment at the grandeur and surpassing beauty around 
him. Before the river had appeared to him a mighty flood, 
moving steadily onwards through a broad valley ; now- 
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" Between two meeting hills it bursts away 
Where roch and woods o'erhruig the turbid s h a m  ; 
There, gnthering triple force, rapid and deep, 
It  boils, and wheels, nnd foam, and thunders through." 

We descend from the alluvial plateau and cross a stream, 
mount the opposite bank, and are soon lost among the pro- 
fusion of tree and shrub which clothe the mountains to the 
river's brink Pursuing the little footpath along the left bank, 
now wandering through forests of the noble deodar,* anon 
under the leaves of the wild cherry, the mulberry, wood- 
apple, or chestnut ; whilst mountain-wards, like a huge wall, 
the schistose rocks rise hundreds of feet above him. If i t  is 
spring he will mark the beautiful "forget-me-not " on the path- 
way, or the gaudy tiger-lily, with its broad, smooth, sagittate 
leaves. I n  the gaps of the forest the eye wanders up many a 
solitary pine-clad glen, where the snow lags long in sheltered 
portions. Above the wail of the forest the roar of the 
troubled waters deadens almost every other sound, Aave the 
shrill pipe of the blue water-thrush, or the chirp of the chest- 
nut bellied redstart, as they sport among the rocks. The 
wild rose is seen mingling its beautiful flowers with those 
of the pomegranate, whilst the ivy and many other graceful 
creepers twine around the trees and adorn the bosky cover. 
In  such situations, among the mvbeny-trees laden with 
their luscious fruit, you may come on a black bear fecd- 
ing. He mill not tarry when he sees man, but if suddenly 
surprised and hard pressed, often shows fight, and attempts 
to hug his victim by rearing on his hind legs, offering 
at  the s m e  time a good aim to the cool-headed sports- 
man. The right bank of the river rises upwards into wood- 

* " The deodar has not been seen eost of Nepal." By some the oltl 
familinr cedar of Lebnuou is ronsitlered nn unuliunl variety of the Himalayol~ 
tleotlnr. (See Ilooker's Ui~ii. Jolrrtml.) 
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less mountains, bare or covered with grass. Nearly half- 
way between Uri and Noushera, in a wild-looking jungle, 
surrounded by pine, and nearly overgrown with rank vegeta- 
tion and weeds, are the remains of one of the ancient Cashmere 
temples. I t  is built of the green basalt of the Peer Pinjal 
range. Like the generality of the old ruined temples in the 
valley, ite architecture is said to be Gothic, with gables having 
"pediments of high pitch and trefoil arches," the whole de- 
cidedly of Hindoo character, in imitation of the later Roman 
buildings This would assign them a period beginning with 
the Parthian conquest of Syria, between 250 B.C. and 850 
AD.* There is another within a few miles of Noushera, if 
anything more perfect, and built of granite. Many of the 
cedars have been cut down and floated to the plains of the 
Punjaub. One feels sorry at witnessing the fall of a majestic 
tree, whose growth has extended perhapo over half-adozen 
centuries ; and never did I feel that to a greater extent than 
on my return from Cashmere, where some of the noblest mon- 
archs of the Uri glen were lying prostrats on the river's bank 
Before Goulab Singh discovered the value of hie cedar-forests, 
it was customary for the charcoal-burners to set fire to the 
t ~ ~ m k s ,  and hollow out large caverns, which generally ended 
in the death of the tree and waste of much valuable wood. 
During this day's journey, we often met gangs of pilgrims 
proceeding to or from the sacred shrines in Cashmere. We 
came on a group of gipsy-looking men and women, who in- 
formed us they had been travelling constantly for six months 
from Agmeer, in Ceutral India, and were on their way to the 
shrine of Umernath, among the Northern Cashmere ranges. 
A few of the young women were exceedingly beautiful, and 

" h y  on the Hindu History of bhmir."-Tmw. of Asiolffi Society, 
vol. xv. by H. H. Wilson, A.M., Profeesor of Sanacrit in the UniversitJr of 
Oxfonl. 
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the light sunburnt faces and dark flashing eyes of all of them 
were very characteristic of the race in general 

The hamlet and ruined fort at Noushera is situated on a 
flat almost level with the Jhelum, which here sweeps down- 
wards at great force. Gable-roofed houses now begin to take 
the place of the little flat-roofed hovels, and give an almost 
English appearance to the Cashmere landscape. 

At Noushera I met with the gray wagtail (Motaeilla 
boarula) for the first time. The leaden-ash redstart is likewise 
common. I procured also several specimens of the yellow-billed 
jay (Calocbtta jtavirostris), which differs from the red-billed 
species, mentioned before, and which is plentiful in the lesser 
ranges towards Murree, by the duller cast of plumage, the 
bright yellow bill, and the, white on the hind-head being 
narrower, and having a broad band of black below it I shot 
my specimens in spring, so there could be no question as to 
their being adult birds. Perhaps, however, the yellow-billed 
jay has scarcely a claim to be considered other than a local 
variety of the Himalayan bird. The Siskin (Carduelak 
p'mda) is common in the forest, and generally seen in 
flocka The cuckoo we heard daily at that season. I t  is 
common in every wood. 

Associated with the black-crested tit ( P a m  mdamlqhus, 
Vigors) I shot the pretty little red-headed species (P. eythro- 
qhalzcs). It is a little larger than the golden-crested wren. 
There is a genus of warblers mostly common to the Hima- 
layas, to which the name Abrornis has been given by the 
great Himalayan ornithologist Mr. Hodgson, who has de- 
scribed several species, of which one or two are common in 
the woods and forests about Cashmere ; but from the very 
close connection of several recolded species, I have not been 
able to identify my specimens. 



Holding a north-east course along the bank of the river, 
through forests of deodar, or woods of mulberry and fruit- 
trees, together with the hazel-like fotheqille (Fotlicrp'lln 
involzmata), we entered a Little valley surrounded by moun- 
tains and pine-forests, with beautiful fields of green turf; 
gable-roofed hamlets, built of l o p  and thatched with straw, 
were hid among a profusion of arboreal vegetation. At 
the northern extremity the f ie lum was seen gliding placidly 
round a corner towards a gap in the west, where it suddenly 
begins its furious downward course to Uri-a distance of 
fully sixteen miles. Shoals and little islets of alluvium have 
been formed at  the above point, .and possibly most of the 
deposits of this little nook have been obtained from the river 
during former conditions. Although i t  rained constantly 
during our stay at Noushera, we could not help admiring this 
little corner of Cashmere ; i t  was as it were a prelude to the 
splendid panorama which burst on our view on the following 
morning, when, after crossing the valley and mounting the sum- 
mit of the little pass above Baramala, we had the first glimpse of 
the Vale of Cashmere. There it lay in all its beauty, with tho 
Jhelum twisting tlu-ough its grassy glades, the Wulur Lake 
in the distance, and the &mat Pinjal ranges, covered with 
snow, surrounding the valley on all sides. The lofty Ham- 
muk, greatest amongst the rock-giants, raised its granite top 
13,400 feet above the level of the sea The town of Barn- 
mala is placed on the right bank of the river, and occupies 
the most west point of the valley. I t  is composed of a 
few hundred log-built houses, its streets are filthy beyond 
description, and the poor half-clad natives, in their long robes 
and turbans, looked pictures of human misery in that cold, 
wet, April morn. The weather was too unsettled and rainy 
to allow us to proceed to the capital overland, we conse- 
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quently embarked in covered boats, and were pulled up the 
river by natives. The banks of the Jhelum are not above a 
few feet in height anywhere in its course through the valley 
of Cashmere, and in many places almost level with the sur- 
rounding country, which during the inundation is overtlowed 
in many places. The grass was juslt appearing in the glades, 
where herds of lean, half-starved sheep, hoises, and cattle 
were pasturing. The fine bald-headed eagle was often seen 
on the banks, and formed a prominent ornament in the land- 
scape. We strolled gun in hand along the bank, and by the 
sides of fens and marshes where the last of the winter visitors 
yet tarried, such as flocks of mallard, teal, red-headed pochards, 
and curlews. A large fox, named by the natives " shawul," 
to distinguish it from the red-mountain fox (P. muntanus), was 
common among the ravines, and on the kirawas or alluvial flats. 
The jackal seenled also a larger variety than that of the plains 
of the Yunjaub. A male we shot measured 3 feet 6 inches from 
snout to tad. The native tradition that the valley is the bed 
of an ancient lake receives corroboration from its geological 
features. Lines, like the parallel roads of Glen Roy, but not 
so well defined, are seen in various situations on the sides 
of the ranges nround the basin. The Mussulman tradition 
has it that Solonlon drained the valley by directing a Jin, 
called Kaslluf, to remove the barrier at Baramala. Time 
would not allow of careful obseivations on the intricate study 
which refers to this portion of the history of the valley. I t  
appears to us, however, that if i t  has ever been a mountain- 
lake, the barrier had been originally occasioned by glaciers 
damming up the current at  the western end of the basin. 

The capital, Serinuggur, is, according to Jacquemont, 5246 
feet above the level of the sea. It is built on the river, over 
\\.hich are tlirown sevel.;~l woodcn bridges. Direct supplies 
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are for the most part conveyed by boats. As the small gon- 
dolas glided slowly towards the entrance to this little Venice 
of Asia, our attention was directed to two human skeletons 
suspended in cages on the river's bank ; these, we mere in- 
formed, were criminals that had been executed some years 
before, and were left on these gibbets as a warning to all 
malefactors. We were not altogether unprepared for such 
examples of Goulab Singh'a mode of rule, having read of his 
horrible deeds in the days when he was weaving the meshes 
of the net that ended in capturing Cashmere. One cannot 
without a shudder recollect that it was he who, at Poonch, 
under the slopes of the southern Pinjal, had two prisoners 
flayed alive in his presence, and, not content with that, sent 
for his son (now the present ruler) in order that he might 
"take an example " from his father in the art of governing. 
Such was the ruler of this valley when I had the pleasure of 
visiting it. A striking difference is worth noticing with refer- 
ence to the natives of the capital-that ia, the healthy and 
sunburnt faces of the boat people and the pale and blood- 
less aspects of the men and women who crowd the banks 
of the river. Many of the fair sex are extremely beautifid, 
but filth, poverty, and tyranny have made their impressions 
on the Cashmeree, who for centuries has been subject to 
tyrannical governments. 

With so noble a river, and the natural advantages of 
situation, it might be supposed that few cities have better op- 
portunities of preserving cleanliness and comfort ; but, like 
all Oriental towns, it viea with the flthiest. Let travellers 
who have sensitive olfactory organs beware of the streets of 
Cashmere, and content themselves with admiring all its 
towns from a respectful distance. We had excellent quarters 
assigned us, by order of the Maharajah, on the right bank of 
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the river, above the city. I will never forget the morning 
after onr arrival ; it had rained almost uninterruptedly, so 
that, hitherto, everything had been seen to a disadvantage ; 
but now the weather settled, and I was awoke at an early 
hour by the song of the sky-lark, the mellow note of the 
bulbu14 (Pycnrmotzur leucogenys), and the twitter of the chim- 
ney-swallow. I t  was a lovely spring morning, and so like 
home, that I could scarcely persuade myself I was not in 
some beautiful nook in Old England. 

The palace or shergur is situats on the left bank below 
the first log-bridge. I t  wears a very dungeon-like appearance, 
which the shining cupola built by the Maharajah Goulab 
Singh somewhat relieved ; withal, the royal domain might 
with truth have been considered to be in a very shaky con- 
dition ; its crumbling walls were the abodes of myriads of 
jackdaws, and its interior only a shade cleaner than the flthy 
domains around. According to the usual custom, we paid a 
series of viaits to the shawl-manufactories, with which we 
were much disappointed, more especially for having always 
understood that the vast numbers of Cashmere shawls im- 
ported had been manufactured there, until we inspected every 
warehouse in the place, when it became clear that the nnm- 
bers to be seen in London and Paris could never have been 
made in the shops of Serinuggur-not even in a century ac- 
cording to the means then prosecuted. One magnificent 
shawl was being made for the Empress of the French in 
Mookh du Shah's manufactory, and, I believe, at the outside 

The red-vented bulbnl, the nightingale of Esatern poetry, in not found 
in the Valley. Hooker, in the Himalayan j o m m h ,  mentiom hearing the 
song of the nightingale in Sikkim, but I can find no record of the W n i n  
philomlo having been met with by ornithologiata on the Himalaya ranges 
nor British India; possibly the song of the Copsycirua mnrlaria m y  have 
been mistaken for that of the other. 



not more than ten of any value were in hand from one end of 
the city to the other. It is said that the water of the lake 
gives a softness to the Cashmere shawls which cannot be ob- 
tained elsewhere. This may be doubted, as I have been given 
to understand that those made in the looms at Amritser in 
the Punjaub equal any from the Valley. 

One evening on our return from the lake, the report of a can- 
non from the palace startled us, and raised a thousand echoes 
along the margin of the still waters. It was a royal salute of one 
gun for the heir-apparent, who had just returned from visiting 
his sire at J a m ~ n e  of the frontier forts. I t  is a beautiful 
sight to see the boats, propelled by little hand-paddles, shooting 
along the river or up the canal and across the city lake, the 
onrnlen keeping time to a lively chaunt which they sing, 
sometimes with great pathos and some artistic skill. The 
inundation takes place with the melting of the snow in Aplil 
and May, when the banks are overflown in many places. 

There are s e v e d  species of fish in the river, the most 
common being a sort of carp usually called the Himalayan 
trout. I t  has two long string-like appendages projecting on 
each side of the mouth. Young caught several with a hook 
bated with dough,-the largest did not exceed 3 lbs. in 
weight. The flesh is soft, very pale, and almost tasteless. 

The Turkish bath is in repute among the better classes ; 
but all I saw were so excessively filthy, and had attendants so 
dirty, that we cut short our visits after the first ablution 

A Cashmere boatman would consider his establishment 
incomplete without an Afghan lark (Melunowryphu torpuata). 

This bird is said to frequent the Valley in winter. The sweet 
notes of these songsters issuing from the boats as they pass 
up and down the river were very enchanting. The common 
lieron is plentiful, and a heronry is preserved in the Shalininr 
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CHAPTER X. 

Ercnrsion to the Northern Pinjal-Ancient Temples-Earthqualres-Ceology 
-Bear and Deer Shooting - Adaptation of Sight to Long Distances-- 
Bnow Pheasants-The I& of a Royal Lin+The Iaabella or Brown 
Himah jan Bear - Shooting - Shikaree t w ~  an a t h e t i c  - Splendid 
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-Hunting Beare and Deer- Beauty and Grandeur of the Northern 
Piqjal-Climte of the Ranp-Judging DistancectPilgam, its Neigh- 
bourhood-Rapid Changes of C h a t e  and Vegetation-European Water- 
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Scenery-Birds-Ruins of Martnnd Ishabad-Atsibul and its Beauties 
-Enropean Plants-Southern Piqjal-Native Misery-Scenery -The- 
Red Weasel-Ringdov~Thunderstom 

WE left Serinuggur on the 14th of April for the purpose of 
exploring the valleys and ranges on the north side, and hunt- 
ing large game. Our party was now increased by the addition 
of our friend Captain Halkett, who had preceded us to Cash- 
mere We tracked up the river to the village of Pampur, 
celebrated for the superior quality of its saffron. The banks 
of the Jhelum were fringed with willows, walnut, and chunars. 
These and the long-withdrawing meadows looked beautiful 
exceedmgly. We visited the pretty little temple at Pandre- 
ton-another of the ancient Hindoo ruins similar to those 
seen between Uri and Noushera. It is situated in a pond ; 
the building is a square chapel, with "trefoil arches," and 
made of the neighbouring mountain limestone. There is a 
gigantic sitting figure cut in the same rock on the hill-side, 
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and a little farther on an enormous pillar, evidently the frag- 
ment of an idoL The two last are also possibly of Hindoo 
origin, and were overthrown mayhap by.earthquakes,* or the 
Mahomedan invaders. I recommend the traveller to mount 
the grass-clad kirawah, behind Pampur, any clear day, and he 
will not only have a magnificent view, but by running his 
eye along the sidea of the range northwards, he will observe 
the oldwaterlines alreadynoticed; nowhere are the latter more 
distinct than on the faces of the limestone ridgea in this part 
of the valley. I t  is while calmly viewing the vast amphi- 
theatre around him that the geologist will realise the magni- 
tude of the force which upheaved the great Himalayan chain. 
The basin of the primeval lake may have been originally a 
fissure, scooped out afterwards by glaciers, which at some 
far-back period were more extensive than at present, as their 
moraines testify. These may be seen at almost all the de- 
bouches of the valleys which enter Cashmere. 

The mountaim forming the northern barrier of the valley 
belong chiefly to the carboniferous series, and contain abund- 
ance of molluscs and other marine animals, but beds belong- 
ing to older formations, as well as mesoiic rocks, are met with 
on the surrounding ranges,t and nummulitic limestone on the 
slopes of the Peer Pinjal 

On the 15th of April we marched northwards from Pampur, 
through its saffron-beds, which at that season were covered with 
the wild white and red tulips, the saffron-plants not having 
appeared above ground; then, directing our footsteps towards 

C h e r e  bna always been subject to severe earthquakes It ia on that 
account the honaee are built of wood. 

t See interesting papem on this wbject by Captain Godwin Amten and- 
Mr. Davidson in the h of tha & b g i d  Socidy of Loluiun for February 
1866. 
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the mountains, we arrived at the little village of Lidur, situated 
at the foot of a long straggling limestone ridge covered with 
wood and bush There is a small tank close to the village 
containing Himalayan trout, which I attempted to capture, 
but had to desist on account of having been informed that the 
animals were sacred, and if I killed one I should be certain to 
incur the displeasure of some departed saint. 

The thermometer stood at '76" in our tent during the day 
at Pampur. We found, however, on the hill-side above, that 
the temperature that night was very different, and made us 
glad to sleep under blanketa. Before daybreak each of our 
party, accompanied by his shickaree, struck off in divers direc- 
tions. I followed up a wooded spur, with a valley on each 
side, and had not gone far before the loud bellowing of 
the Cashmere stags was heard in various parts of the thick 
cover, and a herd of eight w a  seen in a jungle on the opposite 
ridge. To cut them off was our only chance ; so, on hands and 
knees I scrambled through tangled bush and brake for up- 
wards of an hour, when, most unexpectedly, I came upon a 
hind, and delivered the contents of my rifle on her at ten yards. 
Although desperately wounded, I could not discover the animal 
from the extreme density of the underwood and difficulty of 
finding our way through it. On gaining the top of the ridge 
a brown bear was seen in a valley some distance o$ but I was 
too much disappointed at my failure to go in pursuit, and 
returning to the tent, found Halkett exulting over a very large 
bear he had killed in the neighbourhood. The animal 
measured 74 feet in length, height 3 feet 5 inches; around 
the chest 584 inches ; the thickest part of the fore-legs 
was 24 inches, and the thigh 3'7 inches in circumference. I , 

mention the dimensions of this individual, as they are the 
largest of several hundred I have examined. One afternoon, 
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on gaining the grassy top of a very Rteep mountain, I descried 
a black bear feeding very intently, and as the wind was 
favourable, there was no difficulty in staling within thirty 
yards. On firing the contents of my first barrel into his body 
he gave a loud grunt, and, unconscious of the direction from 
which the shot came, cantered to within a few yards of me, 
when a second bullet through his loins brought him up, and 
he stood hesitating for a moment ; then coiling himself into a 
ball, he rolled down the hill-side, bounding from one promi- 
nence to another like a huge cricket-ball, until brought to a 
stand-still on a flat, on which he unrolled himself, and running 
to the next declivity, rolled to the bottom, when he took to his 
legs and disappeared from our view in the dense cover. His 
downward course was marked with blood, but night came on, 
and rendered farther pursuit perfectly useless. I was not 
sorry to lose this bear at the onset of my shooting, as I 
learned the truth of experience and what an old Rimalayan 
shickaree had told me, that a bear will carry away as many 
bullets as you can send into his hinder quarters, but one be- 
hind the shoulder, in the forehead, or breast, will be mrtain to 
drop him. The above is a favourit. proceeding with the blsck 
bear if suddenly frightened, or when he finds himself on a 
steep mountain and at a great distance from jungle or cover. 

On the 18th of April we raised our camp, and proceeded 
eastward over the mountain of Wunster Wun, where we had 
been shooting for the two previous days, into a beautiful 
little valley, about three miles long by a mile or so in 
breadth. A river,fed by numerous rills from the high ranges 
on each side, flowed down the middle, and, dividing into 
many branches, served to irrigate the rice-fields. It is 
wonderful how the eye adapts itself to seeing objects at long 
distances. My shickaree would seat himself on n hill-side, 
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and with his hands on each side of his head, so as to concen- 
trate the rays of vision, remain motionless, intently scanning 
every portion of the distant valley or mountain. At last he 
would point out a small object, which the telescope showed 
to be a stag or bear. Having satisfied ourselves as to the 
direction of the wind and the general demeanour of the 
animal, whether feeding intently in one direction or nibbling 
as it walked along, we then commenced our stalk. The 
beginner must trust to the native shickaree and be guided by 
him, and if at all expert, he will bring his master within 20 
yards of the game. Amongst our men was a well-known 
hunter called Ebhul Khan, a Khyberee from the famous 
pass of that name near Peshawur. He had spent many days 
among the Cashmere mountains, and knew almost every 
corner in the Northern Pinjal From age and experience he 
claimed the consideration and respect of his comrades, who 
always allowed him to choose the most likely beats. I t  was 
surprising how this man outshone us all in finding game. 
His eagle eye scanned every spot within its range ; and often 
when we were perplexed as to the nature of some minute 
object a long way off, Ebhul Khan settled the matter at once. 
This faculty is only to be gained by great experience ; but 
let the young aspirant remember that there is nothing in- 
tuitive in it, and that, by dint of patience, perseverance, and 
practice, he may, with an original good pair of eyes, find all 

his game for himself. I n  the woods and jungles of the 
valley I saw several of the new species of bullfinch discovered 
at Chacar. Halkett fired at a fine leopard, but the ball just 
grazed the animal's back Although nowhere common, the 
leopard is not rare on the Cashmere mountaiq and preys 
chiefly on muskdeer, sheep, and dogs. Our friend was fortu- 
nate in killing another brown bear. 
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On a range, and close to the melting snow, we came on 
several flocks of the great snow-pheasant, known to the Cash- 
merees by the names g o p - ~ ,  and kubuk deri. I t  is also 
d e d  " lepia " and " jer monal " in other districts westward. 
This species seems to frequent the high ranges of Afghanistan, 
and suitable situations all over the great Himalayan chain. 
There are three allied species, one of which is possibly only 
a local variety (Tctrclogallus tibetanus) ; the other two are 
decidedly distinct. One of the latter is mid to frequent the 
Ladakh molintains ; it is smaller than the bird we are now 
describing, and has a band on the front of the neck like the 
chuckore. The great snow-pheasant dehghta in high alti- 
tudes, and may be said to be to the upper region, 
from whence it is only driven by the rigours of winter. Amidst 
the dreary desolation of these arctic heights its plaintive 
whi~tle is often the only symptom of animated nature. The 
aah colour of the plumage i~ so like surroundmg objects that 
I have often found great difficulty in discovering individuals. 
The call, however, is loud and prolonged, and may serve to 
fix the position of a flock which otherwise would remain un- 
noticed. Commencing with a few short calls, the notes get 
rapidly prolonged, much in these words " wk-, d t  wh.42 w m ,  
wit wit w&3t u l a t  M-))) continued at intervals of a few 
minutes. In  hunting the gorkagu the best way is to a p  
proach a flock from below, and fire the first shot when they 
are on the ground, when the chances are, that all will 
fly downwards, aa they almost invariably do when near the 
mountain's top. I n  general appearance and gait on the 
ground, this bird has a resemblance to a large gray goose. 
Tender leaves and stalks of the alpine primroses, fresh shoots 
of gmss, and other plants, constitute the favourite food of this 
species. Its flesh is not well-flavoured. I have often seen 



























































































































by their wild cries. A few flocks of snow-pheasants were 
feeding on the bare parts. A colony of red marmots b 
quented the hollow between the mountains, and from the 
numbers of their burrows, seemed to have occupied the locality 
for many years. The day was very hot, and had we not worn 
goggles, our eyes must have suffered. Several of the followera 
were attacked with severe inflammat.ion of the eyelids, which 
became greatly swollen ; but as soon as they had cleared tho 
pass, and entered on the green valley of Nobug-Ney, the symp 
toms rapidly disappeared, and the following morning nearly 
all were fit to proceed with the party. The natives usually 
fix the leaves of the plane and other trees over their eyes in 
the form of a shade, which seems to answer very well, 
but they do not suffer to the extent of fresh arrivals. 
Our Indian servants were always the first to become 
affected and the last to get well. We cleared the pass 
by 5 P.M. and entered the forest, debouching into the 
fine open valley of Nobug-Ney. The advanced state of the 
vegetation during the interval struck ns forcibly ; scarcely a 
fortnight had elapsed since the trees around the village of 
Nobng were just budding, and now all were dressed in their 
summer attire, offering a cheering contrast to the bare boughs 
we had left that day on the hill-sides of Wurdwun. On the 
following morning we marched through a low m g e  of hills ; 
the day was warm, and the surrounding scenery of the most 
enchanting description. I filled my vasculum with many well- 
known plants ; amongst others me gathered Plantago major, 
Tzdagofarfara (?) (I only found the leaf), commonnettle, lady's 
mantle, common brake, and Dutch clover; whilst scarlet and 
white dog-roses bloomed in all their beauty around ns. The 
country was for the most part thickly clad with bush, alter 
nating with more open tracts, being the usual description of 
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scenery in the eastern portion of the valley of Caahmere. 
The mountain pipit (Hehru~a sylvana), so plentiful on the 
Dugshai hills, was common among the grsssy slopes below 
Nobug. The more I observed the habits of this little bird 
the more I was persuaded of its affinities to the titlarks. The 
wire-tailed swallow, Indian roller, and paradise flycatcher 
were all common We turned out of our way to visit the 
celebrated sacred spring of Sondi Breri, which at that season, 
and for some weeks later, is said to ebb and flow three times 
aday, but after waiting for some time, and not witnesaiug the 
phenomenon, we started off in quest of birda Rernier and 
Vigne are undoubtedly correct in attributing the above to tho 
melting of snow on the heights, and to some peculiarity in 
the construction of the channel of communication between the 
well m d  the melting-pointa, as the appearance ceasea towards 
the end of July, when the wow on the neighbouring ranges 
has entirely disappeared. The well is situated in the lime- 
stone, and is fully '7 or 8 feet in depth by about double that in 
breadth. No doubt the noble springs of Ver Nag, Koker 
Nag, Ataibul, in the neighbonrhood, are owing in part to the 
melting snow passing down fissures. Whilst waiting for the 
waters of Sondi Breri to flow, I shot a pretty blue warbler in 
the thicket of bush which coven the country around. The 
species I subsequently discovered to be the blue larvivora 
(Larvivora yanea) ; it is by no means uncommon in Cashmere, 
although I never before or subsequently met with it on the 
lesser ranges. A restless little creature, incessantly hunting 
after larv~e and insects, it is about the size of the chiff-chaff : 
the upper parts are blue ; a white streak passes over the eye ; 
the cheeks are blue-black ; lower parts are bright rufous ; vent 
white ; legs pale-brown and slender. 

From Islamabad we proceeded to Kannibal, on the right 



bank of the Jhelunl, where we embarked in boats and dropt 
slowly down the river. The day was fine, and the scenery of 
the loveliest description : the old rustic bridges at h n i b a l  
and Pantur; the banks fringed with mulberry-trees, now 
loaded with their delicious fruit ; the calm,' still after- 
noon ; the varying scene at every turn of the river, were all 
beautifuL We had a view of the old city on the way, 
but enjoyed a more favourable opportunity of examining its 
ruins during my subsequent visit to the valley. Although 
what remains is almost buried under a great mass of alluvium, 
portions of a temple and entrance-gate were traceable, besides 
fragments of walls laid bare by excavators. The great thick- 
ness of soil on the top of the city is scarcely to be accounted 
for by supposing i t  to be the accumulations of roof-tops. 
No doubt the severe earthquakes to which the valley has been 
subjected, even in historical times, have produced changes of 
level in many parts, as is attested by these monuments. 

By 9 A.M. on the 8th of June our little craft glided quietly 
by the shady bank of the city gardens. From the various 
wooden houses peeped English faces, and when we jumped 
out opposite the Huni-Sing-KaBagh we could not help ob- 
serving the great change which two months had produced. The 
Maharajah's agent informed us that forty Englishmen had 
arrived in Serinuggur, the greater number for sporting pur- 

pow. 
Every day C*oulab Singh h d  his troops drilled on a flat 

near the palace. The band was composed of divers uncouth- 
sounding horns and trumpets, and he would attempt on each 
occasion "God save the Queen," and what afterwards I found 
out was intended for "Bonaparte's March" The scene was 
simply lndicrous, but the wily prince fancied he was performing 
a ,peat political duty before the English officers I asked in vain 
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for a specimen of the " Cashmere Madeira wine " mentioned by 
Foster, but only obtained a most execrable compound which 
even the natives themselves agreed was by no means well- 
flavoured. My companion, doubting likewise the opinion 
of that very intelligent traveller regarding the fecundity of 
the women, made repeated inquiries, and, I believe, even 
visited the fish-market to ascertain if the latter article entered 
so extensively into the dietry of the fenlale sex in Cashmere 
as to give cause for Foster attributing their prolificness to 
eating fish in great quantities. The facts, however, were all 
in favour of a decided decrease in the productiveness of the 
fair sex, and that both the men and women of Cashmere had 
fallen off since 1'783, when Foster wandered over the Happy 
Valley. 
, I started early with my friend, Captain Rattray, 2d Regi- 

ment Native Infantry, to visit the far-famed temple of Solo- 
mon,* which stands on the summit of a little hill to the 
east of the city. The chief object of Captain R's visit was to 
settle some points connected with a panoramic sketch of the 
valley at which he was then employed, for to a name al- 
ready established as a landscape-painter, from hia beautiful 
portfolio of Afghan scenery executed during the disastrous 
campaign in that country in 1841, he waa at the time 
designing another series of sketches, chiefly of Cashmere 
scenery. 

It appears strange, from the length of time Cashmere 
has been accessible to Europeans, especially by its proxi- 
mity to India, that no painter of eminence haa immor 
talised its magnificent grandeur and beauty ; but it is the 
same everywhere on the Himalaya, as Humboldt t . d y  re- 
marks-" He who with a keen appreciation of the beauties 

IIeight 6263 feet nbove the level of the ma. 
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of nature, manifested in the mountains, rivers, and foresb 
glades, has himself travelled over the torrid zone, and seen 
the luxuriance and diversity of vegetation, not only on the 
cultivated sea-masts, but on the declivities of the snow- 
covered Andes, the Himalaya or the Nilgherry mountains 
of Mysore, or in the primitive forests and the network of 
rivers lying between the Orinoco and the Amazon, can alone 
feel what an inexhaustible treasure remains still unopened 
by the landscape-painter between the tropics in both con- 
tinents" (Cbsmos). 

We could scarcely have chosen a better morning for our 
excursion. The sun was $ding the snow-covered peaks of 
the northern Pinjal as we conlmenced the ascent, and by the 
time we had gained the temlile, his rays, in one flood of golden 
light, had illuminated half the valley, leaving the southern 
portion and the slopes of the Peer Pinjal yet intact Seldom 
does he shine on more varied and beautiful scenery, for in all 
my wanderings before and since I have never witnessed its 
equal There lay the capital at our feet, half-hidden among 

- clusters of poplars, chunars, and forest trees--the Dul lake, 
washing the western base of the Tukt-i-Salaman, stretched 
westward with all its ever-changing forms. On the placid 
waters of the lake numerous skiffs shot either rapidly along, 
or threaded their way through a labyrinth of weeds, diversified 
by the countless floating gardens, and the Isle of Chunam, 
with its noble plane-trees. The shalimar and pleasure-grounds 
of the Delhi emperors, now faded, and fast passing into the 
wild jungle around them, covered portiolls of the northern 
bank of the lake. Huri Purbet, like a fortress which had 
undergone a siege, its walls crumbling into decay, stood on 
the side of a spur overlooking a scene which for loveliness 
and grandeur has scarcely an equal. So perfect seemed both 
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the natural and artificial portions of the panorama, so faintly 
blending with each other, and yet so grand, that the eye in 
one sweep passed over most perfect picturea of lake and 
mountain scenery. Towards the city stretched a noble avenue 
of poplars, upwards of a mile in length, and straight as arrows ; 
whilst away towards the east rich pastures and fields teemed 
with grain; villages. nestled in clusters of trees, which in 
rows were seen fringing the banks of the classical Hydaspes, 
that like a huge snake twisted through the plnin. Then, last 
of the many beauties, rose those grand and noble mountains, 
encirchg the whole panorama, and shielding the paradise from 
the northern blasts, whilst from their rugged sides dashed a 
thousand rills to fertilise and beau* its soil On the palace 
parade-ground Goulab Singh's soldiers were at dr i l l -a  curious- 
looking, ill-dressed, and badly-accoutred mob. The loud 
discordant bray of their instruments grated harshly on our 
ears as they marched past in review order, before the chief. 
We thought, would the British soldier ever march past on 
that same plain? and what a happy day for Cashmere it would 

- be when the old flag of England waved on the ramparts of 
Serinuggur ! We paid a visit to the Isle of Chunars, and sat 
in Nourmahal'a bower, now only traceable by a few hewn 
stones. In  the fragment of a wall was the tablet erected by 
the travellers Vigne, Henderson, and Baron Hngel to corn- 

. 
memorate their meeting in the valley some fifteen years 
previously. The inscription was much defaced ; and when I 
revisited the island two years afterwards the entire slab had 
been removed, possibly thrown into the lake. 
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CHAPTER X I I .  

Return to Poqjaub-River Scenery, and its Ornithology-Day Haze or blbt- 
Lakes of CaehmewVisit to the Heir-AppsrentA Frightful Accident- 
Maury's Theory of Monsoons-Return to the Valley-Start for La-- 
Scenery- Bnltul Pssa -Marmots- Tartarn - Birds- Planta-Scenery- 
Buddhi~t Templea - Birde -Tibetau Magpie, its Allies - Redstarb- 
Familiar Birds-Discovery of a New Species of Mountain Finch- 
Lameru--Jolly Lama Prieata-Wild SheepNatives-Leh-Birds-EEak, 
and Wild Qnsdrnpeda of the Region-Tame AnimalrtTang-Lang Pase- 
Plains of Rupsh-Nomadic Life-Oppressive Sensatione at High Eleva- 
tione-The Dog of Tibet--Salt Lahen and Wild Fowl-Wild As+- 
Burrel, or Wild Sheep-The Ooia am-ChaitgTibetan Antelope- 
Sudden Varistions of Temperature-Tibetan Sand Grouse-Tailless Rat 
or LagomyeAlpine Hare-Tibet Ravine Deer-Hotch-Potch-Snlphur 
Mines-Chumouraree L8k+Wilderneae-Bi&-Tibet Partridge-Ibex. 

ON the 11th of June, with many regrets, I turned my steps 
towards Rawul Pindee, Halkett accompanying me as far aa 
Baramula. The day was hot, but our boats were well thatched, 
and we sat under the chopper all day, admiring the scenery 
as we dropped down the river. The skeletons in their cages 
at the entrance to the city looked if anything more grim than 
before. m e  midday haze, so often observed on the plains of 
India, was very apparent on the surrounding mountains. I n  
the Punjaub it makes its appearance about nine A.M. like a 
slight mist I have seen the cleanat of mornings become in 
an hour so hazy that objects then distinctly visible were 
shrouded in gloom by mid-day. Ry some authorities emana- 
tions from the soil are said to be the cause, whilst certain 



electrical changes are put down by others ; but I am not 
aware that either afford a correct explanation of t h b  some 
what singular phenomenon. From the lowness of the rivei's 
banks we were enabled to view the surrounding scenery to 
advantage. I strolled along the sidea of the marshes, and 
killed a few castaneous d u c k  This species and the mallard 
remain in the valley during the summer months, and breed, 
when g e w  and other water-fowl are rearing their young on 
the Tartarian lakes, from whence they return in November. 
We passed the pretty little village of Shadepoor on the left 
bank, and anchored close to Simbul, which is a little farther 
down ; from thence paid a flying visit to the lake of Manasa 
Bd, one of the most beautiful tarns in Cashmere. On its 
banks were the remains of the once noble palace and gardens 
of the famous Nur Jehan The clearness of the water, and 
the grandeur of the mountain scenery northwards, render this 
a most perfect little picture of Cashmere beauty. We pushed 
on the following morning towards Sopur, through the Wulur 
Lake, halting to take luncheon on its little island, where the 
remains of one of the ancient temples of the Martund de- 
scription were observed. There was a monotonous stillness 
on the placid waters more calculated to weary than entertain ; 
the immense sheet, not even rufEed by a breath of wind, and 
without one living object OD its surface save the little water- 
snakes, about a foot in length. This active creature, with 
h d  a little elevated, propelled itself by twisting, and dived 
immediately we came near. The contrast is great between 
the unruffled smoothness and absence of birch during the 
summer months and the busy scene in November, when wild 
fowl crowd the lake. Then gusts, sudden gales, and hurricanes 
make the navigation much dreaded by the boatmen, who will 
seldom venture to cross unless the weather i fine, preferring 
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to proceed by the Shadepoor Canal, which opens into the 
J h e l m  near Sopur. The lotus and singars-nut grow in 
abundance around the shallow parts on its southern side, 
where rushes and reeds offer excellent retreats for rails and 
waterhena On our arrival at Sopur, we paid a visit to the 
heir-apparent, Prince Rhunbeer, who was living in the dirty 
old fort on the river. He received us with all the suawiter 
in mod0 of an Oriental, and with apparent gravity talked 
of bis being our humble, obedient servant, and that his 
father's country was ours, and we might just do what we 
chose with anything or any one in his dominions. He 
wanted the cunning, restless eye of his father, and for a youth 
of twenty-four he looked ten years older ; he had a sallow, dis- 
sipated, but handsome countenance, which appeared to ad- 
vantage in a helmet sort of headdress, surrounded by a 
turban with a plume of heron's feathera The noblea of the 
court all wore shields and swords, and the guard a non- 
descript uniform, with flint muskets. Our interview was of 
short duration, for the Prince tired us out with bis fuZsome 
compliments, which came forth with a drawling voice as if 
talking was a very trying effort to his Royal Highnesa We 
were amused at his stating that he had often hunted ibex and 
bears, and could scarcely retain a courtly gravity when we 
conceived the Prince in the tights generally worn by the 
Sikh's noblea clambering up the bare rocks of Wurdwun. I 
subsequently discovered he did once "go a-shooting;" and 
after an attempt to mount a hill, was ha l ly  borne up on the 
backs of his followers, and that he actually fired at a bear 
and missed it. This was the first and last of Rhunbeer 
Singh'u hunting expeditions. After several extra complimenta 
on both sides we withdrew, the guard at the door nearly 
knocking us down by their violeut attempts to " turn out" . a d  
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a present a m "  to the " Sab-Logues." We entered our boat 
at the Sopur log-bridge at 2 P.M., and continued moving 
slowly down the stream, arriving at Baramula at dusk The 
palms mentioned by Bernier seem to have disappeared : not 
one was observed. Several dwarf spciea are common on the 
ranges near the plains of the Punjaub, but never to my 
particular inquiries was a palm-tree seen in the valley. 

The want of loyalty on the part of the inhabitants of 
Baramula towards the young heir to the throne was very 
striking. With the exception of the soldiery, a great majority 
of the poorer classes fled into the mountains on the arrival of 
his Royal IIighness. The reason, we were informed, was partly 
owing to the imperial decree of the previous year, by which 
several hundred coolies were pressed for the pilrpose of carry- 
ing the baggage of the ill-fated army that left more than half 
its numbers before Chulaa, in the u n s u m f u l  raid against 
the rajah of that country. This state visit was evidently 
made with the view of restoring public confidence, but the 
wretched inhabitants had been so often called on to give their 
services to the state on short notice and no pay, that they had 
little trust in any demonstrations of royal affection. I have 
seen Goulab Singh's palkee (litter) surrounded by numbers of 
petitioners, all eager to gain an audience, and begging most 
earnestly to be allowed to tell their grievances ; indeed it 
was seldom he went abroad or made a tour through the pro- 
vinces that he was not followed by a motley crowd of sufferers 
pressing forward to solicit a hearing for some alleged injustice 
on the part of himself or his dependanta I recollect a scene 
of this description immediately on the Maharajah landing at 

* "When clay had hid hi &try flame 
Behind the palm of Baramoule." 

Lulh Rookk. 
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Islamabad, when several respectable well-dressed zemindars 
. were most unmercifully beaten by the sepoys of his guard 

for 'attempting to follow the royal palkee. Tb.e Prince's 
arrival at Baramula was celebrated by the usual marks of 
regal munificence. A feast was given to all the dirty fakirs 
within miles, when half-naked wretches, like as mmy carrion 
crows, usually at hand on such occasions, now flocked in 
from all quarters, and were seen seated around fires, gorging 
on rice and curry, whilst hundreds of the labouring claases 
were skulking dinnerless among the rocks in the vicinity. It 
was state policy, howevel; to propitiate the fakirs. 

I now, to use a South African expression, began " to 
make tracks homewards." Accordingly after once more en- 
joying the m e c e n t  scenery of the Baramula Pass, I was 
descending the pathway which debouches on the Uri plateau, 
when I came on a handsome native woman lying by the way- 
side, insensible, and bleeding from several wounds on the head 
and other parts of her body. Beside her was a small bundle 
of clothing, and her slippers, which were placed on the edge of 
a precipice some 200 feet above the Jhelum, whose waters 
were daahing furiously below us. I had scarcely time to look 
around before her husband, with an infant in his arms, came 
out of the bush, and informed us in the most indifferent 
manner that she h d  attempted suicide by leaping from 
the cliff, and that he h d  just carried her up from below, 
where he found her lying with her head half-immersed in 
water by the rocky side of the river. How she had not 
been dashed to pieces I could not understand. The bleeding 
vesseh were stanched aa well as the circumstances would 
allow, and we had her conveyed to the nearest hut, where I 
dressed her wounds and put up two fractures of the bones of 
the left arm. I was strongly apprehensive of some foul play, 
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and after the poor woman had been placed on straw and made 
as comfortable as the hut would allow, I took her husband . 
aside, and by the aid of a Sikh sepoy of my guard, interro- 
gated him respecting the circumstances. The husband's story 
was that she had been in love with a soldier at Noushera, 
and in consequence he had reproved her, and was on the way 
to take up hia residence at another village, when she pre- 
ceded him and hia child for the alleged purpose of preparing 
their dinner before their arrival at Uri, and that hia attention 
was directed to the occurrence by the appearance of her 
bundle and slippers on the edge of the precipice. He told 
the story with such sang froid, and looked altogether so much 
the villain, that I had great misgivin~q as to his telling me 
the truth. My servants, after making further inquiries, were 
of the same opinion, and that he had pushed her over the cliff 
and placed the shoes and bundle in the above situation in 
order to make it appear that the act was her own doing. The 
poor woman recovered so far by the following morning as to 
be able to recognise her infant, but I had no time to wait, and 
when I passed Uri a week afterwards I heard that she died 
on the day after my departure. When the circumstances of 
the case were mentioned to the chief official at Uri Fort he 
shrugged his shoulders, and in true Indian pathos exclaimed, 
"What can I do, she was his wife?"-rrs much as to say that 
matrimonial differences of whatever description were beyond 
h k  jurisdiction. Pilgrims on their way to the caves of Umer- 
nath passed us in parties constantly, and a number of these 
nomads encamped under a mulberry-tree close to our bivouac 
at Uri They informed us that they had been wandering all 
over India for the last four years, visiting sacred shrines, and 
had come direct from Ajmeer, in the centre of Hindostan, to 
pay their respects to their gods in the gypsum cave of Umer- 
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nath. A few of their women were exceedingly beautiful ; the 
slender forms, dark-brown faces, black eyes, and long flowing 
hair of the girls were very characteristic of Zingari descent. 
They spoke Hindostanee, but the conversation between them- 
selves was carried on in a dialect said to be peculiar to the 
gipsies of India. At night they lay in a circle under a 
tree, where they spread mats, and placed their goats, goods, and 
chattels in the centre. When I awoke at 5 AM. the following 
morning they had gone on their pilgrimage. At C h a r  I was 
met by a courier with a letter informing me that I had been 
granted three months' additional leave of absence. Accord- 
ingly, with a light heart, we turned our faces once more 
towards Cashmere, and by forced marches were enabled to 
rejoin Young and Halkett at Serinuggur on the 25th of 
June, in time to make preparations for the expedition to 
Ladakh The monsoon had fairly set in, and the clouds 
we observed before banking up in large dark masses on the 
tops of the mountains were now showering down their con- 

' tents on the valley. Scarcely a day passed without rain, 
which more or less conbed us to our log abodes. I found a 
rest requisite on my own part after the heat and fatigue of 
the previous fortnight, and was only too glad to avail myself 
of a week's rest among the society of many excellent friends ; 
amongst others, that of Major M'Gregor, government politi- 
cal agent, and his kind lady. Young joined from Wurdwun 
with a bag of twenty-seven bearskins, and by dint of his in- 
defatigable industry and perseverance had managed to out- 
number every one in hunting trophies. 

The theory of monsoons has been so ably discussed by 
Dr. Maury that one need have no hesitation in quoting 
his authority on this subject. He says-"The south-east 
winds from the Indian ocean and the Arabian sea, on 
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the other side of Hindostan (which would be, of course, 
the south-west wind and south-west monsoon), after de- 
luging the Ghauts, proceed as dry winds to the Hima- 
laya, in crossing which they are subjected to a lower tem- 
perature than that to which they were exposed m cross- 
ing the Ghnnta. Here they drop some of their moisture in 
the shape of snow and min, and then pass over into the 
thirsty lands beyond with scarcely enough rain in them to 
even make a cloud. Thence they descend into the upper air, 
there to become countercurrents in the general system of 
atmospheric circulation." &i before noticed, in this way the 
differences can be accounted for in the climate and appear- 
ance of the Cashmere mountains and those of the rainless 
and cloudless regions of Ladakh and Chinese Tartary. On 
the 1st of July 1852 we witnessed a total eclipse of the 
moon, which the Cashmerees attributed to a huge animal, 
somewhat in the shape of a bird, interposing its body between 
the luminary and the earth. On the occasion in question 
they were too glad to indulge their superstitious ideas with a 
sort of hope that, as more Europeans were in the valley then 
than had visited it before, it was an omell of the long- 
cherished wish, that before another year the English would 
be masters of their country. On the following day we com- 
menced our march towards Iadakh by the Shalimar gardens 
and up the valley of the Scinde river. The scenery was 
enchanting, and so home-like, that I do not wonder Mr. 
Vigne and every -lish traveller should rave about the resem- 
blance. He says-" As we advanced, the scenery increased 
in beauty ; the river becomes larger ; the verdant and forest- 
clad mountains are indented by straths and defiles ; smaller 
valleys send down their tributary streamlets to the waters of 
the Scinde; here and there were seen the cottages and walnut 
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trees of a retired villqe, or the thatched roofs of an English- 
looking farm-house would peep out where the forest was 
the least dense We travelled forward, threading our way 
through a natural plantation of walnut, peach, apricot, mul- 
berry, plum, apple, pear, and other trees, that rose upon the 
mountain-side with surpassing beauty and extent" Our 
third day's march was to the village of Khund, situated at 
the entrance of one of the great gorges, and near the Scinde, 
the waters of which are white from the light-coloured clay 
forming its bed and banks. Patch- of snow still covered 
the tops of the highest mountains in the neighbourhood, and 
seldom a day passed without a shower. I employed a few 
leisure hours at Khund in exploring the fine wooded valley, 
having been detained there a day from want of cooliea I 
was struck with the absence of birds in this dense mountain 
solitude ; indeed the district seemed al~llost deserted by 
living beings of any sort. I wandered over miles of forest 
and jungle without seeing anything beyond the orange- 
coloured bullfinch already noticed and the trail of a few 
bears. A small black scorpion was very common under 
stones, and upwards of twenty were killed by our servants in 
clearing a little spot sufficient for the accommodation of our 
tents. Bs we journeyed on, the valley of the Scinde became 
narrower, and the wooded scenery gave place to grassy hill- 
sides or rocky and precipitous gorges, now and then presenting 
a patch of forest or jungle. At the little guard-mom in the 
defle of Guggen Ghere we rested at midday before ascending 
the rocky bed of the river, which was half-choked by huge 
masses of rock and beds of snow ; the latter sloping down 
from the surrounding mountains at a low angle. Many in 
the higher regions would have become glaciers but for that 
reason ; consequently they totally disappear before the end of 
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August We encamped at dusk on a grassy glade sur- 
rounded by vast towering and perpendicular mountains, 
several of which were covered with snow. The scenery was 
magnificent, especially towards sunset, when their snowy tops 
looked one maas of red and golden yellow. We had now 
reached the Sonamurg, or Valley of Golden Flowers, one of 
the chief pastme-lands, and capable of affording every advan- 
tage in the way of rearing cattle or horses. Herds of both 
were seen roaming over the vast savannahs, which teemed 
with a countless variety of plants- 

" Billowy baya of gram ever rolling in ahadow and nunshine." 

Among the gorgeous flora of Sonamurg I recognkd the 
gigantic umbellifem Fmda aaafdida, which furnishes 
the well-known medicine of that name. m e t h e r  this species 
is identical with the celebrated Cyrenic plant, the 61Xprruv of 
the Greeks, I cannot say, nor am I certain that it is the same 
as the Prangos pabzllaria mentioned in Moorcroft's Travelg. 
The wild onion and garlic were abundant, and the handsome 
shining-leaved thistle-like Yima persica was common. 
The Rheum d i  and two other species of rhubarb (webbia- 
n m  et spenym !) were often observed. We were constantly 
meeting with gangs of good-natured Makees  on their way 
to Cashmere with loads of merchandise, carried by their half- 
bred yaks. h we proceeded up the valley the vegetation 
began to decrease, and by the afternoon of the 6th of July, 
when we arrived at the foot of the Bultul pass, the fair 
scenery of the previous days was entirely changed. We were 
now about to cross the great watershed, and a few hours 
would bring us into the rainless desert regions of Iadakh. 
The sun was declining as we commenced the ascent, and by 
the time we arrived at the summit of the pass had dipped 

S 



behind the lofty peaks of Haramuk. We had gained an ele- 
vation of 10,500 feet above the level of the sea, and were now 
in the region of snow. All was desolation, and a cold cutting 
wind blew in gusts down the narrow mountain-gorges, which 
were filled with ice. In  vain we attempted to peer through 
the gloom of the mpidly-advancing night for our baggage and 
servants ; but darkness came on, and found us still expectant 
on the mountain-top. We had descended the northern face 
of the ridge to a clump of stunted birch in search of a level 
spot on which to pitch the tents, when all at once, in the 
dismal solitude around, screams burst out of the ground ; 
louder and louder became the cries ; the rocks sent Back the 
sounds ; we stood in astonishment, wondering what animal 
could be producing such unearthly noises, and various were 

. our surmises, until one of our servants arrived and informed 
us we were in the centre of a colony of red marmots ( d ~ h y s  
tibetanus). The " drun," as the red marmot is named by the 
natives of these regions, is confined to certain situations at 
high altitudes, and prefers fertile and secluded valleys, where 
vegetation returne rapidly and is luxuriant There this 
active creature spends the summer months, surrounded by a 
plentiful supply of food, until again forced to its burrow hy 
the cold and snow of winter. Their excavations are formed on 
gentle slopes or under stones and rocks, where they delight 
to sit erect and scream. ORen the burrows are scattered 
over the valley, where loud wailing cries may be heard for 
miles along the mountain-sides. I t  is seldom they wander 
for any distance from their habitations, and usually take up 
a position close to the entrances, darting thewinto on the 
approach of danger. They frequently leap during propssion, 
at times using their tails to assist them. Wild garlic, onions, 
and particularly a species of the former with yellow flowers, 
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constitute their favourite food, which they store up in autumn. 
The hibernation lasts from four to five months, or even longer 
when the snow lies for auy lengthened period. The bearded 
vulture and larger eagles are among their chief enemies. I 
have seen the former bear off a marmot with great ease. 
The total length of an adult drun is from 2+ to 3 feet ; the 
colour, chestnut, with black splashes on the back and hips. 
I t  is seldom met with under 8000 above the level of the sea 

After a dismal night's bivouac on the Bultul Pass, we rose 
at 6 AM. on the following morning, July 7th, when the ther- 
mometer stdod at 36" Fahr., and after breakfast continued our 
journey over a large glacier, at the further end of which a 
stream of some magnitude gushed forth, and in conjnnction 
with other tributaries formed the Dm, a fine river flowing 
northwards. The scenery was desolate and dreary beyond 
belief ; the mountains rugged and steep, with little verdure 
on their sides, and that confined to the lowest levels-to 
wit, narrow valleys and banks of streams. All actual vegeta- 
tion had disappeared except a few clumps of birches, from 
which the well-known chaunt of the cuckoo resounded. 
Several flocks of goldfinches, the black redstart and white- 
fronted species, sand-martin, and the roseate finch, were seen. 
Marmots in numbera continued their wailing calls all day at 
broken intervals, and, like as many jacks in boxes, popped 
into their holes as we approached. The plain of Minimurg, at 
the foot of the pass, was covered with wild onions ; besides 
which the Salep orchis, with its large yellow flowers, was not 
uncommon. The Dras river, now a goodly stream, flowed 
down the valley, the sides of which were marked by descend- 
ing glaciers and beds of snow fast melting round their dank 
margins. As usual in these situations, the pretty purple and 
rose-coloured primroses were peeping up, and a third species, 
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perhaps P h u l a  elliptica. The short-stemmed rhubarb, with 
rough leaves (Rheum mmrcroftii) was common ; also the R. 
d i  and another species. The mountains were mostly com- 
posed of schiatose rocks and a gray limestone. The boulders 
of the latter, which had fallen down on the banks of the Das, 
had a polished or glazed appearance like trap, but doubtless 
this was owing to the action of the weather. I t  was evident we 
had now fairly passed the limits of the monsoon, for not a cloud 
was visible, and the sky was of that deep impenetrable blue 
characteristic of this region and high elevations. The vlllage 
of Pandras is situate on a rocky eminence near the river, and 
is composed of small flat-roofed hovels scarcely distinguishable 
from the heaps of stones on the mountain-aides. The Cau- 
casian type of countenance had now disappeared, and given 
place to a coarse Tartar visage. The women were in general 
very ugly, their dress consisting of a round pork-pie cap of 
black material, fitting close to the head, a thick woollen gown 
reaching midway beyond their knees, with their legs wrapped 
in bandages of cloth, and boota, reaching above the ankles, of 
the aame material, with under-surfaces covered with leather. 
The females muffle up in piles of clothing, and both sexes fre- 
quently clad themselves in sheep and goat skins with the 
woolly side inwards. The little fort of Dras is situate on the 
river, and is the only respectable-looking building in the 
valley ; the native dwellings being, as already stated, small 
square-roofed hovels, with only a door, and not above 8 feet 
in height. They are built of stone, and crowded together on 
ridges and wherever there is security from avalanches, which 
occasionally overwhelm the valleys during winter and at the 
melting of the snow in spring. The raven of Ladakh is 
a larger bird than that of the Northern Punjaub, owing most 
likely to the climate being better adapted to its habits and 
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constitution. I scarcely think there are sufficient grounds to 
consider this species distinct from C. carax, the differences in 
what Mr. Hodgson calls t h i ~  variety (C. tibetanus) being only 
in a somewhat larger size, the wing measuring 184 inches, tail 
114, and the bill to gape 3 inches. The common sparrow of 
Ladakh differs in no respect from P. dnnatiea, The pied and 
gray wagtsrls, hoopoe, brown mountain k c h  (M. nemm-iwla) 
-perhaps the gelinok of MoorcrotLand blue rock-pigeon, 
were observed in the valley of the Dras associated with a flock 
of the latter. I observed what I took to be a pied variety, but 
Mr. I?. Moore, of the Indian Museum, London, has since 
proved it to be the Columba mpestris of Pallaa* It is easily 
recognised from the other, and its congener, the C. h l a ,  
by the white band across the middle of the tail and the bluish- 
white of the belly and lower parts. 

The long-billed variety of the blue thrush is common 
among the rocks ; it would seem this is a permanent race of 
Petrocinela yanea, and peculiar to the more northern regions, 
inasmuch as all I procured in Iardakh and Cashmere belonged 
to the above variety. The song-lark (A. amen&) follows up 
the valleys to the limits of verdure. I saw one at Dras, but 
not subsequently. I do not think it visit, Ladakh. 

Our next day's march was to the village of Kirboo, about 
eighteen English miles. On the roadside, near Dras river, 
were two erect stone pillars, with figurea and characters, 
apparently Chinese ; but we afterwards discovered that both 
were Buddhist. The scenery, ss usual, was exceedrngly wild, 
the mountains being perfectly bare, and with steep aides. 
The D m  river, a powerful stream, was seen dashing furi- 
ously through a narrow channel, more or leas choked up 

Sea h. 2001. Soc. of London, and Pallid Zmyr. R u m - A d .  p. 660, 
plate 36. 























































































































322 INDEX 

Corn& &id, 136 ; indica, its habib, 
22 

C o d  tree, 63 
Cormorant (brown-necked), 63 ; (white- 

bellied), 53 ; (lesser), 122 
Cormu ~~, 12 ; cdmimts, 12, 

142 ; eomz, Mi ; Mclanw, not distinct 
from C. umu; 142 

Cdurniz unmna&ica, 2 4  106 
Cot&? ndaoccalo, 164, 286 
Conrim (commandel), habits of, 40 
Crab in rivers of Pnnjaub, 132 
Cranea appear on Indaa, 46 ; at  Pesha- 

wur, 317 
Creeper (Godparah), 104 ; (Hima- 

layan), 111 
Crickets, noise of, 166 
Cmcodile-pond, visit to, 41-46 
Crocodiles of Mugger-peer, 42-46 
Crocodh palwtris, 42-45 
Crow (Indian) at Poonah, 12 ;  (Mala- 

bar), a cuckoo, 22 ; (Inclian carrion), 
142 - -- 

C r m  of New Branswick and Maine 
decreased during American war, 26 

Cbckoo, 68 ; (black), 17 ; ( E n r o w ) ,  
17, 169; (lark-heeled), hsbita and 
food, 22 ; (black and white crested), 
198 

M w  cianoma, a t  Poonah, 17, 68, 
169 ; himahyanw, 68 

Curlew at  Knrrachee, 40 ; (red-billed), 
293 

Curranta (wild) 263 
Cu~omiiur inbellinur, 40 
Omtonee or muskdeer, 96 
~ w c u Z a r u c c i u r , 5 8  
Cypma at  Deinna, 161 
C&w qdilnir, or allied 8% its neat, 

ete., 11, 89 . . 

DANDKLIOA at  Vemcrg, 203; searched 
for, 126 

Danger of travelling through deAlea of 
Lsdah before or after rain, 290 

Darnin, writingn of, cause of their a t  
tractivenese, 4 ;  on canion-vultnres, 
quoted, 76 

Deer (barking), 67; ita haunta and 
habib, 70, 71 ; (Bennett's), 148 ; 
near P e d u w r ,  317 ; (Cashmere), 
186 ; dsscription and habits, 188 ; 
(Eld's), 190 ; (Tibet ravine), 281 

Dee~hooting, 191, 192 

m h e e p ,  143 
- 

Deinna fort, 161 
L k n d m  nlfa, 86; .inenria, 86 ; 
argabu* 136 

Deodar, 167 ; cectars of great aim, 226 
I' Deviln," rhiilninda of nand w called, 

34 
Dew great on plaim of Scinde, 36 
Dheer hay, a leopard, 107 
Dhoonq or great valleys near plau~~, 

92 
Did-birdn, the nightingales of Englinh 

residents, 24 
Diaunu mactocareus, 26 
Diecomforts of Empeane in the kt, 

18 
Dipper (European), on Carhmere moan- 
tains, 116; on the Lidur, 195 ; 
killed on the Buchee, 264 ; (brown), 
219 

Distsnces,didiWcdty of judging, on moun- 
tains, 194, 276 

Dog, (native), 166; (wild), 189 ; pur- 
suit of a pack, 216; attachment to 
man, 309 ; Himalayan wild dog easil J 

tamed. 810 
Dog& (inhted), used in crossing 

r i v q  63 
Dogs preferable to beaters in putridge 

and pheasant shooting, 69 
Dotterel (Indian ring), 61 ; mfoaa- 

bremkd) 283 
Dove (Senegal) 22 ; (larat), 61 
Draa river, 269, 261 ; fort 4 260 
Drongo shrike robbing hoopoe, 198 
Duchin- 186 ; mountains of, 188 ; 

fore&, 299 ; valley of, 804 
Duck (spotted-billed), 64 ; (castaneons), 

249 ; (Brahminy), 276; ita flesh, 
281 

Duckn at  Sehwan, 64 
Dugshai hillstation, 61. 72 
Dnl lake, Cashmere, 246 
Dnm, or red marmot, 268 
Dumba, broad-tailed sheep, 272 
Dungam, 20 
Dust about Knrmchee, 83 ; cloud of, 

pm5xling storm, 311 
Dust-clouds, 72 

E ~ o y  112,171 ; (tawny), s t  Poonah, 
14, .16  ; (serpent), its food, 38 ; 
(wh~teheaded) , of Asia, 49 ; (spotted), 
74, 183 
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Ears : erect ears of semidomesticated 
dogs, etc., 310 

Earthqnakea in Cashmare, 177 
Ebhul Khan, a Khyberee hnntar, 180 
Eclipae of moon, supenrtitioua idea of 

Cnshmereea, 255 
Eggs of crocodile where deposited, 44 
Egretta a&, 121 
Eish Makanr village, 196 ; slopes near, 

once best huntingground in Cash- 
mere, 197 

Elanus m2Mwpm, 122 
Elephants crossing Indus, 318 ; sudden 

fits of temper in, 314 
Elevation, etTecta of high elevation on 

the frame, 273 
Enahka 9Jula- 22 ; caniyu, 

142; cioidcs, 164; ahcurti 164 
English plants gathered at Vernag, 

203 
Enicuw maeulatua, 67 ; its plumage 

and habits, 72 ; acoulni, 72 
Entellua monkey, 108 
Ermine in Cashmere, 206 
Erminwkina sold at  Pwhawur, 317 
Eudynamyu M w ,  or black cuckoo, 

17 
Euphorbia hedges, 36 
EupIun?na nmifdia, 41 
Euplocomus ahmilahy 67, 83, 92 ; 

~ n o t u a ,  92 
E+ lu(eola, 156 
Extortion of Ooulab S'igh, 162 
Eye adapts itself to seeing distant o b  

jecta, 179, 180 

FUUR of Yarknnd, 270 
F h  jugger trained for falconry, 18 ; 

~ ' k b r ,  108 ; badiua, 119 
Falcon (Indian peregrine), nest of, 67 ; 

(royal) in uent for hawking, 108 ; 
(black-wingq, 122 ; (chicquera) 180 

Falconry at  Kalka, 119 
Fat of bear. 239 
FeAZa of 'Himalaya, great variety of, 

107 
~&-bmgahaia ,  20, 107, 190 ; Ibrs- 

Jeldii, 107 ; Icopwdur, 144 ; pardw, 
313 

Peronia dqlumtum, wild apple, 86 
F e r o m p r ,  69 
Peru& Witidu, a gigantic umbelli- 

ferous plant, 257, 301 
F d v a l  (Sikh), 136 

Fig. 27 
Filth of Eastern to- 172 
Pinch (black-headed), 22 ; (rossab), 

152 : (brown mountain). 261 : Ired- 
fronted), a favourita ca&bii'in' the 
Puqjaub, 264 

Fir, of lower ranges, 64 
Fie-flies, 18 
Fiah, sacred, 178 
Fishmarket, Cashmere, 245 
Fish-owl, 114 
Flamingo, 40, 53 ; a flock of, 147 
Flaying prisoners, 172 
Floriken (bsstard), 51 

(black), a great peek 89 
Flycatcher (crimson-breasted), 17 ; 

(broad-tailed), 21 ; p d i i b h a b i t s ,  
26, 27, 67, 202 ; (whibfronted), 
37; (verditer), 100; ( s p d d ) ,  111 ; 
(flammeous), 113; ( ~ l o u r e d ) , l l 3  ; 
(shortbilled), 113 ; (crimson), 196 ; 
(small), 201 

Flying-hhea off Madeira, 6 
Flying-foxes, a species of bat at Poonah, 

habits of, 15 
Fog in atmosphere, 158 
Forecastle of t roophip should have a 

netting, 6 
Forgetme-not in Caahmare, 206 
Fork-tail (nhorttailed), 72 ; spotted, 

67 
Fossil remains, how deposited, 312 
Fosaila in limestone at Kotela, 147 
FolherpXa in&- 170 
Fox, 171 ; (red), its habits, 101,102 ; 

(Bengal)! 102 ; (silver), 217, 287 ; 
(mountrun), 287 ; near Peshaanr, 31 f 

ZhncoZinw pontkrbntu, 61; us& 
pk, 61 

Fngata, or man-of-war bird, at Seychel- 
les, 8 

Frogs at  Poonah, 16 ; frog a s h  body 
of sun-bird, 17 ; the food of many 
snakes. 19 

aalarida n is ta lq  41, 133 
Gall-bladder of brown bear wed M 

medicine, 184 
B a U i w o  +&ria, 73, 112 
Q a h  bankuq 84 
Gannisbul, a fcest at, on spl>lw and 

pears, 303 



Garlic with yellow flowem, fwd of mar- 
mob, 258 

Oan-ulva laneeolutw, 86 
Gsnra-finch, 100 
Gavid, habits of, 52, 63 
Qiavialw gangeticus, 52 
OauUa hnc t f i i ,  148, 149 
Ckkoes, 20 
Geese, flocks of, migrating, 120 
Germticus papdlanrs, 129 
hrr ie ,  102 
Ghaugatri range, 64 
Ghia, two days spent in a ten~ple at, 

289, 290 
Ghous, Mahratta name for bandycoot, 

Grosbeak (black and yellow), 2'22 ; 
(Malabar), 152 

Gronse (pin-tailed), 119 
Gull (brown-headed), 283 
Oyynetud barlrahcs, 77-79 
Oyp benguh&, 79 ; indieus, 79 ; 

f U 1 ~ ,  80 

H(F)II@ pludum, 87 
Hafit village, height above sea, 237 
Hailatones, large, 147 
U a l i d t w  maui ,  49, 130 
IIaluutur indw on Indus, 48 
H*m ficacus, 21 
Ham, name of female m o d  in k h -  - .  

20 
Gibraltar, remains of animals in caves, 

how deposited, 312 
Glacier, descent of, 294 
Gnat (water), habits of, 64 
Ooab eating dung, 309 
Ooatantelope, 186, 220, 221 
W w i t  (cinereous), 154 
Goitre among natives of Lower Hima- 

laya. 66 
Gold-siftera at  Bone, 155 
Golden eagle, one rahot, 112 
Goldanch (Himalayan), 108, 109 
Ooose (barred-headed), 50 ; (white- 

fronted), 50 ; (Brahminy), 58 ; (gray. 
lag), gabbling of, 317 

Goral or chamois of Himalaym, 126 
Goral hay, a loopard, 107 
Gorkagu, or anow-pheasant, 181 
Ooshnwks trnined by the exdnleers of 

Sciide, 18 
Ootah-finch, 57 
Goulab Singh, his cruelty, 172 ; litter 

surrounded by petitioners, 251 
Govind kite at Poonah, 12 ; inetnnce of 

its boldnecls, 23 ; with vultures, 25 ; 
following ship, 45 ; daring nollies of, 
66 ; e n m y  to poultry, 57 ; n a t  of, 218 

G o m ,  or Sikh priest, 135 
Grackle (gingi), 61 
Q d w  ~ ( 7 6 0 ,  53 ; m?tenais, 53, 122 
Granary of ants at Kurrachee, 39 
Grapes of Cwhmcre, 305 
Graves (ancient), nenr Jubbn, 114 ; 

open, 163 ; at  Rawul Pindee, plun- 
dered by jackals, 308 

Gravestones at Kurrachee, 93 
Greck prtriclge, chukore of India only 

a race of, 94 

mere, 90 
Hanghi, Cashmere deer, 186 
Hnnniah, black-faced sheep, 272 
H-uk mountain, 170 
Hare (black-necked), 85 ; (monntain), 85; 

(Alpine), 280 
Harrier (pale), 120,135 ; (pale-chestd), 

152 
Haze at  mid-day, 248 
Heart-disease, persons with, should not 

travel in elevated regions, 274 
Hedge-warblm, loud chirping of, 175 
Hedges of prickly-pear, 17 ; frequented 

by wakes and vermin, 19 
Uelurclos laelanus, 238, 240 
Uemichelidon fult@inaa, 111, 201 ; 

j e m c p B I ~  201 
Henigipoor, 206 
Heron, 53 ; (great white), 121 ; (brown- 

backed), 129 ; (Eumpesn), 156 
Heron's plumea used in imperial head- 

d m ,  175 
Hemnry, Cashmere, 175 
Hnpesles gisma destroy8 centipedes 

and scorpions, 19 
OerpcdIcr grisms, 120, 317 ; nyula, 317 
Herrel, local name of Wallich's phea- 
sant, 91 

HeInuru sylmna, 67,243 
Uialiclrla phdijpina, 61 
Hill-fox, 193 
Himnlaysp, line field for naturalist, 2.3 ; 

ranges, 61 ; regions of, 62 ; fine pano- 
rama of, 64 

Himantqncs candidus, 153 
Hirunclo daurica, 108 ; Qi/m or wire- 

tailed swallow, its habits, 11 ; riparoic, 
49 

Hng-deer, 51 
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Hog-rat in howx, 20 
Honey obtained hyfrightening the k , 8 8  
Honey-sucker (purple), at Poonah, 17, 
144 ; (red), 104 

Hooded crow, 127 
Haope, 24, 219 ;digging into turf, 196 
Horjcs frightened by trains of mts, 27 
Houhara buntad, hunting of, 51, 52 
Hou6nra mnepemii, 51 
Honrinr, 138 ; wounded ram, 145; 

feeda a t  night, 148 ; young killed by 
pleuro-pneumonia, 151 

House-martin of hu them India same as 
Eumpean, 100 

Humble-been, 198 
Hnmholdt, writings of, cnnse of their 

zest, 4 
Hummok river, 125 
Huntingpounds of Amirs of Scinde, 17 
Hnri Purbert, 243 
Humcane, Bevere one, 73 
Huni-Sing-Ka-Bngh, 244 
Hyacinth in flower, 160 
H y m a  carries off poultry and dogn, 102 ; 

habits of, 308 ; larger on Himalayas, 
308 

I I y m  strinta, 40 
Hydaspes river, 247 
Hyderabad, high temperature at, 50 
liyelaphw pmnnw, 51 
Hyslriz k 1 u b ,  137 

1s- 229 ; habits of, 234, 235 ; (Cau- 
asinn), its home and habita, 36 ; in 
Lndakh, 286 

Ibidorhynchlu atmhera'i, 293 
Ibis (black), 129 
Ichneumon (gray), 120 
Indolence and inactivity, their brul 

effects in a tropical climate, 10. 
Indus, pleasures of a voyage up, 46; 

ahiftingof channel, 47 ; undercurrent, 
not likely to be one, 47 ; sunset on, 
48 ; tributaries of, 132 ; its b d t h  
at Kelntse, 268 ; transport of baggage 
across, 313 

Inscriptions on slnte-slabs in Ladakh, 266 
Insect 1- on Tibetan antelope, 279 
Insect pests on march, 59 
Inundation of Indua, 46 ; of rrtraanis 

about Poonah, 16 
Imur pueh. 41 
I t is  longifollin and I. nipah.&, 196 
Imgation by Peninn wheels, 47 

Imu vein, 203 
Islamabad, 200 ; dirtineqs of, 201 

JACANA (Chinwe) 175 
Jacknl and ita cry, 40, 41 ; where met 

with, 102 ; habita of, 308 ; larger on 
Himalayas, 308 

Jackdaw (Indian), a bold marauder, 12 ; 
following ship, 45; habits of, 46; 
(European), 127 ; (gray-headed), 221 ; 
a t  Peshawur, 317 

Jacko, highest point a t  sanatorium of 
Simla, so called from abundance of 
monke)-s there, 107 

Jamrood village, 316 
Jari deer, 189 
Jarrow deer, 190 
Jay (Vigors' and red-l~illed), 83 ; (long- 

tailed), 85 ; (European) shot in Af- 
ghanintan, 86 ; (black-throated), 86 ; 
(yellow-billed), 169 

Jehangire used baths a t  Atsibul, 201 ; 
tablet of, 203 

Jer monnl or snow-pheasant, 181 
Jewar or black-headd pheasant, 210 
Jhelum, valley of, 160 
Jowaree, a kind of grain, 27 
Jugla, name of tare, 214 
Jumnootri range, 64 
Jungle-fowl, 84 

Kam or ibex, 233 
Knknr or barking-deer, 70 
Kalij pheamt,  67 ; piping call of, 83 ; 

habits of, 92, 93 
Kalka, 61 
Kandala, scene at, 30, 31 
Kannibal, 244 
K q i l  fort, 263 
Karstee mountain, 263 
Kartse, a lofty peak, 291 
Kelntae villnge, 268 
Kestrel, habits of, 21 ; at Dugshni, 99 
Ketupa ccylonensia, 11 4 
Khnds or broad valleys, 63 
Khund village, 256 
Ehyber Ptw, entrance visible from Pe- 

sham,  316 
Kiang or wild am, 275 
Kilae, a peak of Himalaya, 64 
King-crow on bncka of cattle, 25 ; (black 

Indian), 153 
Kingtinher (Bengal) on Indus, 48; 

(black-headed, 86 
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Kingtbherq 21,22 
Kirboo village, 261 
Kite (Brahminy), habita of, 48 
Kml, or black cuckoo, 17 
Koree village, 123 
Kotela, village of, 147 
Koteree, a beautiful npot, 50 
Kras, local name of tare goat, 214 
Kubukden or snow-pheanant, 181 
Kuch, name for honriar, 138 
Kuller Kahar, 136 ; saltminea nt, 137 ; 

lake, 152 
Kunker, what it  is, 131 
Kunnchee in 1849, 32 ; position d, 33 
Kussor, ancient city, 121 
Kussoulee, h i  station, 61, 72 

LADAKR, a rainlesa country, 217, 260 ; 
goats supply wool for Cashmere 
shawls, 234 ; merchants on their way 
to Cashmere, 257 ; b i d  of, 261 

Lady's-mantle growing in India, 242 
Lagomys hdqsonii and roylii, 280 
Lama temple, Bhergnl, 264 
Lamastry, vieit to, 266 
Lamem (lamantry of), 266 
Lammergeyer, nest of, 74 ; the " roc," 

of " Arnbinn Nighta," 77 ; marka of, 
78 ; ancient roosting-place, 109 

Lang Kartse, village of, 287 
Lianiud hardtokkii, the bay-backed 

shrike, 12, 144 ; arnnriw, 37 
Lapwing (~pur-winged), 120, 132 ; mi- 

grations of, 128 ; (brown), 154 ; at 
Peshawur, 317 

Lnrk (c& calandre), 41, 133 ; of 
Himalaya, 98 

La& kept by Cashmere boatmen, 174 
Lark-Anch (mountain), 116 ; black- 

bellid, 156 
L a m  hnnicephdw, 283 
Lurviama cyanm, 243 
Leeches in nostrils of dogs, 87 
Leh, the capital of Ladakh, 269 ; mnr- 

ket-place for Cashmew and Yarkund, 
269 

MthZ ltdcua, 100 
Leopard, 102; varieties of, according 

to native sporbmen, 106, 107 ; of 
Punjaub, 144 ; on Cashmere moun- 
tains, 180 

h r d w  Imcia, 287 
Lepern bathe in poola, 44 
Lepia, or mow-pheasant, 181 

Lcplocoma reylonicq or Ceylon w n -  
bird, its food, 17 

Lcpyana+-imUis, 61,86 ; nroczohu, 8 5  ; 
o~mlolua, 280 
h nivicola, 298 
Lareosticu ncmoriedq 115 
Lidur, village of, 178 ; torrent of, 186 ; 

river cmsed, log-bridge destroyed, SO1 
Lifeboats and buoys, where wanted, 6 
Life of Englishmen in India, influenca 

of, on their character aa dm, 10 
Light necessary to mind life, 812 
Likur village, 268 
Lilac in blossom, 198 
Lily (tiger), 160, 167 
Linola brm'rasfrib, 284 
Lions not met with in North-Weatern 

Provincq 60 
Lizad in stomach of teesa falcon, 1 8  ; 

preying on ecorpions, 19 ; (blunt- 
heeded), 156 

Mmn$us goenaia, 132 
Locnnta, food of Commandel courier, 10 
Laioiea acychdhrum, palm-tree pecn- 

liar to Seychelles, 8 
Lor~gfellow, on flight of vultures, quoted, 

76 
Lohi  name of male monal pheasant, 90 
Loodiana, landncape near, 60 
L o p h q p h  i*npeyanw, 88,89 
Lotus-leaves, 175 
Lungoor monkey, 107 

Mncncl~a rhcara, 108 
Mnckeson (CoL). asssrisination of. 315 
Magpie (~ibebeta;;), a variety of & & o n  

one, 262 
Mahe (Seychelle Inlands), coral reaf and 

granite of, 8 
Malacon'mcs catduty 88, 133 ; d 

wlmi, 38 
Malta, fossils in rock-8asnreq how they 

may have been deposited, 312 
Malony, a soldier Jrowned, 31 
Man-of-war bird, ita aquiline flight, 8 
Manasa Bul lake, with remains of 

palace on'it, 249 
Mango, peculiar flavour of, 26 
Mangur, a wild cat, 20 
Marching in India, advantages of, 118 
Marigold (marsh), 176 
Markhow, parsuit of, 211 ; fine speci- 

men shot, 212; immense home of, 
516 
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Marmots (red), 242 ; a colony of, 258, 
259 ; (white), and ita burrows, 289 

Marriage-party of Pahareea, 87 
Martan (yellow-throatad), 97 ; pine, 

98 ; (white-ramped), at Pahawur, 
R1 R 

M& (sand), 128 
Martnnd, temple of, 200 
Masseer, 6sh so called, 132 
Mastiff (Tibetan), 274 
Mattnri village, 199 
Maun, village of, 20 
Maunikyala tope, 124 
Mennee, battlefield of, 60 
dl&&, a shell in crocodile-pool, 43 
Mhnocoryplh. tarqua& 174 
Melophud nclaniclmra, 100 
Aferopa viridk, 13 
Mcloponia pudia, 264 
Merghee kwkera, name of kaljj phea- 
sant, 92 

Military ofecers have great advantages 
for oheervation, 4 

Milmu migram, the govind kite, 12 
Mima p e r k  plant so called, 257 
Mina at Poonah, 15, 24 
Mirna Shah, ex-rajah of Incardo, 182 
Miaael thmsh, 114 
Mohupora village, 218 
Mona1 pheasant, 88 ; habits of, 89, 90 ; 

cntleta, 110 ; food of, 110 
Monkey (lungoor), herds of, 107 ; (en- 

tallus), 108 
Monsoon, burst of the, 28; Manry on 

formation of, 29 ; in subHimalayan 
ranged, 117 ; Dr. ? d a d s  theory of, 
264, 256 

Moongus, or gray ichneumon, 19 
Moonguswail, plant said to be ased as 

antidote to bnakebitee, 20 
Moonlit view Dom Rawd Pindee, 

812 
Mont(h'yi2h nmroticdq 261, 298 ; 

adasna, 271 ; h a r m a 4 o k  288 
Morindah, death of o5lcer at, 120 
M d u s  mosdrifcrua, 96-97 
Molacilla maderaspatma, rare at  Pwn- 

ah, 13 ; du.khunm&, 13, 49, 136 ; 
luzonienais, 49, 136 ; m d i r ,  130 ; 
h m h ,  169, 276 

Mountain-5nch (black-hesded), 284 ; 
(brown), 298 

Monse (shorttailed field), 152 
Muggwpeer, or crooodile-pond, 41-46 

Mulberries, 155 
Mullet at Thor, 84 
Mmin mahbarica, 152 
Munler of a ' p r  old man at  Peehawur, 

316 
Murree Sanitarium, 159 
Mud giganlnu, the bandycoot, 20 
d lwetkpa pama, 140 
Muakdeer, 83, 95 ; its muak-bag, 96 ; 

its enemies, 97 ; shot, 182 
Mosquitoes, 39 
Mussick, skin for carrying water, 69 
Moat, furions Eta of temper in elephants, 

31 4 
M~Btard cultivated for its oil, 47 
Mwiela &aigula, 84,98 ; arbhnncrcha- 

lam, 206 ; abichm, 817 
M- temminckii, 66, 116 

N m o - i i m  village, 222 
Nagpegonding Pass, 282 
Nahwr of Ladakh, 277 
Naira, inhabitants oc 88 
Nardua, a grass on which ibex feeds, 

234 
Nazg village, 81 ; inhabitants, 82 
Natnre best studied in the open air, 4 
Ncchrinicr goulpariewid, 104 ; mah- 

rdtensid, 144 
N M u m  apmhum, 176 
Nettle (common) in India, 242 
Nightjar, 103 
Nightingale, dial-bid so called, 24 
Nillam Tndanqpr, 100 
Nobug-ney, 242 
Norpoor, mayor of, 141 
Nonrmrrhal at Atdbd, 201 ; bower of, 

247 
~ o z h e r n ,  166 ; its sitnation, 169 
.YU+tIqa hmip&, 111 
Numcniw a r m  40 ; phaqw, 40 
N w  Jehan, remainn of hie p h  and 

gardens, 249 
Nutcracker, 11 1 
Nuthatch (Eihalayan), 110 

0- of Himalaya, 63 
O f e m  in army and navy should pw- 

me natnral science, 6 
Onyx, where found, 28 
Organic remains conveyed by floods and 

freshets, 312 
Oriole (Indian golden), 24 ; note of. 

202 
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OlUlolmnus lonpkudu, itn n u t  ant1 
habits, 22, 23 

Otia nigricep, 24,52, 317 ; nuccpueenii, 
31 7 

O& calmrs, 80 
Ounce, and black variety, 287 
Ovie ammon, 278 ; two upecimena killed, 

(LA9 
owl-:fish), 114 ; (Himalaya), its food, 

101 ; (Indian), 66 ; (~horteared), 
119 

Owlet (pigmy), ita call and egg, 101 
Oxeye (yellow-cheeked), 110 
Ozylophua melunoIeucos, 198 
Oxytropi chiliophyUa, 276 

P A ~ O D A  THRWSE, al11,ded to by Moore in 
" Lalla Rookh," 99 

Paharees, natives of Lower Himalaya, 
65,66 ; of Nnrg, 82 ; marriageparty, 
87 

of Holkar, remains of, a t  P a p  
buttah, 1 4  

Palmntology of Himalaya, a fine field, 2 
PaImmia Impatus, 15, 16, 49, 67, 

104 ; cyanoccphalm, 67 ; schistimp, 
104 

Pwer cinnnmomaa, 100 ; hmeshbta, 
129 ; sulicariua, 129 

Pastor (roseate), 24 
Pmla raams, havoc it commits on 

grain, 156 
Pea-fowl, 67,145 ; preserved by natives, 

I an 
~ e & y s t e r  fkhery, Kwschee, 36 
Peepul, 27 
Pelicans on coast of Scindg 45 ; on 

Indus, 48, 49 
P e l k n u s  jamnicuc, 49 
Pennycuick (death of), 124 
Perdicula asintieq 85 
Perdix ponlicerzizna, 69 ; hodgmii, 2 8 5  
Pericmcobls pwegn'nw, 17, 196 ; be- 

mrostris, 113 ;&n~mcw, 113 ; mama, 
113;  speciosYa, 113 

Peshawnr, not a good station for n a b -  
ralist, 316 ; q u n d ~ p d s  and b i d  at. 
31 7 --. 

Petrel, square-tailed and other species, 6 
Petroct'nelacyanuz, 100 ; in Malta, 101 ; 

longrost&, a variety of P. cyanm, 
101 

Palm quirrel, 136 
Panipur village, 176 ; fine view near, 

177 
Pamteel, 119 
Pnndreton, temple at, 176 
Panther, one ahot, 313 
PcntJwlop hodgwnii, 278 
P m i t i c n l  worms in Indian peregrine 

falcon, 67 
Parbuttah, view of Poonah from, 1 3  
Pariahdog and carcase, 14 ; w e  of, 23, 

24, 216, 308 ; sensible of kindness, 
309 

Pam sinensia, 175, 225 
Pannkeet (me-ringed), hnhits of, 15,16, 

104 ; (rose-ringed), using nest of 
sand-martin, 49 ; (date-hended), fra- 

Peyton (Lieut), collection of skins and 
heads, made in Nobra, 274 

Pharaoh's Mouse of Marco Polo, 280 
f h m k z 7 ~ ~  uraUichii, 91 
Pheasant (knlij), 67, 92 ; (monal), 89. 

110 ; (plach), 111 ; (Sikim horned), 
21 6 ; (bLack-headed or Hastings), 
216 

Phes~ants  in Chor forests, 109 
Philora hamlet, 83 
Pharnuoplrrur roseus, 40 
Pica buctriana, a variety of common 

magpie, 262 ; megaloptem, 262 
Pieus mahmtlensia, 37 ; scinrlinnrro, 37 ; 

spamatus, 1 12 ; &nisi, 142 ; h i m -  
Inyanw, 142; mujoroida, 142 

Pie (red-billed), 67 ; (red-vented), 86 ; 
quenta mountains, 104 ; plumye of, 1 (wandehg), 86, 136 
suited to foliage, 67 Pig (wild), 148 

Partridge (Cabool, p y  and blnck), 37 ; ' Pigs, ravages of, 166 
(black), wide nnge of, 68 ; shoot- ' Pig-tniL worn by men and women in 
ing of, 69 ; its haunts, 70 ; (gmy), Ladakh, 266 
69 ; a foul feeder, 70 ; its habits, 71 ; I Pigs near Peshawnr, 317 
(wood), 110 ; (Tibet), 285 Pigeon (mk) ,  22; (Asintic), 61, 136;  

Pnrtridges, 51  I pursued by govind and other kit* 
P a w  ancrew, or gray titmouse, 12 ; 57 ; (common rock), 237 ; (snow or 

d i d r m ,  110 ; mclanolophus, 110 ; imperial rock), 237; (Alpine), 283 
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Pilgm, 193, 194 
Pilgrim from Ajmeer, 168; to Umer- 

nath, 253; women of, 254 
Pine-mnrten'n skins sold at  Peahawar, 
317 

Pintailduck, 68 
Pintail-ponse, 119 
Pinup Ionq~~oZtiz, 64 
Pipit, 134 ; (Himalayan), 87 ; (mom- 

tain), 243 
Plach pheasant, 90, 91 ; habits of, 111 
Planlago major, growing in India, 242 
Plantain-groves at  Mahe in the Bey- 

chelles, 8 
Pleasumgarden at  Atsibnl, 201 
Ploceua lnya, its nest, 25 
Plover (long-legged), 153 
Plumage of birda in deaert countries, 

wlour of, 40 
Pochard (red-headed), 58, I71 
Poliontis lum, 18 
Pomegranate in blossom, 102 
Pony of Ynrkund, 266 
Poognh, sulphur and borax mines, 281 
Poonah, arrival at, 9; familiar birds 

about it, 11 
Pgonadnr, a favourite reaort in the hot 

months, 14 
Porcupine (Indian), 45, 137 
Porpoise of Indus, 38; off Madeira, 6 
Ponchas on groin of Tibetan antelop, 
279 

POPPY (red), 219 
Powder (rwl), on neck and breast 

feathers of bearded vnlture, 79 
Prang-la, n lofty peak, 283 
Pmngos pabularia of Moorcroft, 257 
Praying boxes, Ladakh, 268 
Priests in Lndakh, 266 
P r i i e  (slate-coloured), 162 
Primruses, 88 ; flowering on margin of 

wow, 95 ; on banka of Draa river, 
259 

Prim& cllipticx, 260 ; plgncrm and 
Oatusifolia, 88 

Procap pictiaauda, 281 
P&mh akha.!a, 119 ; arenariua, 119, 
317 ; ~lcutlw, 119, 317 

Ptrqpue cdunrdsii, fox-bat on banyan- 
tree at Poonah, 15 

Pucmaio macrolopha, 90 
Pugnacity of goats and sheep, 210 
F'alla, or tamarind-hh, 65 . 8 

Putenla, Rajah of, 82 I 

1 Pycnonotw bcngnlnssis, 135 ; hQmor- 
rhous, the bulbnl, 13, 201; inacolw, 
135; Imeogenys, 173, 201 

Pphowraz alpinw, 265 
Pphula my.%-- 113 ; aumn- 

tia, 113, 161 
Pphulauda gieca, 156 

Q U ~ D R U H A ~ A  of Himalaya, 108 
Quail (rsin), 24; (black-bellied), 106; 

at  Pashawar, 318 
Quails, sudden disappearance of, ac- 

counted for, 122; their dispersion 
after harveat, 310 

Queenatown (Cove of Cork), 6 
Quoir-monal, or snow-partridge, 298 

RAOEEIEW, with the offerings of passers- 
by, 155 

Raid (water), 154 
Rain, coming of, 28 ; in Cashmere, 217 ; 

effect of, on baked soil, 310 
Rainlw clietrict of Ladakh, 260 
Rainy season of lower ranges, 63 
Ramanthera village, 131 
" Rambler," quoted on curiosity after 

works of nature, 3 
Ram-hun, or wild dog of Cashmere, 216 
Ramoo, or goatantelope, 220 
Rat (tailless), 280 
Rattray (Capt), sketches Cashmere 

scenery, 245 
Raven, 129 ; on Indus, 66 ; not distinct 

from European, 142; of Ladakh, 
variety of common species, 260 

Ravine, or Bennett's (leer, 148 
Ravinea of Jubba district, peculiarities 

of, 149 
Rawul P i d e g  124, 126 
Redbreast (little), 140 
Reddeer, a variable species, 187 
Redstart (black Indian), at Poonah, 13 ; 

(aooty), 115 ; (chestnutbellied orOul- 
denstadt's), 115,271 ; (white-cappd), 
116, 263 

Rhevm, three species of the genus, 
257 ; R momoft+ 260 

Rhipidura fmmxnbw, 21 ; &fm- 
la& 37 

Rhdodenclrons, 85 ; warlet species 
(R. bahtunr)  in fnll blosaom, 87 

Rhubarb (wild), Brat food of brown 
bear in apring, 197 

Rhunbeer (Prince),visit to, at Sopnr, 250 
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b m p h u i d  at  Poonah, 14 
Rhyndwp, or skimmer, 64 
Ribwort plantain at  Vernag, 204 
Ringdove, 128 
Rivercroclsing by Bdndianq 53 
Robin (Indian), 12, 137 
Rock-pigeon (blue), 133 
Rock-thrush (blne), 100,151 ; of Bi- 

laya hss longer bii 101 
Roller (Indian), 22, 136 ; (fairy), 41 
Rook, 127 
Rooks at Peshswnr, 317 
Rorea, 64 
Row (yellow) 219 
Rotowmpma leucotis, 38 
Ruphoo, plains of, 273 
Rum quinq 189, hijplaphw, 189 ; 

arislotdis, 190 
R u t ~ o y ~ l + a , l l 6 ; J r u l d g ~  

116 ; Zcumep- 116 

8-R of Pampur, 176 
W e p  orchie, 259 
W V m ,  158 
W t  range, 137 
Salt-revenue employ& 1 60 
Ekmbar deer, 189 
Band-fly, bite of, 59 
Sand-puss (lesser), 119 ; (black-breast 

ed), 162 ; (Tibetan), 280 ; at  Peaha- 
wur, 317 

Sand-lnrk on shore of Tooskee lake, 
277 

Sand-martins, 49 ; (small brown), 154 
Sandpiper (common), 49 ; w h i k ~ ~ m p e d ,  

49 ; (green), 129,154 ; (Temminck'a), 
277 

Band, clouda of, in kinde, 84, 36 
8anko fort and its commandant, 291 
Sana or Tibetan antelope, 279 
SaragW @bptcra, 99 

picah, 33, 137 ; abvgdaria, 
39, 133 

Scavenger animals of hot climates, 307 
Scavengers of India, birds which are, 

23 
kind,  Bngour Doab, a race in the Pun- 

jaub, 136 
Sciide, poor scsnery of, 34 ; climate of, 

very trylng, 86 ; nativw of, 36 
Sciwwplrlmamm, 136 , 
Swlopaz ~ s t i c o b ,  112 
Scorpion, w a l l  black one, 366 
Scorpions get into boots, 19 

Sediment of Indian rivers. 120 
Bearnu or goatantelope, 220 
Sehwan, scenery about, 61 ; paw of, and 

old c d e ,  63 ; water-fowl at. 51 
Belalee, female of black-headed phearunt, 

216 
Semmpdhuw dw~lceur ,  107 ; ar(cd 

Iw, 108 
Bepoy escort, 160 
Serinaggur, 171 
Sewalik range, 61, 63 ; fossils of, 2 
Seychelle Inlands, productions of, 8 
%a, a wild aheep, 138 
Shadepoor, 216 ; anal of, 250 
8% ( d m ,  122 
Bhaheen, or royal falcon, 108 
Shalmar, a kind of sheep, 138 
Shapoo, or wild sheep of Ladakh, 138, 

267 
Shark off Madeire, 6 
Shawl-goata, 272 
Wawl-manufactories, Caahmetq 173 
Shswd, a luge fox, 171 
Sleep (wild), 148 ; of LdsLb, 267 ; 

sheep eating dung, 308 ; near Peaha- 
wnr, 316 

Slwrwater, 64 
Shell in pool of Mugger-peer, 43 
Shells of pearl-oyster, 36 
Sher, name for larger F&m, 189 
Shergol, Lama temple at, 264 
Shickaree (Himalayan), 103 
Shickargab or game-p-es, 47 
Shoveller duck, 64 
Shrike (bay-backed), its habits, 1% 

144 ; (land), 37 ; (red-Backed), 203 
Sight, vulture discover carcasas by, 77 
Sileate village, 263 
Silk and ailk-worms at  Bnu, 198 
Siimla, objections to slrnitarium et, 117 
Singrace, or Eld's d m ,  190 
Siih-kha-bab, 267 
Sirocco wind in Mediterranean, how it 

deds  health, 274 
S i i  a partridge, 140 
Siskin (Himalayan), 109,169 
Sitta himaluyunq 110 
Skeen, or ibex, 233 
Skelrtons of crbnhdn, 172 
Skimmer, habita of, 64 
810th bear, 241 
Bnake, killed in bedroom, 18 ; skins in 

honsea, 18 ; which hunts frogs. 221 ; 
(water) on Wdur lake, 249 
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Snipe, at Poonah after rsinq 14; in 
rice-fields at M a w  20 ; (great), 73 ; 
(common), 74 ; (solitary), 112 ; mig- 
rations of, 122 ; at Peahawar, 818 

Snow-Anch (brown), 236 
Snow-partridge, 298 
Snow-pheasant, 181, 298 
Snow-storm, 223,224 
Snowy region of Himalaya, ita chruac- 

teriatics, 62 
Bochness, height above saa, 237 ; log- 

house, 296 
Soldier drowned from the forecastle of 

troopship, 6 ; drowned at Kandala, 31 
Soldiers of Qonlsb Sigh, 247 
Solomon draining a valley, ancient W- 

tion, 171 
Solomon, temple of, 245 
Sonaln, male of black-headed pheasant, 

216 
Sonamtug, or Valley of Qolden Flowem, 

267 
Son$ Breri, a Barred epring, 243 
Song-lark at D r q  261 
Song-thrush (Cashmere), 199 ; at Atsi- 

bul, 202 
Sopw, 250 
Sparrow (Indian), similar to British, 12 ; 

nest m skull of bnllock, 61 ; (cina- 
moncoloured, 100, 129 ; at Mat* 
199 ; great abundance of, in Cmh- 
mere, 218 

"Sparrow on how~+top" of Scripture, 
the blue rock-thrush, 100 

Sparrow-hawk trained for q d - h n n t  
-ing, 21 

Species-making, 263 
Spoonbills appear on Indua, 46, 68 
Spring on the mountaim, 198 
Spring (nulphmna) at A m t  Nag, 200 ; 

at Kokur Naa. 202 : which e b b  and -. . 
down, 243 

Spurge (oleander-leaved), 45 
Squall on Indaq 55 
Squirrel (European), near Pigam, 196 
StadLyrk drysea, a --like warbler, 

100 
st& (Csshmere), pnnmit of, 178 
Starling (common), 39 ; (-), 67, 

199 ; ~ t t e d - w i l l g e d ,  99 
Steamers wear away mad-banks of In- 

dua, 47 
8&rna jaunnico on I n d q  48 ; ongka, 

166 ; hirundo, 269 

Stew-pot, every Himalayan traveller 
should have one, 281 

Stonechat (field), the "robin" of Scinde, 
33 ; (pied), 137 

Storka appear on Indns, 46 ; floch of, 
ti3 

S t o m  on the Himalaya, 72 ; on fron- 
tier of Pmjaub, 311 I -- Streams about Poonsh subject to snd- 
den innndationa, 16 

ShKnw VUlgatis, 39 ; u?tiedm, 57 
Snckw, minarets of, 54 ; great heat and 

unhealthiness of, 56 
Sulphur and borax minea, 281 
Snn-birds, 17, 104 
Sunsets near the Line, 7 
Sw mfa, 61 
Surgery, native, 161 
Sum Valley, 292 ; the glacier, 294,296 
Swallow (wire-tailed), ita habits, 11 ; 

(Danrian), its migrations nnd habits, 
108 ; (chimney) 108 ; migration of, 
128 ; at Peahawur, 317 

Swan river, 125, 132 
Sweet-lime, 27 
Swift (allied), ita neat and habits, 11 ; 

one at Knnachee numbed with cold, 
39 ; (Alpine), strength of wing, 
68 

Swine of India aa mavengem, 908, 309 
Sphuplcs Icacla~(b, 280 

TAIII.~ to commemorate meeting of 
the travellers, Vigne, Hendmn,  and 
Hugel, in Caehmere, 247 

Tadpolm at  Poonah, 16 
Tailor-bird and neat, 22, 23 
Tamarind, 27 
Tamarind-Ilnh, how aught, 56 
Tang Iang Paw 272 
Tapeworm in pork, 309 
Tare, a species of wild goat, 214 
Tartara, tents and herds of, 273 
Teal at Peshawar, 317 
TcXhw pamdisi, 26.27 
Tea (bnck), 269 
Teesa, a handsome falcon, 18 
Teeth of crocodiles, 44 
Temperatare at Poonsh, 28 ; frequent 

and sudden alterations of, 310 
Temple, ancient Csshmerq 168 
Temple at  Parbuttah, 13 
T e p h ~ p o n d ~  166 
Tmitwrcq 27 
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Th; village, 84 ; valley (day's sport 
in), 104 

Thorn (prickly Jemsalem); 36 
T h m h  (blrtck and ncarlet), 113 : (black- 

Tern (black-hilled), on Indus, 48 ; (gull- 
billed), 166 ; (le~ser, 283) 

TctmogaIlua ti&lanus, 181 
Tetur, Tetra, names of partridge, 70 
T h m M b i a , : ~ i c a h ,  or Indian rubin, 

14 

thnnied, 11 4 ; (red-necked), ' 11 4 ; 
(Calcutta), 199 ; (blue), long-billed 
variety, 261 ; in gardens at  Peshawur, 
317 

T u r k  mmtemk, 51 ; humilia, 61, 
136 

Tussilago farfam (l) p w i n g  in India, 
242 

Twining, " Diseaaea of Bengal" quoted, 
10 

Thunderatom in Himalaya, 73 ; in 
Caahmel.e, 207 

Thyme (wild), at Vernag, 204 
Tichod- mtcmria, 68 
Tick burying itself in the skin,' 228 
Tiger, man-eating, at Maun, 20, 21 ; in 

Punjauh, I46 ; traces of 288 ; C a p  
tam a l b y  killed by one near Rawul 
Pindee, 31 3 

Tigercat (Horafield'a), 107 
Tinn& alaudariua, 21 ; wmlhis, 

99 
Titmouse (gray), at Poonah, 12, 219 ; 

(gray-backed). 110 ; (black-created), 
110, 169 ; (red-headed), 169 

T m i a  mcdioeanc(latrr, 309 
Tooskee Lake, 276 
Tooty or meata finch, 152 
Topes or gmvea, 26 
Tolanw glottia, 49 ; a!agnaNw, 49 ; 

ochmpus, 129 
Trnnsport of baggage and camelu over 

Indue, 313 
Travelling to hii&tiom, 63 
Trinidnd, inland of, 6 
Troq2odyta h i d y n n w ,  297 
Tnxp-ship should have netting on fore- 

castle, 6 
Tropic-bird (Pha#liron), 7 
Trout (Himalayan), a specien of carp, 

174;  a sacred fish at  Lidur, 178, 
199 ; caught, 269 

Tauhm, nnme of markhom, 213 
Taumureri Lake, 282 
Tulip in flower, 162 ; wild, 177 
!funiua a f ~ t i a , l l 4 ;  +Uw, 114; 
&-, 114 ; dissimilw, I99 ; uni- 
&, 199 

Turtle-dove of Seychelles, 8 
Turtlea abundant at Seychellee, 8 

U ~ M A T H ,  a place of pilgrimage, 1 6 8  ; 
shrine in gypsum rock. 299 

Unicorn, perhaps founded on Tibetan 
antelope, 279 

Unahun, 225; height of village above 
the sea, 226. 

UPW FP. 24 
Uri Fut, 166 
CTrm(d libclanua, 111 ; arc& 238 ; Lea- 

&Uinua, 238 ; &&, only a variety 
of brown bear, 240 ; lobiatua, 211 

Utu village, 206 

V a d w  erialatus, 128 ; kumms, 
164 

Vegetation, rapidity of, 196 
Vetch (red-flowered), food of kiang, 

276 
Vernsg, fountain at, 203 
Viburnum at  Vernag, 204 - 
Viahau river, 206 
V u l p  montanua, 101, 193, 287 ; fa- 
acecena, 217, 287 

Vultwr indicus, 16 
Vulture (Egyptinn), at Poonah, 12, 14 ; 

(Indian), at  Poonah, 14 ; hahits and 
description of Egyptian, 26'; habits 
of Indian, 79 ; (great tawny), 80 ; 
(Pondicherry). 80 ; (tawny), coursge 
of one when wounded, 106 

Vultures, soaring of, 74 ; how do they 
discover their food 1 75, 76 

W A ~ ~ I L  (pied), 13,136 ; (Lnzonian and 
Dukhnn), 49 ; (yellow-headed), 68 ; 
(spotted hill), 72 ; (green), 130 ; 
(gray), 169, 276 ; (yellow lark-toed), 
219 ; gray at Peahnwur, 317 

Wagtail lark (yellow), 13  
Wall-creeper, habits of, 68, 221 
Walnut-tree, 166 
Warbler (blue-throated),68,166 ; black- 

breasted, 216 
Water-gont, 213 
Water-ousel (brown), 116 
Water-pheasant, 226 
Watar-imake, 221 
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Water-tluPsh (blue), 66, 115 
Weasel (whitecheekecl), 84 ; a tame 

one, 98 ; (red), 206 
Weather at Rawul Pindeq 311 
Weaverbird, neat of, 25 
Wheat-ear (Indian),39; (black-throated), . .... 

1JJ 
Whimbrel at  K-hee, 40 
Whirlwind8 of nand in Scinde, 31 
White anb, 27 
Wind, temperature of, increased by 

c m i n g  desert, 31 
Winlin, a mountain-torrent, 267 
Winter montb reliihed by Enropeam, 

314 
Wire-tailed swallow, 11 
Wokhab, or tawny eagle, 14 
Woman, accident to, in Baramula Paes, 

252, 253 
Women of Leh cultivate the ground tuld 

work, 269 
Woodcock (European), 73, 112 
Woodpecker (Mnhratta), 37 ; of S i d e ,  

37 ; (preen), 112 ; ( o m g e - h k d ) ,  

120 ; pied, 142 ; in a pine-forest, 
1 QR 

~ o o d - - ~ i ~ e o n ,  146 
Wood-shrike (gray), 165 
Wray (Dr.), spot where he was killed, 228 
Wren, 297 
Wren (Himalayan g o l d d ) ,  110 ; 

(goldensreaM), 222 
Wulur Lake, 219 
Wunater Wurr mountain, 179 
Wurdwun, 225, 226 ; river, 296 
" Wuzbagool," native name of fox-1st 

a t  Pwnah, 15 

Yas, merchandise carried by, 257 ; 
chief beast of burden in Rupohoo, 
271 ; habib of the wild yak, 272 ; 
dung used for fuel, 288 

Ysrkund pony, 269 
Yenaur village, 192 

WUT river, 264 
Zho, half-bred yak, 271, 272 
zmirrgps M*, 7 1 

THE END. 




